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Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is an important process experienced by all cellular life on
some level to enable rapid adaptation to changes in both the extracellular and intracellular
environments. Quantifying the extent of HGT, as well as identifying conditions that both foster
and deter HGT within both natural and artificial environments. As a solution we propose using
mobile genetic elements to track the interactions between organisms, as well as the evolution of
these mobile genetic elements to learn about HGT within various cellular communities. We use
inteins to identify networks of HGT events within various collections of organisms that share a
specific characteristic. Inteins are found in highly conserved proteins that are often part of the
replication or recombination machinery. Though they are associated with highly conserved
proteins in very slowly evolving sites (ATP or DNA binding) inteins have a surprisingly high
substitution rate. The homing cycle, the canonical model for intein spread in populations, posits
that this substitution rate can eventually lead to loss of the homing endonuclease domain
generating a mini-intein. Mini-inteins are incapable of spreading into un-invaded exteins, and are
passed down through vertical evolution only. Thus we can use the presence of the homing
endonuclease domain as an indication of how the intein was acquired by each organism.
We started by using a group of organisms that have an intein allele in common, then
progressed to a group of organisms that are phylogenetically related, and finally used organisms
that were isolated from the same environment to investigate networks of gene transfer and intein
dynamics within these communities. We learned inteins are most often transferred between
closely related organisms, especially those found within the same environments. We also show
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that inteins promote recombination during mating. We find that all three states of intein invasion
(full-size, mini, and un-invaded) can co-exist within the same environment, debunking the
homing cycle model, at least in prokaryotic communities.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction and Chapters Overview.
Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is an important force in the evolution of organisms and
communities. HGT is enables the assembly of innovative pathways like oxygenic
photosynthesis(1), and even the emergence of an entirely new family of organisms, the
Halobacteria(2, 3). However, more still needs to be done to describe the boundaries and timeline
of this process. Most gene exchange occurs between closely related organisms(4), yet there are
many examples of genes that have been transferred between domains. Selfish mobile genetic
elements (MGEs) in particular frequently experience HGT (transposons, integrases, inteins, and
plasmids), by using phylogenetics, as well as the distribution of MGEs we can build networks of
gene transfer among groups of organisms. Furthermore because MGEs are so dynamic, we can
use them to generate profiles that may help to unravel relationships between closely related
organisms not distinguishable through reference gene phylogenies.

MGEs generally impose a fitness cost on their host organisms. Many selfish elements
balance the fitness cost they impose by associating with (or capturing) genes that provide useful
functions to their host. Antibiotic resistance genes in particular are often found in association
with compound MGEs, for example plasmids and integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs)
(5). The majority of the genetic material associated with these mobile elements imposes a fitness
cost on the host species; however, the potential of even one particularly useful phenotype can
cause selection to favor lineages that carry these selfish elements. Studying patterns of HGT
using these elements is difficult because they often loose and gain genes as they evolve. Also
their distribution is likely to be biased by the traits they associate with, for example a plasmid
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that carries antibiotic resistance genes will likely be transferred amongst networks that
experience selective pressure through exposure to antibiotics frequently. For these reasons gene
exchange networks based on compound mobile element dynamics would not be suitable for
investigating the barriers of HGT.
Some truly selfish MGEs are much smaller than the compound mobile elements like
transposons, group II introns, and inteins. These are still multi-domain proteins or
multifunctional RNAs, but they are much simpler than the compound elements. Group II introns
are fairly sparse within prokaryotic genomes, and thus would provide a limited view of HGT
networks. Transposons, though ubiquitous are difficult to use for a network of HGT because they
propagate within genomes as well as between genomes (6) and are found sporadically among the
genome, thus the fitness cost of each insertion is variable. Inteins, however, are an ideal tool to
build networks of HGT.
Inteins are selfish MGEs, and can be found in all three domains of life and viruses.
Inteins are made up of two independent domains, the splicing domains flank the N and C-termini
of the intein, and the homing endonuclease (HEN) domain is in the middle. The splicing domains
excise the intein from the host extein after translation, and the homing endonuclease enables
horizontal propagation of the intein upon encountering an un-invaded extein sequence. Inteins
are unique MGEs in that inteins form alleles, a cohesive group of inteins that reside in the same
location in the same protein (extein), and the insertion sites for inteins are usually in slowly
evolving sites in highly conserved proteins (7). The consistency of the insertion site normalizes
the fitness cost of intein invasion, at least compared to the cost of transposon insertion. Intein
insertion sites (IIS) are often involved in ATP or DNA binding and most extein functions are
those related to replication, recombination, repair, and nucleotide metabolism (8). The
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conservation of these proteins across all domains of life ensures that most organisms that the
intein encounters will have a highly similar IIS. Furthermore, the importance of the ATP and
DNA binding sites in the exteins ensures that frequent substitutions at this site that could enable
the extein to escape intein invasion would likely also render the protein non-functional.
Inteins invasion occurs when a new host is encountered by an invaded extein. Briefly, the
homing endonuclease domain recognizes the uninterrupted insertion site and makes a double
strand break. The double strand break recruits the repair machinery of the host protein, which
then uses the intein containing copy of the extein as a template for repair. Interestingly, inteins
do not have a mechanism to penetrate the cell wall, and thus they must rely on mechanisms of
HGT that are already occurring within the community to spread to a new host.
Another unique characteristic of inteins as MGEs is the modularity, inteins are found
with and without the HEN domain intact. When the HEN domain is missing the intein is called a
mini-intein, as these inteins tend to be a couple of hundred amino acids shorter than their fullsize counterparts. Mini-inteins cannot invade new exteins through homing, thus their presence
indicates that the intein was most likely acquired through vertical gene transfer. The canonical
model of intein invasion, the homing cycle, posits that the HEN domain is lost because of
reduced selective pressure for its function. In other words, there were not enough opportunities
for homing to occur and thus over time substitutions occurred that lead to a loss of function. The
absence of a functional HEN domain can be used to find inteins that were passed on by
ancestors, and those that might have been newly acquired.
Like most MGEs inteins have a much higher substitution rate relative to the extein
protein they reside in. Additionally these substitution events seem to be focused on the HEN
domain of the inteins. This could be because substitution events in the splicing domains could
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disrupt the splicing function and improper splicing can lead to loss of function in the host
protein. Substitutions in the intein splicing domain that disrupt their functions would most likely
kill the cell, as most exteins perform functions related to important processes like replication,
recombination, and repair.
This work uses intein epidemiology to examine HGT interaction networks between many
different organisms, with a strong focus on the haloarchaea. Several distinctive traits make
inteins ideal candidates to create interaction networks between organisms. The conservation of
IIS ensures that transfers between both closely related and distantly related organisms will be
included. The patchy distribution of inteins within closely related organisms indicates that HGT
is an important mode of transmission for these sequences. The high substitution rates provide
more phylogenetically informative sites to build phylogenies with. The modular structure of the
intein sequence in addition to the plethora of phylogenetically informative sites enables us to
infer the most likely mode of transmission for each intein sequence. Lastly the dependence on
mechanisms of HGT already in place in the community ensures that the epidemiology of inteins
can reveal interaction networks within clusters of organisms analyzed together.
Chapter 2 is a collection of several review articles I was involved in writing that
investigate the impact of HGT on innovation and complexity in cellular life, both prokaryotic
and eukaryotic. The articles each explore the impact of reticulate processes like HGT. The first
article focuses on reticulate processes creating innovative pathways, or extending pathways that
already exist. The article also explores HGT as a neutral process involving genes like inteins that
do not appear to improve their host’s fitness. The second article focuses on the specific
consequences of HGT in the human holobiont. Humans rely on their associated microbiome for
functions ranging from immunity to metabolism. Most HGT occurring in association with the
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human holobiont is between organisms that share a body site, and affected pathways are usually
related to metabolism. The third article explores the levels of selection that act on gene content
within an organism or community. The last article discusses the implications of gene sharing on
a community of prokaryotic organisms. The themes of these articles largely overlap, and the
major message is that HGT is an important process to ensure that a community is able to respond
to perturbations in the environment.
The rest of this dissertation focuses on intein epidemiology to determine interaction
networks between organisms. Chapter 3 is published work, where we compare the phylogeny of
the intein and extein sequences of all organisms known to have the vma1-b intein (in 2011). We
find that most inteins are shared among closely related organisms, but one bacterium shares this
intein with a diverse group of archaea, indicating that inteins can be transferred across long
phylogenetic distances. The rest of this work uses intein epidemiology in the Halobacteria,
colloquially referred to as the haloarchaea to make networks and observations on the interactions
between various groups of organisms. Chapter 4 examines interaction networks among a diverse
group of 118 haloarchaea from several different families and many different geographic
locations. All intein sequences were concatenated along with a presence/absence matrix in order
to look for highways of gene sharing within the haloarchaea. The next chapter (chapter 5)
expands on this work but rather than considering all intein alleles together; each intein allele is
broken down into pairwise comparisons among all members. These distances are compared to an
expected distance based on a reference set of pairwise distances to identify gene transfer events
within each allele.
Chapter 6 is work that was recently re-submitted to PNAS after one round of reviews. In
collaboration with the Gophna lab at Tel Aviv University we use bench work, environmental
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sequences, and simulations of intein invasions to show that inteins increase the frequency of
recombination during mating, compared to isogenic strains under the same conditions. Also we
propose an equation that predicts the intein invasion rate given several measureable parameters.
Importantly this equation can be used with intein distribution information from environmental
samples to try and predict the same parameters in a given environment.
In chapter 7 I characterized the intein population in Deep Lake, Antarctica using
metagenomic reads along with four completed genomes from the same location (9). Using
metagenomic data allowed us to consider each species as a population, and the raw reads enabled
us to look for sequence variation in the inteins in each species’ population.
In chapter 8 I describe the intein distribution within a collection of environmental isolates
of haloarchaea from two locations along the Mediterranean coastline. This dataset contains eight
newly described species, and several clusters of highly related organisms that can be
distinguished by their intein distribution. This work also shows that many different versions of
an intein allele can exist within a single environment.
Lastly chapter 9 revisits bench work analysis with hybrid strains of Haloferax volcanii/
Haloferax mediterranei generated through mating experiments with subsequent selection. This
work is in good agreement with the environmental data in that it illustrates that some strains are
more prone to intein invasion than others. Interestingly all strains that had a Hfx. mediterranei
background acquired the polB-c intein, and all except one strain (75IS) maintained their inteins
in positions cdc21-a, cdc21-b, and pol-II-a. In contrast Hfx. volcanii background strains did not
gain any new inteins from Hfx. mediterranei.
The work described in this thesis resulted in the reporting of 376 new haloarchaeal intein
sequences, and made use of intein distributions and phylogenies, as well as phylogenetically
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independent methods to build networks of gene transfer. Additionally this data was used to
distinguish closely related environmental isolates, and learn more about the life cycle of these
selfish genetic elements.
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Chapter 2. Innovation and Complexity through Horizontal Gene
Transfer, across the Web of Life.
This chapter consists of four publications. The first three were invited reviews and the
last is a peer-reviewed opinion piece. The first paper (10) is a review of HGT events that lead to
innovative pathways, enhanced existing pathways, or enabled niche expansion for the recipient.
This article was primarily written by Dr. Kristen Swithers, though I was the main author for
section 5, “Parasitic HGTs can lead to Innovation and Complexity”. Peter Gogarten supervised
the research and writing.
I was the primary author for the second publication (11). This review is concerned mainly
with HGT events that have affected humans. The paper asserts that genome dynamics of humans
should consider the gene content of associated microbes as well as the human genome. The
complexity of the human body plan and sequestration of the germ cells from somatic cells makes
passing on changes in gene content difficult for humans. However, studies have shown that
adaptations in the microbiome can respond very quickly to environmental changes, thus human
genomes should be considered only in the context of the holobiont - the human genome, plus the
gene content of associated microbes. This work was done in collaboration with Dr. Lorraine
Olendzenski, and was supervised by Peter Gogarten.
I was also the primary author on the third publication in this chapter, titled “Horizontal
Gene Transfer: Building the Web of Life”. This paper explores examples of gene transfers that
occur between prokaryotes, prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and even between multicellular
eukaryotes. There are many examples of HGT events that have led to important changes in body
plan construction, immune cell development, and metabolism. This paper was written in
collaboration with Dr. Jinling Huang, who wrote most of the sections of HGT to plants, and
supervised by Peter Gogarten.
8

The last paper included in this chapter is a peer-reviewed opinion piece that was written
primarily by Matthew S. Fullmer and Peter Gogarten. I contributed to the development of the
ideas in this paper, and helped with the editing. This paper proposes a role for both HGT and
gene loss in environments as part of a balance that maintains the number of cooperating cells and
limits the number of cheaters that a community can sustain. Gene content will mosaic especially
considering genes whose products are common goods that are exported into the extracellular
environment. Also the amount of mosaicism within the genomes can be a measure of
cooperation within the community. Conversely if there is not mosaicism with respect to gene
content in an environment this indicates that social cheaters are not tolerated in the environment.
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2.1 The Role of Reticulate Evolution in Creating Innovation and Complexity.

Hindawi Publishing Corporation International
Journal of Evolutionary Biology Volume 2012,
Article ID 418964, 10 pages
doi:10.1155/2012/418964

Review Article
The Role of Reticulate Evolution in
Creating Innovation and Complexity
Kristen S. Swithers, Shannon M. Soucy, and J. Peter Gogarten
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-3125, USA
Correspondence should be addressed to J.Peter Gogarten, gogarten@uconn.edu Received
3 February 2012; Revised 8 May 2012; Accepted 10 May 2012 Academic Editor:
WenWang
Copyright © 2012 Kristen S. Swithers et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Reticulate evolution encompasses processes that conflict with traditional Tree of Life e orts. These processes, horizontal gene transfer
(HGT), gene and whole-genome duplications through allopolyploidization, are some of the main driving forces for gene- rating innovation and
complexity. HGT has a profound impact on prokaryotic and eukaryotic evolution. HGTs can lead to the invention of new metabolic pathways
and the expansion and enhancement of previously existing pathways. It allows for organismal adaptation into new ecological niches and new
host ranges. Although many HGTs appear to be selected for because they provide some benefit to their recipient lineage, other HGTs may be
maintained by chance through random genetic drift. Moreover, some HGTs that may initially seem parasitic in nature can cause complexity to
arise through pathways of neutral evolution. Another mechanism for generating innovation and complexity, occurring more frequently in
eukaryotes than in prokaryotes, is gene and genome duplications, which often occur through allopolyploidizations. We discuss how these
di erent evolutionary processes con- tribute to generating innovation and complexity.

1. Introduction
Reconstruction of the Tree of Life attempts to represent the
organismal histories of all of life on earth on a single bifur- cating
tree. Since the dawn of the molecular age, and, more so recently,
with the numerous whole-genome sequences that are now
available, it has become apparent that reticulate evo- lutionary
processes such as horizontal gene transfer (HGT), genome
fusion, and incomplete lineage sorting have a pro- found impact
on microbial and eukaryotic evolution. These processes dissolve
or embed the lines of vertical descent that are a hallmark of the
tree of life into net-like relationships between genomes and
organisms. To more accurately des- cribe the complexity of
organismal histories many groups have proposed net-like
reconstructions of life’s history [1] to account for the lines of
vertical descent and lateral lines created from reticulate
processes; the “rooted net of life” [2], the “forest of life” [3, 4], and
the “rhizome of life” [5, 6] are a few examples.
HGT is the nonvertical transmission of genetic mate- rial,
that is, the exchange of genetic information between

organisms not in an ancestor descendant relationship. HGT
causes individual genes in a genome to have vastly di erent
evolutionary histories. Studies show HGT occurs more frequently between closely related organisms than in divergent
organisms [7, 8]. Closely related organisms tend to have
similar sequences and intracellular environments. These similarities allow for more opportunity for homologous recombination and for an easier integration of the transferred gene
into the metabolic and regulatory networks of the recipient.
However, there are increasing examples of HGTs between
divergent species, even across domain boundaries, revealing that
barriers to HGT can occasionally be overcome. Examples include
the highways of HGTs [9] that exist bet- ween divergent
organisms: members of the Thermotogae phylum share about
half of their genes with both the Fir- micutes and the Archaea
[10], and the Aquificae share many genes with the
Epsilonproteobacteria [11]. Many of these successful HGTs
allow for innovations in metabolism and body plan that provide
a selective advantage to the organisms involved and allow
expansion into new ecological niches.
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Table 1: Categories of HGTs leading to innovation and complexity.

Type

“Beneficial” HGTs

Definition

HGTs that provide an initial selective advantage to the recipient

Examples

(i) Metabolic pathway expansion
and invention
(ii) Adaptation to new ecological
niches

“Neutral” HGTs

“Parasitic” HGTs
HGTs do not provide an initial selective advantage to
the recipient but over time
HGTs are maintained by random genetic
may adapt to have a beneficial function or
drift
be maintained via pathways to neutral
complexity in the recipient
(i) Many ORFan genes and genes of
limited distribution and with unknown
function may be in this category [14, 15]

Transferred genes can be distinguished based on their longand short-term impact on the fitness of the recipient (Table 1).
Genes that provide an adaptation create a selective advantage
for the recipient and have a higher chance to persist over
longer periods of time. As their frequency in the population
increases over time these genes will become fixed. Examples of
these “beneficial” HGTs are those that allow the recipient to
expand into a previously empty ecological niche. These provide a
huge increase in fitness to the recipient, even if the transferred
gene has not yet adapted perfectly to the genomic and
regulatory environment of the recipient [12]. Many of the genes
that extend, enhance, or create new metabolic pathways fall into
this category. These genes may be selfish in Dawkins’ [13]
original definition, but they cooperate with the other genes in the
organism’s genome and provide a selective advantage for the
organism.
Many other, and possibly most, transferred genes that can be
identified in the pan-genome [16] of bacterial or archaeal
populations may be selectively neutral or nearly neutral to their
carriers [14]. Many of these genes will be lost after a few
generations; however, a few may be fixed through ran- dom
genetic drift. It could be argued that most of the endo- symbiant
Wolbachia to host transfers are selectively neutral or nearly
neutral. Almost all of the Wolbachia genes are found in the host
genome and their transcript levels are very low [17]. This low
transcript level may indicate that these genes do not provide a
function to the host and supports the notion that many genes
transferred from the symbiont are only transiently present in the
host nuclear genome. Although the majority of these transferred
genes are transcribed at very low level, two hypothetical
proteins in the Aedyes aegypti originating from Wolbachia
have been maintained in the nuclear genome for a long period
of time and are transcribed at higher levels than background
suggesting these genes were fixed in the population [18].
Some transferred genes initially are like infections in that
their survival and spread is through a mechanism that decouples
the genes propagation from host replication and host fitness.
Although the propagation of these selfish genetic elements is
decoupled from the host’s genetic machinery, the element does
utilize the host’s resources to propagate through a population.
In this sense these genetic elements can be considered parasitic.
To more clearly distinguish them from the selfish gene concept in
Dawkins’ gene-centered view

(i) Inteins
(ii) Group I Introns
(iii) Group II Introns

of evolution, which considers all genes as selfish, we term these
elements as parasitic genetic elements and their trans- fers
“parasitic HGTs”; examples include inteins and self- splicing
introns. Initially, a self-splicing molecular parasite may provide
little or no advantage to the host but may later adapt a function to
benefit the host. Many inteins and group I introns contain a homing
endonuclease (HE) that provides mobility to the element and
allows them to follow a life cycle known as the homing cycle
[19]. Briefly, the homing cycle begins when an allele with an HE is
horizontally trans- ferred to a recipient in a new population or
species that before the invasion harbored only alleles without
HE [20]. Through faster than Mendalian inheritance the HE
contain- ing parasite spreads through the population, leaving little
or no detrimental e ects on the host. However, once all the
members of the population have the HE containing element the
HE containing genetic element starts to degrade. To escape
this cycle, over time the parasites may adapt to provide a beneficial
function for the host [7] or are maintained through neutral
pathways to complexity as discussed below for the case of the
dnaE intein [21, 22].
Transferred genes can be integrated into the recipient
genome by homologous recombination or through illegiti- mate
recombination [23]. The former process requires stret- ches of
similar sequences; however, the stringency of this requirement
depends on the activity of the mismatch repair system [24]. The
similarities necessary for homologous recombination can be
due to the presence of a homolog in the recipient genome or can
be created through transposable elements present in the recipient
that jump into the trans- ferred extrachromosomal genetic
material [25]. Transferred DNA also can be integrated
independent of sequence simi- larity through double-strand break
repair pathways, such as nonhomologous end joining, allowing for
the integration of DNA from divergent organisms [7].
Transposable elements can also facilitate transfer and
integration into recipient DNA. One such example is the
integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs). ICEs have been
implicated in transfer of genes involved in antibiotic and heavy
metal resistance, nitrogen fixation, virulence, biofilm formation,
and the deg- radation of aromatic compounds (for reviews see
[26, 27] and references therein), providing another example for
mul- tiple levels of selection, in this case benefiting both the transferred genes and the recipient.
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Although HGT appears to be more prevalent in prokary- otes,
more and more examples of HGT are being documen- ted in
single-celled and even multicellular eukaryotes (see [28] and
below for examples of transfer from bacteria to eukaryotes).
Related driving forces in creating innovation and complexity in
eukaryotic lineages are gene and whole genome duplications.
Genome fusion resulting from hybri- dization between members
of related species, a frequent pathway towards polyploidization,
is akin to HGT in that it results in mosaic genomes and that the
resulting gene family expansion is due to reticulate evolution.
Observed in plants [29], animals [30, 31], and fungi [32, 33]
whole-genome duplication followed by neofunctionalization
and/or sub- functionalizations have been implicated in
providing the building blocks for more complex developmental
and meta- bolic pathways.
Gene, genome duplication, and HGT, regardless of the type
of selection, beneficial, neutral, or parasitic, are all reti- culate
processes that a ect evolution across all domains of life. Here
we explore how the process of HGTs can expand metabolic
pathways, allow for microorganisms to adapt to new host
ranges, expand environmental niches, and even influence
multicellular eukaryotes. We also explore how “parasitic
HGTs” can ultimately lead to innovation and increased
complexity. Additionally, we discuss how gene and whole-genome
duplications can give rise to novel pathways that are important for
development.

2. HGT and Expansion Metabolic Pathways
HGTs can lead to the enhancement, expansion, and construction of more complex metabolic pathways. About two- thirds
of the annual biogenic methane is produced from the
acetoclastic methanogenesis pathway, which is exclusively carried
out by the methanogenic eurarchaeal order Metha- nosarcinales
[34]. Most members of this group carry out the conversion of
acetate to acetyl-coenzyme A using the acetyl- CoA synthesis
pathway. However, members of the more widely distributed
Methanosarcina use a variation on this pathway, which uses
the enzymes acetate kinase (AckA) and phosphoacetyl
treasferase (Pta) [34]. Both the ackA and pta genes were shown
through multiple phylogenetic methods to be transferred in one
event from the cellulolytic clostridia, where the encoded enzymes
are used to produce acetate asa product of fermentation, to
Methanosarcina [35], where the same enzymes are used to
produce acetyl-CoA.
Another example of an expanded pathway created by
HGT is found in the Thermotogae phylum. Some of the
lower-temperature lineages are able to produce vitamin B12 using
the cobinamide salvage pathway [36] (Figure 2). In this pathway a
partial B12 molecule is scavenged from the envi- ronment and
subsequently modified to produce an active B12 molecule. This
method of B12 production was shown to be the ancestral
pathway for the Thermotogae lineage by presence and absence
of the genes in the phylum (Figure 2). A later HGT allowed the
Thermosipho genus to synthesize B12 de novo from
glutamate, through transfer of twenty-one genes from the
Firmicutes.
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An enhancement of a pathway is observed in HGT events
between eukaryotic species of grasses. Some members of the
Alloteropsis grasses have acquired highly functional genes for C4
photosynthesis from the Cenchrinae and Melinidinae:
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylases (ppc) were likely transferred from both the Cenchrinae and Melinidinae, and
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (pck) was transferred from
the Cenchrinae. Christin et al. hypothesize that before the arrival
of these genes the Alloteropsis may have had a subfunctional
C4 CO2-fixation pathway, as in the case of the extant A.
semialata subsp. semialata grass, which did not receive
these HGTs. This enhancement of the C 4 pathways allows for
adaptation of the grass to warm and arid climates [37].
The metabolic pathways expanded and enhanced
through HGT allow for an occupation of a new ecological
niche. The Thermosipho can now produce B12 and thrive in an
environment where no partial B12 derivatives are present, while
members of the genus Methanosarcina are able to
produce most of the world’s methane from acetate and the
Alloteropsis grasses can thrive in warm and arid climates.

3. HGT and Metabolic Innovations
Members of at least six di erent bacterial phyla use chloro- phyllbased photosynthesis to gain energy from light [38, 39].
Comparative phylogenetic analysis revealed that hori- zontal
gene transfer played an important role in evolution and
distribution of bacterial photosynthesis [40, 41]. The assembly of
the electron transport chain that allows the use of water as
electron donor likely represents the gene trans- fer event that
most changed Earth’s biosphere [42, 43]. Chloroflexi (green
filamentous bacteria) and purple bacteria possess a
photosynthetic reaction center similar to photo- system II of the
cyanobacteria; whereas the reaction centers in Chlorobi (green
sulfur bacteria) and Heliobacteria (Fir- micutes) are similar to
the photosynthetic reaction center I in cyanobacteria [39, 44].
However, in the cyanobacteria photosystem I and
photosystem II are present, and only when the two divergent
types of reaction centers work in series do the harvested
photons provide su cient energy to lift electrons over the
electrochemical potential di erence between water and NADP.
It is theoretically possible that photosystems I and II arose
through a within-lineage gene duplication, diverged within the
cyanobacteria, and subse- quently individual photosystems
were transferred to other bacteria. A more likely scenario is that the
two photosystems diverged from an ancestral photosystem in
diverging lineages (Figure 1(b)), which each used a single
photosystem, and that the two distinct photosystems were
brought together in the cyanobacterial ancestor through HGT.
The recently described methylaspartate cycle in Haloarchaea [45] provides another example for the creative power of
HGT. This cycle provides an alternative to the glyoxylate cycle
and the ethylmalonyl-CoA pathway for acetyl CoA to enter
central carbon metabolism to synthesize cellular build- ing blocks.
According to analyses reported in [45] the key enzymes of the
methylaspartate cycle were acquired by
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Types of genetic duplications. (a) Shows an autochthonous duplication, which can happen either through tandem duplication, segmental
duplication, chromosomal duplication, genome duplications, or retro-transposition. (b) Shows gene family expansion through HGT. Following the
divergence of two lineages orthologous genes diverge in sequence and possibly in function. These orthologs can be brought together in a single
genome through HGT or allopolyploidization (c). The scenarios depicted in (c) and (b) explain an apparent duplication through reticulated evolution.

Corrinoid
synthesis

Cobinamide
salvage

Thermotoga sp. RQ2
Thermotoga maritima MSB8
Thermotoga neapolitana
Thermotoga petrophila
Thermotoga naphthophila
Thermotoga thermarum
Thermotoga lettingae
Fervidobacterium nodosum
+

+

Thermosipho melanesiensis
Thermosipho africanus
TCF52B
Kosmotoga
olearia
Thermotogales mesG.Ag.4

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+

Petrotoga mobilis

Figure 2: Distribution of the two gene clusters involved in vitamin B12 biosynthesis among the Thermotogae phylum. The corrinoid synthesis gene cluster
contains genes for the first part of the de novo B12 synthesis pathway and the cobinamide salvage gene cluster contains genes that synthesize vitamin B12
from cobinamides, incomplete B12 molecules. Together these two gene clusters complete the de novo B12 biosynthesis pathway. Presence of a gene
cluster is denoted by (+) and absence is denoted by (–). The most parsimonious explanation for the extant presence/absence patterning for the
cobinamide salvage gene cluster is one gain at the root of the phylum and three losses marked by blue and (+) and (–) and for the corrinoid synthesis gene
cluster one gain marked by a red (+). This suggests the cobinamide salvage pathway was present in the ancestor of the Thermotogae phylum and the
genes for complete de novo synthesis were gained in a later event by the Thermosipho lineage.

the Haloarchaea through gene transfer from di erent bac- teria.
Furthermore, before the transfer, these enzymes were part of
di erent pathways in the donor organisms, such as
propionate assimilation or glutamate fermentation. The
methylaspartate cycle thus represents a metabolic patchwork of
enzymes acquired from di erent donors and combining
fragments of di erent pathways into a novel enzymatic cycle.

4. HGT and Innovations in Communities
The human microbiome provides an opportunity to under- stand
a complex community of microorganisms and how

HGT has facilitated innovation within a large community of
microorganisms. Many traits, such as antibiotic resistance, and
xenobiotic metabolism observed in the human gut
microbiota are a consequence of HGT. One study showed that
antibiotic resistance genes can be transferred to the
gastrointestinal microbiome from food sources [46]. Volun- teers
were fed chicken, which had a strain of vancomycin- resistant
Enterococcus faecium, and vancomycin resistance was
transferred to E. faecium in the human gut. Other studies in
Japanese individuals showed that genes for porphyranases,
agarases, and alginases, which facilitate the breakdown of red and
brown algae (seaweed) in the human gut, were likely
transferred from marine bacteria to Japanese gut symbiont
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Bacteroidetes [47, 48]. These HGTs not only allow the gut
bacteria to utilize seaweeds as a novel carbon source, but
confer secondary benefits to the human host, which can now utilize
seaweed as a nutrient source. The act of introducing foreign
material to the gut microbiota (consuming a food source)
facilitates interactions between the microbiome and the
microorganisms on that food source. This interaction
encourages possible HGTs from microorganisms outside the gut
and allows for constant innovation and evolution of our
microbiome to cope with the frequent changes in the gut
environment, reinforcing the “you are what you eat” saying.
These findings also confirm that the holobiont (host plus
symbiont) can evolve and gain new adaptations without
changes in the host’s genome, simply by acquiring new symbionts with novel metabolic capabilities [49].

5. “Parasitic HGTs” Can Lead
to Innovation and
Complexity
“Parasitic HGT” involving molecular parasites, such as
inteins and group I introns, are HGTs that confer no imme- diate
selective advantage to the host but over time adapt to benefit
the host. These inteins and group I introns are self-splicing
genetic elements that are made mobile by hom- ing
endonucleases, an endonuclease that recognizes target
sequences of 12–40 bps [50]. They can evade purifying selec- tion
on the organismal level as they cause little or no harm to their
host [51]. These HE containing parasites have their own life
cycle described by the homing cycle [20, 50, 52]. A possible
escape route from this cycle presents itself, if the HE or the
intein/intron evolves a beneficial function in the host. One such
example of this is found in the mating type switching HO
endonuclease in yeast [53]. This endonuclease is left over from
what once was a close relative to the large intein in the yeast
vacuolar ATPase catalytic subunit, but now facilitates genetic
recombination from one mating type to another. This innovation is
beneficial to the organism in that it expands the reproductive
capabilities of the yeast cell. Another example where an intein
may have been retained and adapted to benefit its host is found in
bacterial intein-like (BIL) domains. These are degenerated
remnants of the HINT domain intein family, which are now
thought to function to facilitate rearrangements in hypervariable
surface proteins [54, 55]. Over time the HEs of some group I
introns are maintained as functional maturases to aid in the folding
and splicing of the intron they reside in or other introns that
may have lost their self-splicing ability [21, 56]. In these cases
parasitic HGTs have facilitated beneficial innovations; however,
most of these innovations evolved after a long period of
neutral or nearly neutral association between the parasite and
host.
Although many “parasitic HGTs” eventually provide some
benefit for the host, there are other cases where they are maintained
via selectively neutral pathways, which also can lead to higher
complexity. The dnaE gene, of some cyano- bacterial
species, is split on two parts (dnaE1 and dnaE2), and each
portion has part of an N-terminal or C-terminal intein [57]. An
autocatalytic mechanism allows the split
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inteins to find each other after translation and splice the split protein
together, resulting in a functional DNA polymerase
III. Deletion or mutation of the intein portions of the split gene
results in a nonfunctional DNA polymerase III, a major selective
disadvantage for the organism and even possibly detrimental.
This intein likely never supplied a selective advantage for the
host. Through a series of intermediate steps, each of them
neutral or nearly neutral to the organism, a complex processing
system emerged that places the intein under strong purifying
selection, because the self-splicing reaction of the intein now is
necessary to synthesize a func- tioning DNA polymerase III [22].
The wide distribution of the split intein in dnaE in cyanobacteria
[58] suggests that this rather complex gene structure is an
evolutionarily stable arrangement.
Another mobile genetic element that is frequently trans- ferred
and creates novelties and complexity is group II introns. They
are thought to be the predecessors of both the eukaryotic
spliceosomal introns and non-LTR retrotranspo- son [59–61].
These self-splicing elements are found in all domains of life;
they are made mobile either via retro- homing, using an
endonuclease [62], or retrotransposition mechanisms, using a
reverse transcriptase [63]. Evidence for group II introns being the
ancestors of the spliceosomal intron in eukaryotes includes
similar splicing mechanisms, comparable boundary sequences,
and secondary structure similarities [64–66]. One hypothesis
suggests the group II intron originated in the bacteria and were
horizontally trans- ferred from the alphaproteobacterial
endosymbiont ancestor of the mitochondria to the genome of
the ancestor of the eukaryotic nucleocytoplasm. The presence of
introns in most transcripts might have necessitated a separation
between transcription and translation, facilitating the emergence of
a nucleus [67]. Some of the original introns may have lost their selfsplicing activity and relied on other introns and their associated
proteins to catalyze the splicing reaction in trans, evolving over
time into the spliceosomal machinery. In this scenario, the introns
initially proliferated as molecular para- sites; however, on the long
run they allowed for exon shuf- fling, alternative splicing, and the
nonsense mediated decay pathway to evolve. Interestingly,
extant bacterial group II introns maintain self-splicing and mobility,
while most mito- chondrial and chloroplast group II introns are
not mobile and have lost the ability to self-splice. For example,
about 20 group II introns present in the organelles of plants have
lost their ability to self-splice [68, 69]. However, to maintain
functional genes, they must be spliced out thus their maintenance is dependent on the complex interactions with nuc- lear
and plastid splicing factors. Group II introns have also been
implicated in genome rearrangements and gene con- version
events [70], both of which can cause innovations in gene function
and structure.

6. Interdomain HGT and Innovation
One of the benefits of HGT is that it can provide a selective
advantage for organisms to occupy new niches and expand host
ranges. Many interdomain transfers from bacteria to
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single-celled eukaryotes provided for innovations and adaptation to new environments [28, 71]. In many instances these
genes were subsequently transferred between divergent single-cell
eukaryotes [28]. One example is the parasitic pro- tozoan
Blastocystis, which is found in many di erent animal gut
environments and causes gastrointestinal diseases, and has
acquired genes for energy metabolism, adhesion, and
osmotrophy from various bacterial donors. These transfers have
allowed the successful adaptation of Blastocystis to the gut
environment [72].
Surprisingly many genes were transferred from bacteria into
multicellular eukaryotes. The ancient bacterivorous nematodes
acquired cell wall degrading enzymes from several bacterial
lineages via HGT [73–75]. The cell wall deg- rading genes are
required for the initial stages in plant patho- genesis, without them
plants would be an unavailable niche for the nematode [76].
Therefore, the transfer of those genes allowed the transition of
the nematode from a free living state to a plant parasite [77].
Other examples of innovative interdomain HGTs can be found in
the tunicates. A cellulose synthase gene (cesA) is proposed to
have been transferred to the ancestor of the tunicates from a
bacterial lineage [78]. Following a gene duplication, CesA1
produces cellulose for the larval tail and CesA2 synthesizes
cellulose for the complex filter-feeding house of the ascidians and
larvaceans [78]. This HGT played a role in body plan development
in tunicates.
Examples of bacteria to animal transfers also reveal the
adaptive benefits. The HhMAN1 gene in the co ee berry
borer, Hypothenemus hampei, was likely transferred from a
bacterial lineage [79]. The gene encodes a secreted mannanase that allows the co ee berry borer access the primary seed
storage polysaccharide in the co ee plant and ultimately confers
an adaptive advantage because H. hampei uses the co ee
berry as a specific host [79]. The spider mite Tetrany- chus
urticae has several genes likely transferred from bacterial
lineages; those are genes that encode a secreted fructosidase and
a cyanate lyase-encoding gene that may be involved in feeding
on cyanogenic plants [80]. These acquisitions have allowed the
spider mite to utilize di erent plants for feeding thereby
expanding its host range [80].
The aphid genome, Acyrthosiphon pisum, encodes for
multiple carotenoids transferred from fungal lineages. These
genes allow the aphid to synthesize its own carotenoids rather than
to acquire them from food sources as many other ani- mals do
[81]. These are only a few of the current examples of
interdomain HGTs. As more and more genomes from
multicellular organisms become available more interdomain
transfers are likely to be revealed.

7. Gene Duplication and Gene Transfer
The emergence of new genes from previously noncoding
DNA is a rare event (e.g., [82, 83]). Most new genes are
believed to originate through gene duplication [84]. In
Eukaryotes gene duplications frequently occur in an autochthonous fashion within a single lineage (Figure 1(a)).
Mechanisms include tandem, segmental, and chromosomal
duplication, retrotransposition, and genome duplications
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[85]. Of the two genes created, most frequently one accumu- lates
mutations and is no longer maintained under purifying selection
and decays [86]. There are two mechanisms by which the
duplicated gene can be maintained, subfunction- alization or
neofunctionalization. In subfunctionalization, functions of the
parent gene are divided among the dupli- cated genes; in
neofunctionalization, after duplication one copy diverges to
create a new function. The creation of new functions from
duplicated genes appears to be a rare event [87].
Ancient genome duplications have played an important role
in vertebrate, plant, and fungi evolution (see [88] for review).
In these ancient duplications it is di cult to decide if the
whole genome duplication resulted from an autochthonous
autopolyploidization or an allopolyploidiza- tion following a
between-species hybridization (Figure 1(c)). The latter process is
particularly important in plant evolution and breeding [89]. Many of
these
whole-gene
duplications
are
followed
by
neofunctionalization and subfunctionaliza- tions of various
genes throughout the genome. However the above example of
the cellulose synthatase genes in the larvacean lineage of
tunicates is an example of a gene dup- lication leading to
neofunctionalization in a eukaryote.
The whole-genome duplication of the fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae followed by neofunctionalization of various genes led to the emergence of viral defense mechanisms
from translation elongation and the emergence of gene
silencing from origin of replication binding proteins [33].
Subfunctionalization events after gene or genome duplica- tions
can also arise and create novel regulatory pathways. For example,
the maize genome arose from an allotetraploidiza- tion between
two grass species [90–93]. In the extant maize lineage the ZAG1
and ZMM2 genes are necessary for the development of
stamens and carpals in the plant. The ZAG1 gene is expressed
throughout carpal development, and the ZMM2 gene is
expressed in maize stamen but not in the immature carpal
[94]. It is thought that these genes were expressed in both
developing stamens and carpals in the allotetraploid ancestor
shortly after the polyploidization event [95]. Over time
mutations a ecting the regulation of ZAG1 decrease
expression of ZAG1 in stamens but not carpals and mutations
a ecting the regulation of ZMM2 eliminated expression in the
early carpal but not in stamens [95].
In Bacteria and Archaea autochthonous gene duplica- tions
appear to be rare [42, 96]. The typical pathway for gene
family extension is through HGT followed by nonhomologous recombination in the recipient. Following the
divergence of two lineages, orthologous genes experience
substitutions. These might be associated with altered prop- erties
of the encoded protein; for example, mutations in an ion
translocating subunit of an ATP synthase/ATPase might increase
its specificity for protons, thereby changing the specificity for
the transported ion from Na+ to H+ [97], allowing the
organism to use the proton motive force for ATP synthesis.
When subsequently the two genes end up in the same cell
following horizontal gene transfer, they have diverged so much
that homologous recombination between the divergent forms is
no longer possible (Figure 1(b)).
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As both genes have di erent functions, both can be maintained in the recipient through purifying selection. For
example, one ATPase might function as ATP synthase driven by a
Na+ gradient, and the homolog might function in controlling
the cellular pH.

8. Conclusions
The processes of reticulate evolution lead to innovations and
complexity. Horizontal gene transfer whether beneficial or
parasitic in nature can lead to innovations and increased
complexity. “Beneficial” HGTs provide an immediate selec- tive
advantage to the recipient, which increases fitness and
guarantees that the transferred gene will be fixed in the
recipient’s population. Such benefits include but are not limited
to innovations in metabolic pathways, expansion of niche
adaptations, and in the case of the human gut micro- biome can
have important secondary implications for the human.
“Parasitic” HGTs can also provide innovation, although
innovation is more likely to be formed through neutral or nearly
neutral pathways to complexity. Gene and genome duplications
are another way to spawn innovation and complexity, more so in
Eukaryotes than in prokaryotic lineages. In both cases, the
horizontal transfer of genetic material and gene and genome
duplications are a driving fac- tor in organismal evolution.
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Horizontal gene transfer: building the
web of life
Shannon M. Soucy1, Jinling Huang2 and Johann Peter Gogarten1,3
Abstract | Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is the sharing of genetic material between
organisms that are not in a parent–offspring relationship. HGT is a widely recognized
mechanism for adaptation in bacteria and archaea. Microbial antibiotic resistance and
pathogenicity are often associated with HGT, but the scope of HGT extends far beyond
disease-causing organisms. In this Review, we describe how HGT has shaped the web of life
using examples of HGT among prokaryotes, between prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and even
between multicellular eukaryotes. We discuss replacement and additive HGT, the proposed
mechanisms of HGT, selective forces that influence HGT, and the evolutionary impact of
HGT on ancestral populations and existing populations such as the human microbiome.
Selfish genetic element
A gene or group of genes
that enhance their own
transmission and reproductive
success without making a
positive contribution to the
host’s fitness.
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Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) was first described in
microorganisms in the late 1940s1, and around 20 years
later it was speculated to have a role in the adaptation
of multicellular eukaryotes — specifically plants2. Since
then, methods to detect HGT have improved, and these
have revealed the surprising extent and relevance of
HGT to the variation of viral, prokaryotic and eukaryotic gene content. Many apparent gene duplications, for
example, are now known to be the result of HGT, not
autochthonous gene duplication, resulting in a ‘web of
life’ rather than in a steadily bifurcating tree3,4.
For a transferred gene to survive in the recipient
lineage for long periods of time, the gene usually needs
to provide a selective advantage either to itself (in the
case of a selfish genetic element) or to the recipient,
and research on HGT initially focused on such genes.
However, it is now known that many of the genes that
have been identified as transferred through comparative
genomics between close relatives have neutral or nearly
neutral effects in the recipient in both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic organisms5. One rule for transferred genes
seems to be ‘first do no harm’ — genes that are successfully integrated into a recipient are often expressed
at low levels and encode functions at the periphery of
metabolism6. These neutral acquisitions, however, can
later provide novel combinations of genetic material
for selection to act on — in some cases, the transferred
material becomes domesticated over time and produces a beneficial phenotype. In other cases, when the
imported genes remain neutral and there is no obvious
benefit associated with their retention, the genes are
likely to be lost over time.

HGT has long been recognized as an important force
in the evolution of bacteria and archaea. However, the
exchange of genetic information between prokaryotic
symbionts and their eukaryotic hosts, and even between
eukaryotes, signifies that HGT in eukaryotes occurs
more frequently than previously thought7,8. Often these
transfers involve gene donations to unicellular eukaryotes9 and are frequently associated with bacterial endosymbionts10 (known as endosymbiotic gene transfer
(EGT) or intracellular gene transfer (IGT)). However,
bacterial genes can also be transferred to multicellular
eukaryotes8. Recent interest in the human microbiome
has reinvigorated the search for HGTs from symbionts
into the human genome. Although transfers of bacterial genes into the human germ line11,12 have not be confirmed, evidence is accumulating of HGT from bacteria
to human somatic cells13. These findings demonstrate
the enduring influence of HGT on the evolution of all
parts of the web of life, eukaryotes included.
In this Review, we present an overview of how HGT
has contributed to innovation throughout the web of
life by providing novel combinations of gene sequences
for selection to act upon, thus shaping the evolution of
species ranging from single-celled microorganisms to
multicellular eukaryotes. Advances in the understanding of mechanisms of HGT, methods of identifying
HGT events and the growth of genome databases have
facilitated these insights.

Mechanisms of HGT
The three most recognized mechanisms of HGT in
prokaryotes are conjugation, transformation and
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transduction (FIG. 1). Conjugation requires physical contact between a donor and a recipient cell via a conjugation pilus, through which genetic material is transferred.
Conjugation is canonically restricted to bacterial cells as
the donor and recipient, however, Agrobacterium spp.
is an exception and uses its conjugation machinery for
HGT into plant cells14,15. Transformation is the uptake
of exogenous DNA from the environment and has been
reported in both archaea and bacteria16,17. Transduction
is the delivery of genetic material through phage predation owing to the integration of exogenous host genetic
material into a phage genome, and this phenomenon has
been observed in both bacteria and archaea. There are
two types of transduction: generalized, in which a random piece of the host DNA is incorporated during cell
lysis; and specialized, in which a prophage imprecisely
excises itself from a host genome and incorporates some
of the flanking host DNAs.
Other mechanisms of gene transfer, such as gene
transfer agents (GTAs) and cell fusion, have more
recently been described. GTAs are gene delivery systems that are integrated into a host chromosome and are
sometimes under host regulatory control. GTAs carry
small random pieces of host genome in capsids for delivery to nearby hosts. GTAs are found in both bacteria
and archaea. The GTA-encoding genes do not provide
an obvious benefit to the host, which donates its DNA
to others, nor is the benefit to the GTA-encoding genes
obvious, because the GTA does not preferentially transfer the GTA-encoding genes. The question of how these
genes remain under selection for function remains enigmatic18. One study found that GTAs from Rhodobacter
capsulatus were able to transfer antibiotic resistance to
bacteria from different phyla; however, other studies
have shown that not all bacteria, including those with the
genes encoding GTAs, are able to receive gene donations
via GTAs18. GTAs have evolved from prophages that have
lost the ability to target their own DNA for packaging18.
Most GTAs cannot package a long enough segment of
DNA to transfer all the genes that are necessary to produce GTAs — that is, in contrast to phages, GTAs cannot
transfer all of the genes that encode them to a new host.
This is an important distinction from transduction.
Microbiome
Following a definition ascribed
to Joshua Lederberg this term
is most often used to denote
the collective genome of the
indigenous microorganisms of
a multicellular or unicellular
host. However, the term has
also been used by Lederberg
and others to signify an
ecological community of
commensal, symbiotic and
pathogenic microorganisms.

Phylogenetic conflict
Differences between the
evolutionary history of a
species and the evolutionary
history of its genes are
embodied by discrepancies in
branching order between the
species and the gene tree.

Cell fusion has been observed in both Euryarchaeota
(Haloferax spp.) and Crenarchaeota (Sulfolobus spp.)19,20.
Experimentally, cell fusion has been observed on solid
media where Haloferax volcanii forms aggregates and
cells become physically joined by several small bridges
of fused cell membrane21. Bidirectional gene transfer that
is mediated through cell fusion has also been observed
between different Haloferax species22. The bidirectionality of this method of gene exchange means that it is more
similar to sexual reproduction in eukaryotes than it is to
conjugation in prokaryotes.
Circumstances that facilitate HGT in eukaryotes. The
development of the nucleus sequestered genetic material
in eukaryotes made gene exchange a more complicated
process, although physical association over extended
periods of time can facilitate HGT. Obligate endosymbiosis as a stable form of physical association often leads

to the presence of foreign genes in eukaryotic genomes,
as is the case for mitochondria and plastids, which are
eukaryotic organelles that evolved from bacterial endosymbionts10, and many other endosymbionts that have
donated genetic material to their host genomes23. In the
absence of an endosymbiotic partner, a congruent phylogenetic signal from multiple foreign genes has also been
used to infer the presence of obsolete endosymbionts in
plants and other photosynthetic eukaryotes25,30. Notably,
however, genes of endosymbiotic origin are either absent
or not obviously enriched in several eukaryotes that harbour endosymbionts24,26, suggesting that proximity alone
is not enough to ensure successful HGT.
Feeding activities are also frequently linked to gene
acquisition. The mechanism of the ‘you are what you eat’
gene transfer ratchet proposed by W. Ford Doolittle suggests that many protists acquire genes through phagotrophy27. This mechanism is consistent with the findings
that phagotrophic microbial eukaryotes often harbour
many foreign genes28,29.
The recently proposed weak-link model suggests
that weakly protected unicellular or early developmental
stages, especially in oviparous species, might constitute
potential entry points for foreign genes into multicellular
eukaryotes8. These foreign genes could then be spread
through mitosis to germline cells, and thus to offspring.
This model could potentially explain the fact that genes
are frequently acquired in plants and animals that have
eggs associated with endosymbionts or exposed to exterior environments (for example, mosses, Drosophila spp.
and nematodes)23,31,32.
One way that genes can be exchanged between
related species is through introgression — that is, gene
flow due to interspecies hybridization followed by
repeated backcrosses to one of the parent species. This
mechanism is a major concern in transgenic crops that
are grown in proximity to non-domesticated relatives33.
Introgression of adaptive genes is not limited to plants.
For example, introgression was inferred to have introduced an allele that is important in brain development
from archaic to modern humans, and this transferred
allele shows signs of being under positive selection in
human populations34.

Detecting HGT
Methods for detecting HGT generally rely on phylogenetic conflict, that is, conflicting branching patterns
between two gene trees; usually one of these trees is
considered to be an accepted species or a reference tree.
Often the reference tree is assumed to represent the vertical evolution of the organisms that are being analysed;
however, detecting conflict between a gene tree and the
reference tree that is not due to uncertainty in phylogenetic reconstruction is sufficient to infer the transfer
of either the gene or the markers used to calculate the
reference tree35. Deviations from the branching pattern of the reference tree identify potential HGT events,
and provide information about the organisms between
which genes were exchanged. Species trees are often
built using well-conserved housekeeping or informational genes, such as ribosomal proteins. These genes are
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Figure 1 | Mechanisms of gene transfer. Each panel represents a method of gene
transfer. Conjugation (part a) occurs through donor–recipient cell contact, and
single-stranded DNA is transferred from the donor cell to the recipient cell. Cell
fusion (part b) differs from conjugation in that DNA is exchanged bi-directionally after
cell contact and bridge formation between two cells. Gene transfer mediated by
phage is known as transduction (part c). In the case of generalized transduction, any
piece of genomic DNA may be loaded into the phage head; a general transducing
phage is shown with host DNA (red). Specialized transduction occurs when an
activated prophage loads a piece of genomic DNA neighbouring the prophage
genome into the phage head together with the phage DNA (not shown). Gene
transfer agents (GTAs) (part d) are phages that no longer recognize their own DNA
and only carry random fragments of host DNA. Like prophage, they reside in the host
cell genome. During transformation (part e) DNA is taken up from the surrounding
environment; in the picture the DNA is depicted as entering the cell in the double
stranded form, though many DNA uptake systems degrade one of the strands upon
cell entry. Intracellular or endosymbiotic gene transfer (part f) occurs when genetic
material from an endosymbiont or organelle (such as a chloroplast or mitochondrion)
is incorporated into the host genome, this mainly pertains to eukaryotes.
Introgression (part g) occurs when a hybridization event occurs between two
diverging species (orange and blue populations). Backcrosses with one of the parent
populations (orange) can lead to only a small piece of the divergent genome (blue)
remaining in the recipient.

transferred less frequently between divergent organisms
and can thus provide a good measure of vertical ancestry.
Historically, the small subunit rRNA gene (SSU rRNA)
has been used to determine the prokaryotic phylogeny.
This practice was suggested to be problematic because
several organisms have multiple divergent rRNA operons, and it was reported that homologous recombination can occur between them (see REF. 36 for a review).
Multi-locus sequence analysis (MLSA) has emerged as
a supplementary method for determining prokaryotic
phylogeny. The aim is to minimize the phylogenetic
conflict that results from the transfer of one or more of
the genes by concatenating many genes. However, if the
individual genes are not screened for phylogenetic conflict caused by HGT between divergent organisms, the
resulting MLSA tree might not represent either a single gene tree or the organismal evolutionary history 5.
Careful screening of genes used in an MLSA data set
for significant phylogenetic conflict, and using a large
number of genes (such as the suite of 50 ribosomal
proteins), can help to mitigate this problem. Generally,
within a phylum, phylogenetic trees that are generated
using MLSA are in good agreement with those made
using SSU rRNA and also provide better resolution at
the species level37,38.
Quantification of bacterial and archaeal HGT is
difficult because most transfers occur between closely
related organisms and are difficult to distinguish owing
to the genetic similarity of the host and the recipient genomes39–41. As mentioned above, the canonical
method for detecting HGT events uses phylogenetic
conflict comparing the gene history to the species history. Substantial and statistically supported conflict in
the branching patterns of the gene and species trees can
identify possible gene donors or the gene exchange partners if the direction of transfer cannot be interpreted.
Gene duplication followed by differential gene loss
is an alternative to HGT5; however, the more genome

sequences become available, the more independent
gene loss events need to be postulated and the less parsimonious the differential gene loss scenario becomes
compared with an HGT explanation. Gene composition
(codon usage and oligonucleotide composition) provides
a tool to identify HGT candidates42. Composition that is
different from the genome average performs especially
well to identify recent transfers from distantly related
donors or from phages, which have a composition that is
distinct from that of the recipient43. Generally, the sets of
identified HGTs using each of these methods (composition or phylogenetic based) are complementary rather
than redundant44.
The comparison of genomes from closely related
organisms has identified large variation in gene content
within a single species, especially in prokaryotic species.
This variation in genome content reflects the ongoing
process of gene gain and loss. Pan-genomes have been
useful for studying the evolution of gene content in
both prokaryotic species and genera. The pan-genome
is defined as the set of all genes present in a taxon; the
accessory genome contains genes that are present in only
one or a few members of the taxon; and the core genome
is the set of genes present in every member of the taxon.
Each individual genome thus represents a sample from
the pan-genome (BOX 1). An analysis of 61 Escherichia coli
genomes revealed that only 6% of gene families were present in all genomes45. Pan-genomes were originally developed to explore the fluidity of prokaryotic genomes46;
however, because HGT is more frequent between close
relatives, the pan-genome also represents the set of genes
that is potentially available via HGT to any member of the
group. The eukaryotic pan-genome has been less extensively studied than the prokaryotic pan-genome, possibly
because the impact of HGT is less well understood and
the genomes are much larger. However, the pan-genome
of Emiliania huxleyi, a globally distributed haptophyte
phytoplankton species, has been studied. Although the
accessory genome accounts for approximately one-third
of genes present in the reference genome E. huxleyi
CCMP1516, much of the variation in the pan-genome
is related to intron tandem repeats and exon swapping,
rather than HGT47. These data suggest that HGTs may be
less frequent or that transferred genes may be less likely
to persist in eukaryotes.

HGT in evolution
Mobile selfish genetic elements promote HGT. HGT enables innovations that evolved in one group of organisms
to be shared across the web of life. Many HGTs provide
a selective advantage to the recipient but, as described
above, some transferred genes seem to be initially neutral
or nearly neutral to the recipient. HGT of self-splicing
selfish genetic elements such as introns and inteins provide examples of nearly neutral mobile genetic elements.
Although the self-splicing activity minimizes the cost
to the host organism, the additional DNA, RNA and
protein synthesis associated with the selfish genetic element provide an additional burden to the host48. These
elements persist because their success in invading new
hosts compensates for the fitness cost to the host. Once
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Genome streamlining
The reduction of genome size
through relaxed selection and
eventual loss of loci that are
superfluous to the niche
occupied by the organism.

Mobilome
The aggregate of mobile
genetic elements in a genome,
population or environment of
interest.

Genome architecture
imparting sequences
Strand-biased sequence motifs
that are enriched towards the
termini of replication; thought
to direct proteins towards the
termini.

established, these elements can provide material for variation, increased complexity and innovations. For example,
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae the HO endonuclease, which
evolved from an intein, functions as a mating-type switch
cleaving at the MAT locus. Split inteins have become an
integral part of synthesizing the DNA polymerase in
marine picocyanobacteria. The group 2 introns evolved
into spliceosomal introns, which now enable alternative
splicing and fine-tuned regulation in most eukaryotes
(see REF. 4 for a review). Thus, HGT disseminates beneficial, neutral and nearly neutral genes; subsequent selection can act on the variations that occur in the transferred
genes, leading in some cases to their integration into
cellular regulatory and metabolic networks.
Selfish genetic elements are commonly involved in
promoting HGT and genome rearrangements, as well
as facilitating the acquisition of genes that provide a
selective advantage for recipients49. One example is the
localization of antibiotic resistance genes in compound
selfish elements such as plasmids, integrative conjugative elements (ICEs) and even group 2 introns50. These
compound structures can contain a large repertoire of
genes with unrelated functions. Compound selfish elements are often associated with toxin resistance genes,
metabolic genes, virulence factors and a wide range of
secreted factors50. The acquisition of a useful gene repertoire could offset the cost of maintaining and transferring a large selfish element such as a conjugal plasmid.
The traits carried on compound mobile elements can be
used as a gene reservoir in times of adversity50,51. Genome
streamlining is common in prokaryotic populations, and
thus the mobility of adaptive genes associated with the
mobilome becomes an important evolutionary strategy.
Studies of the mobilome in different populations might
provide information about the selective pressures (FIG. 2)
that act on these populations and that influence gene
distribution via HGT.
Selfish genetic elements are common in large multicellular eukaryotic genomes. Long terminal repeats

often flank selfish elements and have been frequently
co-opted to either increase or decrease gene expression in
different tissues52. Syncytin genes that have a key role
in trophoblast cell fusion during placenta development
were repeatedly derived from retroviral envelope protein genes52,53. In organisms with distinct somatic and
germline cells, phenotypic ingenuity often depends on
the result of changes in the copy number or expression
of a gene, which are often the result of selfish element
dynamics in the germ line54. These changes can lead to
divergence among or within species.
Biased gene transfer and highways of HGT. Successful
HGTs frequently occur between closely related organisms55, and the compositional similarity between the
donor and the recipient genomes promotes homologous
recombination that leads to homologous replacement
with divergent alleles from close relatives. Additionally,
the similarity between genome architecture imparting
sequences in closely related organisms (same species or
genera) leads to streamlined integration of the imported
material56. In an analysis of 21 haloarchaeal genomes,
over 90% of the HGTs identified through phylogenetic
conflict were integrated into the recipient genome
through homologous recombination39. The frequency
of successful HGTs between pairs of Haloarchaea was
shown to decrease exponentially with the phylogenetic
distance (FIG. 3), probably due to the reduced efficiency
of homologous recombination between genetically
divergent organisms.
It was long thought that orthologous replacement
through homologous recombination would be limited
to the exchange of very similar gene sequences; however, the discovery of divergent isofunctional genes
(known as homeoalleles) that can replace a divergent
homologue in the recipient genome illustrated that
homologous replacement can occur through homologous recombination in the conserved region flanking
the divergent homeoalleles40. Divergent homeoalleles

Box 1 | Pan-genome
This depiction (see the figure) of the pan-genome and core genome is based on
Edward’s Venn cogwheel104, and was designed by O. Zhaxybayeva, Dartmouth
College, USA. The pan-genome of a group refers to the sum of all the genes that are
present in members of the group. Pan-genomes comprise the core genome, which
comprises the genes found in all members of a group of interest, and the accessory
genome — genes that are present in only one or a few members of the group.
The concept of a pan-genome has led to the idea that steps in metabolic pathways
may be distributed over several individuals within a community. The Black Queen
hypothesis105 suggests that the combination of leaky functions — genes that produce
a product that is shared with others in the community — combined with a selection
for small genomes, will lead to a situation in which leaky functions are encoded in the
genomes of only a fraction of community members that produce this function as a
common good. The pan-genomes of many taxa seem to be open (that is, of an
unlimited size)106–108, although the combination of limited population size and limited
time of divergence from a common ancestor certainly limits the numbers of genes
actually present in a given taxon. Estimated pan-genome sizes taking population
size and divergence time into consideration can be large; for example, the
Prochlorococcus)pan-genome has been estimated to contain approximately 58,000
genes109 , whereas the individual genomes of the members of this genus encode only
about 2,000 genes each.

Strain-specific
genes
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Competition between holobionts (host plus symbionts) and
between microbial communities (consisting of multiple species
in a syntrophic relationship)
Competition between groups
(groups that adapt or evolve faster outcompete other
groups)
Competition between individuals (genes
in organisms with higher tness increase in
frequency in the population)
Gene-level selection
(sel sh genes that cooperate to construct a
t organism; parasitic genetic elements
that may have a negative impact on
host tness)

Figure 2 | Nested levels of selection on gene content.
Each coloured box represents a different level of
selection that can act on gene content.

of aminoacyl tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) provide an
example of gene transfer that would go undetected by
phylogenetic and compositional HGT detection methods. For many aaRSs, divergent forms evolved early in
bacterial and archaeal evolution, and thus the diversity
among aaRSs is easy to detect. The two or three forms
with the same amino acid specificity frequently replace
one another among both archaeal and bacterial species;
however, because the transfers occur between related
species, the gene tree of each type of aaRS remains
in good agreement with the species tree40 . Only the
patchy distribution of each type reveals gene transfers
and losses. Surprisingly, replacement with the divergent
form was found to sometimes occur through homologous recombination in the more conserved flanking
regions40.
The frequency and bias of HGT makes it difficult
to understand how adaptations might be maintained in
ecological niches that are in close physical proximity41.
At least during the initial divergence of ecotypes, genes
are transferred between organisms that are adapted to
different niches. It is possible that the higher frequency
of within-ecotype HGT than between-ecotype HGT
maintains ecotype adaptation. However, genes that
adapt an organism to a particular niche are also transferred between niche boundaries 57 , and such HGTs
might help recipients to integrate into a new ecological
niche (FIG. 4).
Ecotypes
Genetically distinct subsets of
organisms within a population
or species, usually genetic
differences correspond to
niche adaptation.

Holobiont
A multicellular or unicellular
host and its collective
symbionts.

HGT enables key metabolic innovations. The enormous
pan-genome size of many microbial species illustrates
the importance of additive gene transfer, which is the
process of the integration of novel genetic material into a
genome. Integration into the genome can occur by nonhomologous recombination or through homologous
recombination involving the genes neighbouring the
transferred gene (for example, see REF. 41). An additive
transfer from a close relative of a gene that has an orthologue in the recipient genome leads to two similar copies

being present in the recipient genome, an outcome that
is similar to a gene duplication 4. The methylaspartate
cycle, for example, combines genes from several bacterial metabolic pathways that were transferred to the
haloarchaeal ancestor from different bacterial donors
and incorporated into a novel pathway for carbon
assimilation58. Other examples of HGT contributing to
the assembly or extension of metabolic pathways are
acetoclastic methanogenesis in Methanosarcina spp. and
the assembly of two photosystems functioning in series
in oxygen-producing photosynthesis (see discussion in
REF. 4 for details). In addition to frequently exchanging genes within and between genera, Haloarchaea also
exchange genes with bacteria39,59. Haloarchaea are aerobic heterotrophs, although they evolved from methanogens — an anaerobic chemolithotrophic lineage.
More than 1,000 genes were identified as imports from
bacteria into Haloarchaea, including those for carbon
assimilation, respiratory chain complexes, membrane
transporters and cofactor biosynthesis59. The influx of
these bacterial genes allowed the haloarchaeal ancestor to move into an aerobic environment. Similarly, the
influx of bacterial genes to the ancestors of 12 other
major archaeal clades is thought to have provided the
key innovations to the origin of these groups60. Debate
continues about whether the transferred genes originated from one or a few donors over a short period of
time, or whether these transfers involved diverse bacterial donors112,113. The limited distribution of these genes
within single groups of archaea indicates that ‘highways’
of gene sharing between archaea and bacteria have
promoted archaeal diversity.

HGT and the evolution of the holobiont
Many organisms rely on a complex network of symbionts for functions ranging from defence and immunity to metabolism. The symbiotic communities that
are associated with larger macro-organisms provide an
initial interface with the environment, thus new properties and physiological responses often occur through
HGT involving these communities. The holobiont61 is
used as a collective term for the host and its associated microbiota. For many multicellular eukaryotes,
the number of genes in the microbiome62 (genes that
are present in the microbiota) dwarfs the number of
genes in the nuclear genome of the host and provides
an important source of genetic diversity.
The composition of human gut microbiota is affected
by the diet and ecology of the human host, and by competition between members of the microbiota62 . For
example, bacteria in the gut of Japanese people can break
down polysaccharides from the cell walls of seaweeds
that are commonly present in the Japanese diet. The
genes encoding the polysaccharide-digesting enzymes
were transferred from parasites of marine algae to the
gut bacteria63,64. This HGT has enabled Japanese people
to use carbohydrates from algal cell walls as a nutrient
source, whereas other populations cannot. It is tempting to interpret this as selection acting on the holobiont;
however, it is more likely to reflect gut bacteria evolving
to fill an available ecological niche (FIG. 2).
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HGT in eukaryotic evolution
Although still fragmented, the available data indicate
that HGT is widespread in all major eukaryotic groups
and has been ongoing throughout evolutionary time7,8,65.
As stated above, the sequestration of genetic material to
the nucleus requires distinct mechanisms for HGT in
eukaryotes. Nevertheless, HGT is important in conferring beneficial phenotypes that may lead to the origin
of major lineages. Furthermore, changes brought about
by HGT may prompt the adaptive radiation of other
groups through organismal interactions and genetic
integration in a co-evolving web of life.
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Figure 3 | HGT is more frequent between closely related species. The frequency
of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events in haloarchaea is plotted against
evolutionary distance. Gene transfers were detected through phylogenetic
conflict between the gene’s phylogeny and the reference phylogeny calculated
from ribosomal proteins. HGTs between terminal edges of the reference phylogeny
are shown in black and those between internal edges are shown in red. Similar
inverse log-linear relationships between recombination rate and divergence were
also observed for bacterial genera. Reprinted from Williams, D., Gogarten, J. P. and
Papke, R. T. Quantifying homologous replacement of loci between haloarchaeal
species. Genome Biol. Evol. (2012). 4, 1223–1244 by permission of Oxford
University Press.

The results of recent research on the human microbiome have demonstratedthe importance of the microbiota
in nutrient acquisition and immune defence in humans.
In an analysis that investigated recent gene transfers in
the human microbiome, HGT was shown to be 25-fold
more frequent between pairs of human-associated
organisms than between pairs of organisms in different hosts or in aquatic or terrestrial environments49.
Moreover, HGT between pairs of human-associated
organisms isolated from the same body site are 50-fold
more likely to exchange genes than pairs from other
environments49. The surprising extent of gene transfer
in human microbiota compared with other environments could indicate that environmental fluctuations
that promote frequent adaptive changes are more
prevalent in holobiont ecology, especially in the human
holobiont. Notably, however, quantification of HGT is
difficult, and sampling bias between environments (in
that particular study, for example, 53% of the samples were of the human holobiont and the remaining
47% were split between aquatic, terrestrial and other
host-associated environments49) could falsely inflate
the rate of detection of HGT in well-sampled environments (humans) compared with that in environments
with less available data.

HGT in the origin of plastids and Plantae. The plant
lineage is ripe with examples of HGTs that have
conferred novel functions (FIG. 5). Plastids, the hallmark of photosynthetic eukaryotes, are derived from
cyanobacterial endosymbionts in a eukaryotic host.
With the only exception of chromatophores in amoeboid Paulinella spp., the well-founded belief is that
all other photosynthetic eukaryotes trace their plastids to a single cyanobacterial endosymbiosis66 . The
transformation of a free-living cyanobacterium into a
permanent organelle required both genetic and metabolic integration between the two partners. Several
analyses identified 20–50 genes from chlamydiae,
a group of obligate intracellular bacteria, in various
photosynthetic eukaryotes30,67,68 . These findings led
to the suggestion that cyanobacterial and chlamydial
endosymbionts coexisted in an early eukaryotic host
cell, and that this tripartite relationship was responsible for the transformation of cyanobacterial endosymbionts into modern-day plastids30,67,69,70. Although
it has been argued that these chlamydiae-related
genes could have resulted from phylogenetic artefacts
or could have existed in the cyanobacterial progenitor
of plastids71–73, some of these genes are only adaptive in
parasitic or heterotrophic bacteria and are not found
in extant cyanobacteria, suggesting that chlamydial
involvement in plastid establishment is plausible30,67,68,74. Non-cyanobacterial prokaryotes other than
chlamydiae also contributed genes for plastid genesis
and functionality69,75–77.
The establishment of cyanobacterial endosymbionts
or plastids triggered the origin of Plantae: red algae,
glaucophytes and green plants. Recent investigations
have indicated that all three of these lineages have
been affected by HGT during their evolution69,78–80 .
The glaucophyte Cyanophora paradoxa acquired more
than 400 genes from bacteria 69 . In red algae, HGTs
contributed to at least 5% of protein-coding genes in
Galdieria sulphuraria and many others in Porphyridium
purpureum78,80. Evidence of HGT has also been found
in green algae 79 and land plants81,82 (see below). For
example, the moss Physcomitrella patens acquired
genes from various sources, including fungi, bacteria, viruses and aquatic animals32,83,84. In most of these
cases, acquired genes expanded the metabolic capabilities of recipients and had a key role in their adaptation
to new environments, such as those with high salinity
or acidity, extreme temperatures, or toxic substances.
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HGT between plants and other eukaryotes. The origin
of plastids and Plantae also spawned the emergence of
other photosynthetic eukaryotes through secondary or
higher-level endosymbioses. In addition, Plantae, which
are rich in complex carbohydrates, generated new
niches and resources for other organisms to exploit.
Particularly, plant cell walls are the most abundant biomass on earth. Both the prevalence and novelty of this
insoluble stored energy enhanced adaptive pressure to
take advantage of novel resources free of competition.
To effectively utilize plant biomass, other organisms
often share genes or metabolic capabilities. For example,
numerous soil bacteria reside in the rhizosphere and
rely on root exudes as their primary nutrient source. An
increase in exude production leads to active bacterial
growth and thus more frequent plasmid transfer among
rhizobacteria85. Choanoflagellates and rotifers, both of
which live in aquatic environments, acquired numerous genes from plants and miscellaneous algae86,87, frequently related to complex carbohydrate degradation28.
In rumen ciliates, 46 genes related to the degradation
of complex carbohydrates, such as plant biomass, were
acquired by HGT, many of them from the gut bacteria
of ruminant animals88. Beyond choanoflagellates and
rumen ciliates, the ability to degrade plant biomass has
been independently acquired by many other eukaryotic
groups such as oomycetes, fungi and nematodes89,90 .
The widespread and diverse mechanisms for degrading complex carbohydrates in plants in so many different lineages highlight the convergent evolution through
HGT for adaptation.
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Figure 4 | Structured exchange community. Prokaryotic members of two distinct
niches are shown as green and red circles (A and B); grey circles (K and J) are related
species occupying different niches. Genes that enable the adaptation of their hosts to
these niches are mostly exchanged between members of the same niche (green and red
arrows), but they might also be shared with recent niche invaders (blue circle; C),
accelerating the adaptation of the invader to a new habitat. Adapted with permission
from REF. 57, (AAAS).

Lepidopterans are the largest group of plant-feeding
insects, and their diversification coincided with the
emergence of flowering plants. In an analysis of HGT
in lepidopteran insects, most of the acquired genes were
shown to be distributed in multiple lepidopteran groups
and related to nutritional metabolism and detoxification91. The production of toxins by plants and the corresponding genes for detoxification in lepidopterans, and
other phytophagous arthropods, exemplifies a genetic
‘arms race’ fuelled by HGT. Many plants can produce
cyanogenic glucosides, which can be converted to highly
toxic hydrogen cyanide as a defence against herbivores.
Conversely, phytophagous arthropods not only sequester
hydrogen cyanide as a defence against their own predators, but also counteract cyanide poisoning through
detoxification genes that were originally recruited from
bacteria92.
HGT between multicellular eukaryotes. Many cases
of HGT were reported between parasitic plants and
their hosts93–96. In almost all of these cases, the direction of HGT is consistent with the direction of nutrient transfer from the host to the parasitic plant. HGT
also occurs between multicellular eukaryotes with less
obvious physical associations. For example, the moss
P. patens acquired an actinoporin gene that is involved
in desiccation resistance from metazoans 83. Alloteropsis
grasses switched to C4 photosynthesis at least four
times in the past 10 million years through
the acquisi97
tion of genes from other C4 grasses . A photoreceptor
gene was transferred from hornworts to ferns, allowing modern ferns to thrive in low-light conditions
under the canopy98. Sturgeons, lampreys, which have
been known to feed on sturgeons, and paddle fishes
all share a transposable element, probably the result
of HGT mediated by the exchange of fluids during
lamprey feeding99. The sporadic distribution of type II
antifreeze protein (AFP) genes in herring, smelt and
sea raven was also mediated by HGT, allowing these
fish to adapt to icy water31.
For a long time, mitochondria were considered uniparentally inherited and subject to Muller’s ratchet100.
For many groups of organisms, this assumption seems
to be correct101; however, plant, algal and fungal mitochondrial genomes are known to be dynamic and
promiscuous, varying greatly among species in structure and gene content102 . The transfer of mitochondrial genes between plant species can be massive and
widespread. In an extreme case, Amborella trichopoda,
a basal flowering plant, acquired at least four whole
mitochondrial genomes from mosses and green algae,
as well as many mitochondrial and, to a lesser degree,
plastidal fragments from other flowering plants103 .
This example of HGT is not known to be associated
with an adaptive benefit and is instead an important
example of neutral or nearly neutral gene transfer in
eukaryotes.
The mode of HGT between multicellular eukaryotes
remains controversial. Are individual genes transferred,
or are the transfers the consequence of betweenspecies hybridization followed by backcrosses to one of
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Eukaryotes
Land plants

Bacteria

Archaea

Function:
C4 photosynthesis
Unknown function
Mitochondrial HGT
Function:
Phototropic response
Function:
• DNA replication and repair
• Pathogen and abiotic
stress resistance

Function:
• DNA damage repair
• Vascular development
• Plant defence
• Stress tolerance
• Biosynthesis of starch,
polyamines and hormones
• Cellulose degradation
• Pollen and seed germination
• Nutrient transport

Function:
• Plastid biogenesis
• Starch metabolism
• Alcohol fermentation

Function:
• !"#$%&'()#&$*+
• Environment adaptation

Figure 5 | HGT to the plant lineage. Arrows are coloured based on the origin of the gene transferred. Lines at the tips of
the arrows indicate the gain of function for the plant lineage that acquired the genetic material. HGT, horizontal gene
transfer. Figure modified from REF. 32, Nature Publishing Group.

the parents7? In many instances, such as the transfer of
AFP genes from herring to smelt31, donor and recipient diverged more than 200 million years ago, making
hybridization an unlikely scenario. The conservation
of introns between donor and recipient argues against
independent transfers from bacterial symbionts. Spermmediated gene transfer between fish is one possible scenario31. In the moss P. patens, eggs and embryos that
are exposed to bacteria and fungi in the environment
might have facilitated gene acquisition. The largescale acquisitions of mitochondrial genes in Amborella
trichopoda probably occurred through mitochondrial
genome fusion mediated by regenerated meristems
from wounded areas.

Perspective
In this Review, we have discussed examples that illustrate
how HGT shapes gene content in bacteria, archaea and
unicellular eukaryotes (see Supplementary information
S1 (table)). Even in multicellular eukaryotes, HGT

from symbionts and between mitochondria occurs
frequently and can have an important impact on gene
content. Currently, we have a good understanding of
the mechanisms by which prokaryotes exchange genes,
including through GTAs and cell fusion in archaea; however, the mechanisms by which multicellular eukaryotes
exchange genes with one another and with prokaryotes
are less clear. The weak-link model, sperm-mediated
gene transfer and introgression are possible gene transfer pathways, but more work is needed to explore the
specific mechanisms involved. Importantly, comparisons between closely related strains will lead to a more
accurate characterization of HGTs. Improvements
in HGT detection based on the growing collection of
sequence data will result in a more realistic estimation
of HGT rates. However, accounting for false negatives
and various types of transfer over different phylogenetic
distances remains a challenge. Nevertheless, the surprising density of the web of life woven through genetic
exchange is becoming visible.
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related sequences, but can be shared across domains as well.
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Abstract
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Introduction

(Swithers et al. 2009). Targeting conserved sites in conserved
proteins is advantageous for two reasons. First, it provides
selective pressure on the splicing domains, which ensures
the intein is spliced out exactly to maintain a functional
extein. Mutations to the splicing domains of the intein will
result in improper splicing, resulting in a nonfunctional extein
that could be detrimental to the cell. Second, targeting the
most conserved regions of the most conserved genes will
facilitate transfer to inteinless alleles across species or even
domain boundaries.
One such conserved protein family invaded by inteins is
the vacuolar and archaeal catalytic ATPase subunits (vma-1)
(Hirata et al. 1990; Kane et al. 1990; Senejani et al. 2001). The
vacuolar, archaeal, and bacterial ATPases (or ATP synthases)
are a family of multisubunit proteins that are present in all
three domains of life and share a common ancestor (Zimniak
et al. 1988; Gogarten et al. 1989). The eukaryotic version,
called the vacuolar ATPase (V-type), is involved in the intravesicular acidification of the endomembrane system (vacuoles, lysosome, endosomes, and trans Golgi network), and it is
also found in the plasma membrane of specialized cells of
transport epithelia (Harvey and Nelson 1992). The archaeal
(A-type) and bacterial (F-type) counterparts are used for ATP
generation and/or ion transport. Several cases of horizontal
gene transfer of the A-type ATPase to bacteria have been
documented (Hilario and Gogarten 1993; Lapierre et al.
2006; Lapierre 2007).

! "#$%&'

Inteins are self-splicing, parasitic, mobile genetic elements that
splice out of their flanking proteins sequence (extein) after
translation via an autocatalytic mechanism (Perler et al. 1994;
Cooper and Stevens 1995). Inteins can be divided into two
different groups based on their size—large and mini inteins—
which are differentiated based on the presence or absence of
a homing endonuclease (HE) domain (Liu 2000; Elleuche and
Poggeler 2010). The large inteins contain a HE domain, an
enzyme with endonuclease activity that has a 14–40 bp recognition site (Chevalier and Stoddard 2001), and N- and
C-terminal splicing domains (Pietrokovski 1998). This HE
domain provides mobility to the intein and the ability to
move into new inteinless target sites through a process
called homing (Chevalier and Stoddard 2001; Gogarten and
Hilario 2006). Transfer of the intein to hosts that contain an
inteinless target site is necessary for the HE to remain under
purifying selection (Goddard and Burt 1999). The transfer of
the HE-containing inteins can occur either within or between
species (Koufopanou et al. 2002; Okuda et al. 2003; Gogarten
and Hilario 2006; Yahara et al. 2009; Barzel et al. 2011; Clerissi
et al. 2013; Macgregor et al. 2013). The mini intein is simply
composed of the N and C-terminal splicing domains with a
linker region between them.
Inteins are found in all three domains of life and in
viruses and tend to be present in conserved regions of
proteins (exteins) with high sequence similarity
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Inteins are self-splicing parasitic genetic elements found in all domains of life. These genetic elements are
found in highly conserved positions in conserved proteins. One protein family that has been invaded by inteins
is the vacuolar and archaeal catalytic ATPase subunits (vma-1). There are two intein insertion sites in this
protein, “a” and “b.” The b site was previously thought to be only invaded in archaeal lineages. Here we survey
the distribution and evolutionary histories of the b site inteins and show that the intein is present in more
lineages than previously annotated, including a bacterial lineage, Mahella australiensis 50-1 BON. We present
evidence, through ancestral character state reconstruction and substitution ratios between host genes and
inteins, for several transfers of this intein between divergent species, including an interdomain transfer between
the archaea and bacteria. Although inteins may persist within a single population or species for long periods of
time, transfer of the vma-1b intein between divergent species contributed to the distribution of this intein.
Key words: intein, parasitic gene, homing endonuclease, gene transfer, coevolution of genes.
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Two distinct sites in this family of ATPases have been invaded by inteins; the “a” site in the vacuolar ATPases in yeasts
and the “b” site in the archaea. These two insertion sites have
been shown to be in the most conserved parts of the protein
(Swithers et al. 2009). The intein in the a site was frequently
transferred between different yeast species (Koufopanou et al.
2002; Okuda et al. 2003). The intein in the b site has a wide
phylogenetic distribution among archaea. To date, the intein
database (InBase) annotates seven vma-1b inteins in the
Thermoplasma and Pyrococcus (Perler 2002) genera. Here
we report on additional vma-1b inteins, show that they are
found in more diverse species, and discuss their evolutionary
histories.

Results
Distribution of vma-1b Inteins

Breakpoints within the Extein/Intein Alignment
The genetic algorithm for recombination detection (GARD)
determined breakpoints in the extein/intein alignment. This
algorithm analyzes fragments of the overall alignment and
compares the goodness of fit of phylogenies from these smaller alignments under a maximum likelihood (ML) framework
using the corrected Akaike information criterion. Significant
breakpoints were identified three amino acids before the insertion site (position 245 P < 0.01) and at three amino acids
before the end of the intein (position 891 P < 0.01) (supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). The fact that
the GARD algorithm detects breakpoints three amino acids
upstream of the insertion site might be due to the conserved,
phylogenetically uninformative nature of the splice site. The
last three amino acids at the carboxy terminal end of the
intein are conserved in all the inteins included in this study.
This level of conservation is more typical for the extein than
for the intein sequences (see histograms for conservation in

Archaeal-Type ATPase Distribution
A survey of the bacterial domain reveals that all major clades
of bacteria have representatives containing an archaeal-type
ATPase (uninvaded extein sequence). A phylogenetic analysis
of the extein protein using representatives from all clades
shows three bacterial clusters interspersed within the archaea
(supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). The
phylogeny of the archaeal exteins is in good agreement with
the ribosomal protein phylogeny (see later). Thus, the finding
that the bacteria are interspersed within the archaea suggests
that the three distinct bacterial groups (supplementary fig. S2,
Supplementary Material online) represent independent gene
transfer events from archaea to bacteria.

Archaeal Extein and Ribosome Trees
Overall, the extein and ribosomal protein reference phylogeny
display a high degree of topological similarity, particularly at
the ordinal level. Many clades show identical branching
orders, such as the Methanosarcinales, Methanococcales,
and Methanobacteriales (supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). Deeper phylogenetic relationships were
also similar, including the sister relationship between the
Archaeoglobi and a Halobacteria-Methanomicrobia clade.
Less resolved positions on the tree tended to stem from
taxa on long branches, prone to artifact, such as Micrarchaeum and Nitrosopumilis in the ribosomal phylogeny.
The reduced extein and ribosomal protein trees were congruent (supplementary fig. S5, Supplementary Material
online) with the exception of the “misplacement” of
Candidatus Nanosalinarum sp. in the ribosome phylogeny
due to Long Branch Attraction (LBA). Both ShimodairaHasegawa (SH) and approximately unbiased (AU) tests indicated that the extein and ribosomal topologies were not significantly different from each other (P = 0.28 and 0.73 for AU
and SH tests, respectively). This suggests that the archaeal
exteins follow ribosomal evolution (considered to be vertical
evolution) and have not been transferred between divergent
archaeal lineages. This finding also implies that transfers of the
intein occurred independently of any extein transfers.
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Databases at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) were surveyed for vma-1 exteins and
inteins that reside in the b insertion position (vma-1b). To
date, we identified 15 vma-1b inteins within complete
flanking extein sequences present in these databases
(table 1). Thirteen are found within the Euryarchaeota, one
is present in Clostridia and another is found in a deep-sea
hypersaline metagenomic sequencing project. Additionally,
we identified two inteins in contigs from a marine metagenome (gi:129952466) and a hot spring metagenome
(gi:290482983) that only encode partial extein sequences.
These partial sequences did not contain sufficient information for phylogenetic placement of the host organisms. The
multiple sequence alignment shows the vma-1b intein family
is composed of both mini inteins and larger inteins with HE
domains (see supplementary data, Supplementary Material
online, alignment of intein sequences). The larger inteins all
have the LAGLIDADG HE domain, suggesting these may be
active HEs. However, additional experimental evidence is required to verify their activity. Compared with the currently
annotated inteins in InBase, we report 10 additional inteins at
this insertion site in three new classes of prokaryotes.

supplementary fig S8, Supplementary Material online).
Regardless of the slight misplacement of the breakpoint, the
GARD analysis does suggest that extein and intein have different evolutionary histories, which is also corroborated by
the intein and extein trees (fig. 1).

Ancestral Character State Reconstruction.
Maximum parsimony and ML ancestral state reconstructions
(ASRs) were performed using the phyletic patterning of the
intein relative to its host gene across the prokaryotes (fig. 2).
There was only one most parsimonious reconstruction with
nine steps given the data set, which is validated by the MLASR
analysis. The reconstructions suggest seven independent
gains and two losses of the intein. According to the parsimony
and the ML reconstruction, the Thetis sea sequence (probability from MLASR P = 100%), the ancestor of the four
Pyrococcus spp. (P = 99%), Thermococcus litoralis (P = 100%),
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FIG. 1.!Extein and intein phylogenetic trees. Phylogenetic trees depicting the extein (left) and intein (right). Support values (from left to right) were determined by posterior probability, approximate likelihood
ratio test, and bootstrap replicates. Supported incongruencies are found between the extein and intein tree in the Pyrococcus/Thermococcus clade.
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Fig 2. Maximum parsimony ancestral character state reconstruction. The depicted cladogram represents the part of the VMA-1 tree where inteins are present (see supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material
online, for full tree). Presence and absence of the intein are represented at the tips of the tree; black circles correspond to the presence of intein and white circles correspond to the absence of the intein. The single
most parsimonious reconstruction with nine steps indicated seven independent gains and two losses of the intein. The gains are once for the Thetis sea sequence, once for the Pyrococcus spp., once for the
Thermococcus litoralis, once for Methanothermus fervidus, once for Mahella australiensis, once for the Thermoplasmatales, and once for Candidatus Nanosalinarum sp. J07AB56. The two losses are in the acid
sequence and Ferroplasma acidarium fer1. A maximum likelihood reconstruction using the MK1 model (Lewis 2001) produced nearly identical results (see supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online).
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M. australiensis (P = 100%), Candidatus Nanosalarium
(P = 100%), M. fervidus (P = 100%), and the ancestor of the
Thermoplasma/Ferroplasma/Picrophilus/Thermoplasmatales
clade (P = 70%) all independently gained the intein. See the
Discussion for consideration of the overestimation of intein
absence in the species represented by the leaves of the cladogram in figure 2.

Multiple Horizontal Gene Transfers of the vma-1b
Intein

Discussion
Compared with the currently annotated sequences in InBase,
we have identified 10 additional inteins belonging to the
vma-1b family of inteins. Three of which are in new taxonomic classes that were not previously described, the Methanobacteria, Nanohaloarchaea, and Clostridia. This is the first
time the vma-1b intein is found in a bacterial lineage.
Similar to the PRP8 inteins (Bokor et al. 2012), the vma-1b
family of inteins is composed of mini inteins and inteins with
HE domains. These likely represent inteins in different states
of the homing or life cycle. In the homing cycle, an exogenous
intein with a HE comes in contact with a population that
does not contain an intein and spreads through the population through super-Mendelian rates of inheritance (Goddard
and Burt 1999; Gogarten et al. 2002; Gogarten and Hilario
2006). Once all target sites in a population are occupied by
inteins containing HEs, there is reduced selection on the HE
and it starts to degrade over time, followed by loss of the
intein. The mini inteins of the Thermoplasmatales order may
be representatives of the later part of the homing cycle, indicating a more ancient invasion of the vma-1b site in this clade.
Even in cases where the homing cycle does not go to complete fixation in the intein-containing allele, the individual
intein insertion sites progress through the same life history
from empty target site, occupation by an intein with functioning HE, and then eventual decay of the HE activity
(Yahara et al. 2009; Barzel et al. 2011).
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Phylogenetic reconstructions were performed for the extein
and intein splicing domains. These trees are incongruent with
each other by both the AU and SH tests (P 0.01). This
significant incongruence is due to a well-supported transfer
of the intein from within the Pyrococcus spp. to T. litorialis
(fig. 1). Unfortunately, none of the other discrepancies between the extein and intein trees show high bootstrap support. Including the HE domain in reconstruction of the
intein’s phylogeny did not improve the placement of the
bacterial intein sequence from Mahella australiensis relative
to the Methanothermus and Picrophilus/Ferroplasma inteins
(supplementary fig. S6, Supplementary Material online). The
ratio of extein to intein substitution rates provides additional
insight on intein transfers relative to exteins.
Differences in divergence rates (Novichkov et al. 2004) and
higher than expected sequence similarity (e.g., Podell and
Gaasterland 2007) are frequently used to infer horizontal
gene transfer (HGT) events. Immediately after an intein has
been transferred between two species, the intein sequences
are identical between donor and recipient and more conserved than the extein. This unexpected high sequence similarity of two inteins is an indcation of transfer of an intein (Liu
et al. 1997). Moreover, the extein and intein evolve under very
different selection pressures. Although the ATPase catalytic
subunit belongs to one of the most conserved protein families
(Gogarten 1994; Swithers et al. 2009), the inteins evolve much
faster making sequence-based phylogenetic reconstruction
difficult (Perler et al. 1997; Gogarten et al. 2002). This is reflected in the conservation profiles of the extein and intein
(supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary Material online). The
intein has a significantly higher average sequence variation
score than the extein, 3.42 and 2.85, respectively (P < 0.01, t
test). The higher score also indicates a higher substitution
rate, because it represents the number of different amino
acids in a sliding window. Among site rate variation for the
extein sequences is more extreme than for the intein sequences, that is, the exteins contain many sites under
strong purifying selection (supplementary fig. S8,
Supplementary Material online). To assess the divergence
rate of the inteins relative to extein sequences, we used the
well-aligned splicing domains of the intein, omitting the less
conserved linker and HE domains (see Alignments, supplementary data, Supplementary Material online). The phylogenetic reconstructions of the extein and intein data sets
are the same for the Thermoplasma genus and the
Thermoplasmatales I-plasma archaeon, suggesting that in
this group (in the following designated as Thermoplasma

group) the extein and intein were inherited together. The
inteins in these sequences (table 1) also have lost their HE
domain, which suggests they are no longer mobile and further
strengthens the notion that the intein was inherited together
with the extein for this clade. Therefore, the pairwise ratios of
the substitution rates of extein to intein in this clade should
represent ratios expected under coinheritance of extein and
intein. Ratios significantly greater than these (i.e., the intein is
less divergent than expected) likely indicate horizontal transfer of the intein relative to the extein (see table 2 for ratios).
The chosen cutoff level of 0.7 corresponds to a significance
level of P < 0.002 given the rate ratios within the
Thermoplasma group. To assess false-positive rates obtained
using this ratio approach, we simulated sequence evolution
along the extein tree using the parameters estimated for the
intein and extein sequences. Using the rate ratio of 0.31, corresponding to the ratio of the lengths of intein and extein
subtree in the Thermoplasma group, the rate of false positives
was smaller than 0.000005. Incorporating uncertainty of the
extein/intein ratio into the simulation, the false-positive rate
increases to 0.0025, corresponding to an expectation of 0.5
false identifications of transfer in table 2.
The most parsimonious explanation for the ratios is
mapped on the extein phylogeny in figure 3. Although
these values cannot resolve direction of transfer they do
show the vma-1b inteins are mobile genetic elements that
have undergone several transfers throughout the evolution of
the gene family encoding the archaeal ATPase catalytic subunit, including several transfers between divergent organisms.
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Table 2. Pairwise Extein to Intein Substitution Ratios.
1. Thermoplasmatales archaeon Iplasma
2. Thermoplasma volcanium GSS1
3. Thermop. acidophilum DSM 1728
4. Thermop. acidophilum DSM 1221B2
5.
Feroplasma acidarmanus Type II
6. Picrophilus torridus DSM 9790
7. Mahella australiensis 50-1 BON
8. Candidatus Nanosalinarum so.
J07AB56
9.
Thetis_Sea_contig_00086
10. Methanothermus fervidus DSM
2088
11.
Thermococcus litoralis DSM 5473
12. Pyrococcus abyssi GE5
13. Pyrococcus sp. NA2
14. P. furiosus DSM 3638
15. P. horikoshii OT3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

0.39
0.35
0.39
0.49
0.56
0.55
0.59
0.60
0.71
0.45
0.48
0.47
0.45
0.43

0.14
0.17
0.40
0.33
0.44
0.57
0.51
0.50
0.37
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38

0.53
0.37
0.44
0.42
0.59
0.49
0.48
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.32
0.31

0.41
0.48
0.46
0.72
0.58
0.50
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.35
0.35

0.63
0.75
0.71
0.60
0.86
0.53
0.54
0.51
0.53
0.55

0.73
0.75
0.59
0.84
0.44
0.42
0.42
0.44
0.42

0.64
0.56
0.74
0.34
0.36
0.35
0.37
0.35

1.22
0.48
0.48
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.50

0.37
0.42
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.43

0.32
0.38
0.36
0.34
0.32

0.41
0.41
1.29
0.76

0.50
0.27
0.09

0.30
0.13

0.59

The evolutionary history of the vacuolar, archaeal, and
bacterial ATPase catalytic subunit is characterized by several
gene transfer events, including transfers between the archaeal
and the bacterial domain. Because of the sequence conservation of the catalytic ATPase subunit and that ATPase phylogeny can be rooted by an ancient gene duplication event
(Gogarten et al. 1989), these transfer events have been well
established (Hilario and Gogarten 1993; Olendzenski et al.
2000; Lapierre et al. 2006; Lapierre 2007).
Although there were multiple transfers of the host gene, all
of our analyses were preformed relative to the host gene in
order to distinguish the intein transfers from the transfers of
the extein. Breakpoint analyses, consideration of pairwise substitution rates, and ancestral character state reconstructions
all suggest that the inteins repeatedly invaded the vma-1 host
gene in independent transfer events. In particular, these phylogenetic methods suggest that the intein in M. australiensis
was gained independently from the between domain transfer
of the host A-ATPase operon. The alternate explanation that
the intein was gained only once in the ancestor of the vma-1
protein family and that the extant presence/absence pattern
is a result of vertical descent and loss of the intein is incompatible with the evidence listed earlier. In addition, under the
loss-only scenario, there would have to be a minimum of 28
steps to explain the patterning, 1 gain and 27 losses, as opposed to only nine steps to explain the intein distribution
through independent gains and losses of the intein. The scenario with the minimum number of events is depicted in
figure 2. It involves seven intein gains and two losses. Study
of inteins and HEs in natural populations as well as theoretical
considerations suggest that alleles with and without inteins
can coexist in populations for long periods of time (Butler
et al. 2006; Gogarten and Hilario 2006; Yahara et al. 2009;
Barzel et al. 2011). Given that the sequences used in this
study only represent one member of a larger population, assigning a species branch a character state of intein absence

ignores the possibility that other members of the species
might contain the intein. Thus, only taking ASR into consideration, one needs to entertain the possibility that the loss
events inferred for branches represent only absence in the
particular sampled genome and not absence in the population or species. Likewise, the inference that the ancestor of the
Pyrococcus and Thermococcus genera did not harbor the
intein is not strongly supported through the parsimony reconstruction. The most parsimonious scenario depicted in
figure 2 corresponds to two gains; the presence of the
intein in the Pyrococcus–Thermococcus ancestor corresponds
to three loss events within the Pyrococcus and Thermococcus
group. Given that intein absence possibly is overestimated,
three apparent loss events versus two gains do not providea
strong argument for intein gain in T. litoralis. However, the
gain of the intein in T. litoralis is also supported by the phylogeny of the intein-splicing domain, which groups T. litoralis
inside the cluster of homologs from the Pyrococcus species,
supporting the hypothesis that the intein in T. litoralis was
recently acquired from a Pyrococcus species. The general lossonly scenario is incompatible with a comparison of intein and
extein phylogenies. If the phyletic pattern could be explained
with one gain and subsequent losses, the data sets of the host
extein phylogenetic tree and the intein tree should be compatible. However, the AU and SH tests and the GARD analysis
all confirm these trees are incompatible.
The GARD algorithm identifies breakpoints three amino
acids upstream of the extein intein junctures. This slight deviation from the true intein extein boundary likely reflects a
limitation of the approach due to the insertion site and the
last three amino acids of the intein being highly conserved.
Consequently, little phylogenetic information is contained in
the amino acids directly neighboring the intein/extein boundary. However, alternative or additional explanations are possible: the positions in the extein upstream of the intein
participate in catalyzing the splicing reaction (Paulus 2000;
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NOTE.—Number of amino acid substitutions were calculated for extein and intein sequences and corrected for multiple substitutions. Ratios greater than inside the
Thermoplasma group (the top four entries in the table) are taken to be deviations from a ratio of extein to intein that represents coinheritance of intein and
extein. Underlined values indicate ratios significantly greater than the ones within the Thermoplasma group.
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FIG. 3.!Pairwise substitution rate ratios mapped onto the extein tree. Lines connect taxa with extein to intein substitution ratios greater than 0.7.
Although direction of intein movement cannot be determined using these ratios, the ratios reveal several putative transfers of the vma-1b intein.

Saleh and Perler 2006), thus it is not surprising that they have
a signature similar to the intein’s splicing domain; during
homing, the sequence surrounding the target site is also
copied from the invading template containing the intein
(Chevalier and Stoddard 2001).
The incongruence between the extein and intein trees in
conjunction with the extein to intein divergence ratio data
and the ASR data all suggest that the inteins in the vma-1b
position were horizontally acquired several times. The phylogenetic incongruence between the extein and intein tree provides strong support for the horizontal transfer of the
T. litoralis intein from within the Pyrococcus spp. The extein
to intein divergence ratios suggest several additional transfers
between Pyrococcus horikoshii and P. furious; T. litorialis and

P. horikoshii; T. litorialis and P. furious. The most likely scenario
to explain these findings would be a within-group transfer
between the two Pyrococcus spp. followed by a transfer to
T. litorialis. The phylogenetic incompatibility and the extein
and intein substitution rate ratios taken together are a strong
support for a transfer from a Pyrococcus sp. to T. litorialis.
This is the first report of the vma-1b intein found in a
bacterial lineage. Although the region where M. australiensis
falls on the intein tree is not well resolved, the extein to intein
ratios suggest several transfers of the intein between
the Candidatus Nanosalinarium and Thetis sea lineages, the
Methanothermus and Mahella lineages, the Methanothermus
and Ferroplasma/Picrophilus clade, and the Mahella and
Ferroplasma/Picrophilus clade. The phylogenetic distribution
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relative to its host gene and the ratio data of the vma-1b
intein taken together suggest an interdomain transfer between M. australiensis and the archaea. However, we
cannot conclude that the intein was directly transferred between specific lineages; it is possible that both lineages recently received the intein from a third, currently unsampled
lineage.

Conclusions

Materials and Methods
Sequences
For the large archaeal type, ATPase tree sequences were gathered from the NCBI’s nonredundant database. Sequences for
the smaller 15 sequence data sets were gathered from either
the NCBI nonredundant, whole genome shotgun, or metagenome databases. The metagenomics-rapid annotations
using subsystems technology (MG-RAST) database was also
surveyed for additional inteins but did not reveal any. All
databases were queried in February 2012. The A-ATPases sequence from the Thetis sea metagenome (Ferrer et al. 2012)
was translated from contig 00086 (gi:3548555569) after correction of frame shifts.

Phylogenetic Trees
For most data sets (except the ribosomal reference),
sequences were aligned with SATe 2.03 (Liu et al. 2009)
using the following options: MAFFT for the initial alignment,
MUSCLE for the merger, RAxML with a gamma plus invariant
sites LG substitution model (PROTGAMMAILGF) for tree
estimation. Intein splicing domain and extein sequences
were also aligned using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) and PRANK
(Loytynoja and Goldman 2010). ML phylogenies calculated
from these alignments (WAG Gamma + F + I) for the
exteins were identical to the one given in figure 1. For both
the muscle and the PRANK alignments, the T. litoralis intein
sequence grouped as sister to P. horikoshii within the clade
formed by the Pyrococcus homologs. For both alignments, the
grouping of the T. litoralis intein with P. furiosus and P. horikoshii inside the Pyrococcus clade was supported by a bootstrap support value of 96%. In the intein ML phylogeny
calculated from the PRANK alignment, the Ferroplasma
and Picrophilus inteins group with the Thermoplasma

homologs but without significant support (52%). The phylogenetic trees were reconstructed using PhyML v3.0, with the
best parameters determined by ProtTest3 ML phylogenies,
approximate likelihood ratio test (aLRT), and bootstrap support values were determined using PhyML v3.0. under the
WAG + G + F + I model. Posterior probabilities were
calculated in MrBayes v3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck
2003; Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001) using the
WAG + G + F + I substitution model (Whelan and
Goldman 2001) and two runs. After 70,000 generations, the
standard deviation of split frequencies were 0.004317 and
0.008746 for the extein and intein data sets, respectively
(small standard deviation of split frequencies indicate adequate convergence of the two runs, the MrBayes tutorial
recommends smaller than 0.01 as stop criterion). After inspection of the likelihood trace, the first 700 and 450 generations were discarded as burnins (beginning phase of the tree
search that has not reached stationarity) for the extein and
intein data sets, respectively.

Archaeal Ribosomal Phylogeny
We generated an archaeal ribosomal reference tree from a
concatenated alignment of 62 ribosomal proteins (supplementary multiple sequence alignments) extracted from genomes downloaded from the NCBI ftp site. The ribosome tree
included all archaeal taxa from the extein data set, except
those that did not have genome representation, such as
Thetis Sea contig from a metagenome project (Ferrer et al.
2012). This led to a total of 81 archaea. The number of taxa in
each alignment ranged from 19 to 81 (see supplementary
table 1, Supplementary Material online, for the complete
taxon set). BLASTP (Altschul et al. 1997) searches with reference sets of bacterial and archaeal ribosomal proteins against
each archaeal genome and an e value cutoff of 1E-10 identified homologs. In most cases, each sequence from a reference
set returned the same best Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
(BLAST) hit from a genome; interpreted as a strong evidence
of homology. We also accepted instances where the majority
of reference sequences returned the same best BLAST hit as
evidence of homology (such as ratios of 80:1, where 80 references sequences returned the same best BLAST hit and only
one differed). Muscle (Edgar 2004) aligned each protein set
and Trimal v.1.2 (Capella-Gutierrez et al. 2009) with the
“automated1” option trimmed ambiguous regions from all
alignments, which were concatenated into a supermatrix
with an in-house Python script. PhyML generated a ML phylogeny with 100 bootstrap replicates under the same parameters as those used to generate the extein genealogy.
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Here we surveyed the distribution of the vma-1b intein and
showed that this family of inteins is found in more diverse
species than previously reported. These inteins were transferred between divergent organisms in several independent
horizontal transfer events, including an HGT from within the
Pyrococci to T. litorialis, a likely transfer to Candidatus
Nanosalinarum and a transfer across the domain boundaries
between the archaea and bacteria. Although an intein may
persist within a lineage for a long time without transfer between species (Butler et al. 2006; Gogarten and Hilario 2006;
Yahara et al. 2009; Barzel et al. 2011), our data convincingly
show that transfer of the intein between divergent species did
occur and contributed to the observed modern day distribution of this intein.

MBE

Reduced Taxa Genealogies
We generated an extein genealogy and corresponding ribosomal phylogeny exclusively for organisms that contained
inteins involved in HGT to highlight the correspondence between gene and reference tree. PhyML constructed ML trees
under the same parameters as those employed for the full
archaeal trees with 100 bootstrap replicates. PhyloBayes v.3.3e
(Lartillot et al. 2009) performed Bayesian analyses under the
9
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CAT mixture model (Lartillot and Philippe 2004) with global
exchange rates estimated by WAG and two chains for each
analysis. The bpcomp option estimated the convergence of
the two chains from the maximum difference of the bipartition frequencies. A total of 72,787 and 14,650 cycles were run
for the reduced extein and ribosomal trees, respectively. The
maximum bipartition frequency difference for the extein genealogy was 0.02 and 0.06 for the ribosomal phylogeny. We
employed the CAT model for its efficacy in reducing or eliminating the effects of long-branch attraction. Three taxa were
susceptible to LBA artifacts in the ribosomal tree due to
amino acid composition and incomplete ribosomal data
sets from incomplete genomes—Micrarchaeum acidiphilium,
Nanosalinarum sp., and Nanosalina sp. The bacterial sequence from M. australiensis (which served as an outgroup)
attracted Nanosalinarum to the base of the archaea in the
reduced ribosomal phylogeny and even the CAT model failed
to overcome this LBA artifact.

CONSEL v.0.2 (Shimodaira and Hasegawa 2001) performed
both AU and SH tests to determine whether trees and their
bootstrap replicates were significantly different from each
other. Site likelihoods were calculated in RAxML v.7.3.5
(Stamatakis et al. 2008).

Breakpoint Analysis
The GARD (Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2006) as implemented on
the Datamonkey web server (Delport et al. 2010) was used to
determine potential points of recombination in the fifteen
vma-1 proteins that harbor inteins. Sequences were aligned
using SATe´ 2.1 (Liu et al. 2012), and sequences for the HEs
were deleted prior to the analysis.

Substitution Rate Ratios
Pairwise ML distances were calculated for each extein and
each intein protein splicing domain alignment using TREEPUZZLE 5.2 (Schmidt et al. 2002), using the WAG + F + I
model for substitution and a Gamma distribution approximated through four discrete rate categories, such that the
model was the same for all other phylogenic reconstructions.
The extein and the intein splicing domain were extracted
from the SATe alignment (see earlier). The estimated alpha
shape parameter for the intein splicing domains was 3.01
(Standard Error [SE], 0.11), whereas the extein sequences
showed a stronger among site rate variation (ASRV) with
an estimated alpha of 1.37 (SE, 0.04). To estimate the substitution rate ratio between extein and intein sequences under
vertical inheritance, we used the distances estimated with
TreePuzzle between Thermoplasma acidophilum DSM 1221B2, Thermop. volcanium GSS1, and the Thermoplasmatales
archaeon I-plasma (see table 1 and the spreadsheet in supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material online).
The inteins in these Thermoplasmatales do not contain a
HE domain, indicating they are no longer mobile and were
likely inherited together with the extein (see fig. 1). To obtain
a phylogenetically independent estimate of the rate ratio,

False-Positive Rates for the Substitution Ratio Test
We performed two simulation studies to estimate the rate of
false positives associated with the rate ratio cutoff used to
identify putative transfer events. An intein tree, under the
assumption of vertical inheritance only, was derived from
the extein tree by dividing the branch lengths in the extein
tree by 0.3145. This value was obtained from the ratio of the
tree lengths within the Thermoplama group between the
actual extein and intein trees. For the first simulation, we
used the aforementioned trees and simulated 10,000
sequence sets for the intein and extein tree using Evolver
(Yang 2007). The sequences were simulated under the
WAG model, and alpha values were taken from the actual
trees, which were 3.01 and 1.37 for the intein and extein,
respectively. The substitution ratios were calculated. Extein
distances less than 0.5 were excluded, and the number of
ratios above 0.7 was counted as false positives.
We also estimated the false-positive rates incorporating
the uncertainty in determining the rate ratio. This was
done by randomly sampling 1,000 rate ratios from a folded
normal distribution with mean 0.3145 and standard deviation
of 0.1343 (the SEM for the determined rate ratio). The sampled ratios were used to generate new intein trees. The simulated intein and extein trees were evaluated as described
earlier.
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trees were calculated from the intein and extein distances
within the Thermoplama using FITCH from the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein 2011), and rate ratios were calculated from
the branch lengths. Ratios that were significantly larger than
the within Thermoplasma ratios (mean ratio, 0.30; standard
error of the mean [SEM], 0.13), which represent coinheritance
of intein and extein, suggest that the inteins are more similar
to each other than under the assumption of coinheritance
with the exteins, indicating an intein transfer relative to the
extein. Although direction of the intein transfer cannot be
determined using these ratios, recent transfers can be detected. Values greater than 0.70 were considered to be significantly greater than the Thermoplasma ratios (P 0.002). The
high cutoff level was chosen to avoid false positives.

Maximum Parsimony ASR
A parsimony ASR and MLASR were both performed to determine where among the vma-1 protein family the inteins
gained. The presence/absence patterns of the inteins were
converted to a binary form, and the maximum parsimony
ASR was calculated using the ordered model and the MLASR
was calculated under the MK1 model (Lewis 2001). Both reconstructions were implemented in Mesquite (Maddison WP
and Maddison DR 2011).

Supplementary Material
Supplementary table S1, figures S1–S8, and files are available
at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.
oxfordjournals.org/).
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Chapter 4. Intein Distribution and Evolution in the Haloarchaea.
This chapter contains two publications and an addendum to the work that has already
been published. For the first paper I was the second author and helped with the analysis of the
intein presence/absence in the genomes, as well as helped with the writing. Matthew S. Fullmer
primarily wrote the first paper, I performed the intein analysis; Peter Gogarten and Thane Papke
supervised the research and writing.
I was the primary author for the second publication, where the intein distribution in the
Haloarchaea was surveyed. This paper examines the distribution of inteins in 118 haloarchaeal
genomes. Additionally the inteins that were found were used to search the non-redundant
database hosted by NCBI (December 2013) to find organisms that share inteins with the
Haloarchaea that are not represented by the 118 Haloarchaeal genomes in this work. The
haloarchaeal inteins were examined all together to look for highways of gene transfer. The
supported clusters of the concatenated intein sequences show that highways of gene transfer are
most strongly supported within environments. Though there is, as shown in previous research, a
strong phylogenetic bias within these environmental gene exchange networks.
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The Halobacteria are known to engage in frequent gene transfer and homologous
recombination. For stably diverged lineages to persist some checks on the rate of between
lineage recombination must exist. We surveyed a group of isolates from the Aran-Bidgol
endorheic lake in Iran and sequenced a selection of them. Multilocus Sequence Analysis
(MLSA) and Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) revealed multiple clusters (phylogroups) of
organisms present in the lake. Patterns of intein and Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats (CRISPRs) presence/absence and their sequence similarity, GC usage
along with the ANI and the identities of the genes used in the MLSA revealed that two
of these clusters share an exchange bias toward others in their phylogroup while showing
reduced rates of exchange with other organisms in the environment. However, a third
cluster, composed in part of named species from other areas of central Asia, displayed
many indications of variability in exchange partners, from within the lake as well as outside
the lake. We conclude that barriers to gene exchange exist between the two purely AranBidgol phylogroups, and that the third cluster with members from other regions is not a
single population and likely reflects an amalgamation of several populations.
Keywords: Halobacteria, Multilocus Sequence Analysis (MLSA), Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI), intein, CRISPR

INTRODUCTION
Besides an obligate requirement for high concentrations of NaCl,
a unifying trait of Halobacteria (often referred to colloquially as the haloarchaea)—a class within the archaeal phylum
Euryarchaeota, is their propensity for horizontal gene transfer
(HGT) (Legault et al., 2006; Rhodes et al., 2011; Nelson-Sathi
et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2012). Although HGT occurs continuously, events that provide an adaptive advantage and are
maintained in modern lineages can be detected. For instance,
HGTs from bacterial lineages into the Halobacteria occurred
before their last common ancestor and brought respiration
and nutrient transport genes that transformed them from a
methanogen to their current aerobic heterotrophic state (NelsonSathi et al., 2012). Other examples including rhodopsins (Sharma
et al., 2006), tRNA synthetases (Andam et al., 2012), 16S rRNA
genes (Boucher et al., 2004), membrane proteins (CuadrosOrellana et al., 2007), and genes allowing the assembly of novel
pathways (Khomyakova et al., 2011) have been reported for
this group and reflect the adaptive benefit of acquiring these
genes.
HGT into the Halobacteria has profoundly impacted their
evolution; however, understanding this contribution is only part
of their evolutionary picture. The study of recombination frequency among this class has been utilized to address population
genetics questions that address whether they are clonal (i.e.,
linked alleles at different loci) or “sexual” in the sense that
alleles at different loci are randomly associated. Several studies have addressed those questions by assessing the impact of
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frequent HGT on Halobacteria. Homologous replacement of loci
was inferred within and between phylogenetic clusters (phylogroups) using Multilocus Sequence Analysis (MLSA) on closely
related strains (Papke et al., 2004) and comparative analyses
of genomes (Williams et al., 2012). Within phylogroups where
genetic diversity was less than one percent divergent for protein coding genes, alleles at different loci were randomly associated whereas between phylogroups they were not (Papke et al.,
2007) indicating haloarchaea are highly sexual. Measurements
of frequency across the breadth of halobacterial diversity indicates no absolute barrier to homologous recombination; rather
between relatives, there is a log-linear decay in recombination frequency relative to phylogenetic distance (Williams et al.,
2012).
Laboratory experiments also support these results. Mating
experiments measuring the rate of recombination using Haloferax
(Hfx) volcanii and Hfx. mediterranei auxotrophs demonstrated
the degree of genetic isolation between species was much lower
than expected. The observed rate of exchange between species
suggested that given an opportunity over time these species
would homogenize, indicating strong barriers to recombination
would have to exist for speciation to occur, and for lineages
to be maintained (Naor et al., 2012). Further, mating experiments demonstrated that enormous genomic fragments (i.e.,
300–500 kb, 18% of the chromosome size) could be exchanged
in a single event (Naor et al., 2012). Similar large fragment
exchange events were recently observed in natural isolates from
Deep Lake (Antarctic hypersaline lake): Distantly related strains
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PHYLOGENETIC METHODOLOGY

Top scoring BLASTn hits for each MLSA target gene (atpB, ef2, glnA, ppsA, and rpoB) in each genome were identified.
Multiple-sequence alignments (MSAs) were generated by translating the genes to protein sequences in SeaView (Gouy et al.,
2010), aligning the proteins using MUSCLE (v.3.8.31) (Edgar,
2004) and then reverting back to the nucleotide sequences. Inhouse scripts created a concatenated alignment of all five genes.
The best model of evolution was determined by calculating the
Akaike Information Criterion with correction for small sample
size (AICc) in jModelTest 2.1.4 (Guindon et al., 2010; Darriba
et al., 2012). The best-fitting model was GTR + Gamma estimation + Invariable site estimation. A maximum likelihood (ML)
phylogeny was generated from the concatenated MSA and individual gene phylogenies from the individual gene MSAs using
PhyML (v3.0_360-500M)(Guindon et al., 2010). PhyML parameters consisted of GTR model, estimated p-invar, 4 substitution
rate categories, estimated gamma distribution, subtree pruning,
and regrafting enabled with 100 bootstrap replicates.
PAIRWISE SEQUENCE IDENTITY CALCULATION

Calculation of pairwise identities was carried out using Clustal
Omega on the EMBL-EBI webserver (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
Tools/msa/clustalo/). The alignments were uploaded and percent
identity matrices calculated (Sievers et al., 2011).
INTEIN METHODOLOGY

To retrieve haloarchaeal intein sequences Position-Specific
Scoring Matrices (PSSMs) were created using the collection of
all inteins from InBase, the Intein database, and registry (Perler,
2002). A custom database was created with all inteins, and each
intein was used as a seed to create a PSSM using the custom
database. These PSSMs were then used as a seed for PSI-BLAST
(Altschul et al., 1997) against each of the halobacterial genomes
available from NCBI. A size exclusion step was then performed to
remove false positives. Inteins were then aligned using MUSCLE
(Edgar, 2004) with default parameters in the SeaView version 4.0
software package (Gouy et al., 2010). Insertions, which passed the
size exclusion step but did not contain splicing domains, were filtered out and the previous steps were repeated using the resulting
dataset on this study’s dataset. Once the collection of haloarchaeal
inteins was complete, sequences were re-aligned using SATé v2.2.2
(Liu et al., 2012) to generate a final alignment.
INTEIN PHYLOGENETIC METHODOLOGY

Intein protein sequences were retrieved using in house scripts.
Each intein allele was aligned separately using MUSCLE (v.3.8.31)
(Edgar, 2004). In-house scripts created a concatenated alignment
from the allele alignments. ProtTest v3.4 (Darriba et al., 2011)
evaluated the protein sequences for an optimal model using the
AICc and returned WAG_I+G+F. A presence-absence matrix of
zeros and ones was amended to each taxon’s alignment data. The
presence-absence data allows for grouping of taxa by sharing or
lacking an allele. This complements the protein data, and allows
the resolution of taxa with few inteins from those lacking them
entirely or possessing many. To accommodate the two different
formats of data simultaneously MrBayes v3.2.2 (Ronquist and
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Huelsenbeck, 2003; Ronquist et al., 2012) was employed for the
phylogenetic reconstruction.
AVERAGE NUCLEOTIDE IDENTITY/TETRAMER ANALYSIS

JSpecies1.2.1 (Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009) was used to analyze the genomes for Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) and
tetramer frequency patterns. As the relationships of interest for
this study are within the same genus only the nucmer and tetra
algorithms were used. The BLAST-based ANI was not used as
we were primarily interested in understanding the degree of
relatedness between closely related organisms, which the nucmer
method is equally capable of (Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009).
Additionally, the increased rate of drop-off between moderately
divergent sequences (<90%) the nucmer method yields relative to
the BLAST method (Richter and Rosselló-Móra, 2009) was useful
in highlighting when organisms were dissimilar. The default settings for both algorithms were used (Richter and Rosselló-Móra,
2009).
CODON POSITION GC CONTENT

Complete sets of nucleotide sequences for all called ORFs were
downloaded from RAST. In house scripts confirmed that all ORF
calls were divisible by three and thus could be taken as in-frame.
In house scripts were used to calculate the GC percentages for each
codon position in each genome. Two-tailed t-tests were calculated
using the StatsPlus software package (AnalystSoft, 2009).
CRISPRs

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats
(CRISPRs) presence/absence patterns were determined using the
CRISPR Recognition Tool (CRT) v1.2 (Bland et al., 2007) with
minimum repeat and minimum spacer parameters set to 30
nucleotides. All other parameters were the CRT defaults.

RESULTS
ASSEMBLED GENOMES

The assembled genomes ranged in size from 2.3 to 4.2 Mb. The
median assembled genome size is 3.6 Mb. The median N50 (the
size of the contig where 50% of the basepairs in the assembly
are part of a contig that size or larger. N75 and N90 are similar
but use 75 and 90% cutoffs) was 47.5 kb with a range from 1.86
to 80.3 kb (see Table 3, for statistics on the assembled genomes).
Plasmids were not identified during assembly. As such, if some
isolates possess differing numbers or types of plasmids then some
of the genome-to-genome size variability may be attributable to
this. A list of genomes used in this study can be found in Table 4.
PHYLOGENETIC ASSIGNMENT OF PHYLOGROUPS

Initial MLSA analysis (5-genes: atpD, ef-2, glnA, radA, rpoB)
revealed the presence of three well-supported clusters [hereafter
referred to as phylogroups in sensu (Papke et al., 2007)] within the
canonical Halorubrum population of Aran-Bidgol (Figures 1, 2).
A phylogroup was initially defined as a cluster of isolates with
very low sequence divergence across the sequenced (MLSA)
loci (< 1%). Seventeen of these isolates were then selected for
genome sequencing for a higher resolution assessment. Selection
criteria were biased toward the two larger phylogroups (A and B)
to facilitate comparison between clusters. Only a single genome
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FIGURE 2 | Maximum-likelihood tree made from the concatenated DNA sequences of five housekeep ing genes (atpB, ef-2, glnA, ppsA, and rpoB).
Support values on branches are bootstrap replicates. Bootstraps values below 70 are not displayed.

As tetramer patterning is largely a granular filter, it strongly suggests that E3 and Hrr. litoreum may be distantly related, which is
further supported by the ANI analysis.
The phylogroup D intein distribution patterns and sequences
identities are dissimilar to phylogroup A and B (Figure 5). The
intra-phylogroup identity of pol-IIa is quite low in D compared
to phylogroups A and B ( 78 vs. 99% and 89%, respectively).
The inter-group identities are much higher between B and D
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than in any other phylogroup relationship ( 71%). These relationships are partly explained by Hrr. terrestre, which features
an intein of much greater length and sequence divergence than
the other alleles. This intein shares no more than 55% identity
with any other phylogroup D pol-IIa allele. If it is removed from
consideration, the phylogroup D intra-cluster identity increases
to 99%. The relatedness to phylogroup A rises to 53% while
the value to phylogroup B is 76%. Intra-phylogroup D cdc21b
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FIGURE 3 | Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) and tetramer frequency
correlation analysis. Color coding reflects three described ANI cutoffs
for species delineation. Red squares represent ANI values of 96% or

FIGURE 4 | GC usage of all annotated ORFs within and between
phylogroups.

diversity is nearly the same as its inter-phylogroup D diversity,
which further indicates phylogroup D is a fuzzy entity. The intraphylogroup identity for the cdc21b intein is 91% (as compared
to 100% for A and 99% for B) and its inter-phylogroup values
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greater, Orange 95% or greater, and yellow represents 94% or greater.
The vertical stripes indicate tetramer regression coefficients lower than
0.9900.

are not much lower with D vs. B at 83% and D vs. A at 87%.
However, the remaining taxa (Hrr. arcis, Hrr. litoreum, Hrr. distributum, Hrr. terrrestre, E8, and C3), including the named species
appear to form a stable phylogroup. These data suggest that phylogroup D as constructed in our analysis is an amalgamation of
populations that resembles other analyzed phylogroups but is not
a cohesive unit upon additional investigation. The phylogenetic
reconstruction derived from the combined presence-absence data
and intein sequence data (Figure 6) shows that phylogroup D
does not retain monophyly. Members place at four locations
in the tree. The phylogroup displays high identities for core
members, but “fringe” members are at the edge of inclusion.
Hrr. T3 and E3 presented significant challenges to defining the
boundary of phylogroup D. As mentioned above, Hrr. T3 placed
directly sister to the phylogroup in three of five gene phylogenies
and inside the group in a fourth (Figure 1). In the fifth phylogeny
it placed several nodes away from the cluster. The concatenation also places it sister to the cluster with maximum bootstrap
support. However, its branch is long relative to the phylogroup.
As noted, the pairwise identities and ANI values (Figure 3) both
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FIGURE 6 | Bayesian tree made from presence-absence of intein alleles and protein sequences of present alleles. Support values on branches are posterior
probabilities. Posteriors below 0.8 are not displayed.
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to MLSA and ANI in regards to being the defining measurements
of species.
CRISPR DISTRIBUTION MAY BE THE RESULT OF SELECTION

It is important to acknowledge that the patchy CRISPR distribution may be in part an artifact of genome assembly. Repeats
can prove a challenge to assembly of short read data (Miller
et al., 2010; Magoc et al., 2013) and CRISPRs are repeat heavy.
However, false negatives that may exist are unlikely to be directly
correlated with assembly quality, and no significant correlation
is found between N50 score and the number of CRISPR arrays
detected (P > 0.05). Additionally, the use of a different CRISPR
detector, Crass v0.3.6 (Skennerton et al., 2013), which analyzes
raw sequencing reads, rather than finding them in assemblies,
supported the CRISPRs reported and found only slight evidence
for three additional taxa possessing CRISPRs (data not shown).
This would only represent individual CRISPR repeats no larger
than about three spacers. While CRISPRs this size have been
reported (Kunin et al., 2007) the evidence is inconclusive and
if these three taxa do possess CRISPRs their distribution would
remain sparse. Only seven of the 18 genomes sequenced in this
study would possess them.
CRISPRs have been reported to be very common in the archaea
(Jansen et al., 2002; Godde and Bickerton, 2006; Kunin et al.,
2007; Held et al., 2010) with reported incidence as high as
90% (Koonin and Makarova, 2009). The incidence in bacteria
is closer to 50%. The higher incidence in the archaea may be
due to the underrepresentation of archaeal genomes in databases.
With viruses and other MGEs so common (for discussion of
haloviruses see Dyall-Smith et al., 2003; Porter et al., 2007) and
horizontal transfer of CRISPRs a frequent occurrence (Kunin
et al., 2007; Sorek et al., 2008), why does selection ever conjure
a no-CRISPR lineage? One possibility is that the benefit provided is not strong enough to outweigh the costs, as CRISPR
systems require precise matches with their target, and a “protospacer” with one or two mismatches can eliminate functionality
(Deveau et al., 2008). The loss of cassettes in CRISPR arrays is
not uncommon (Deveau et al., 2008; Díez-Villaseñor et al., 2010;
Touchon and Rocha, 2010), while loss of an entire array is less
so (Held et al., 2010; Touchon and Rocha, 2010). Possession of
large CRISPR arrays may not offer extra protection against the
viruses in an environment (Díez-Villaseñor et al., 2010). It might
be that if predation level by MGEs rise and fall then the value
of the CRISPR system might follow those trends. Escherichia and
Salmonella CRISPR arrays do not appear to deteriorate rapidly
enough to be lost entirely and they show a high rate of transfer and loss of the cas proteins that form the machinery of the
functional system (Touchon and Rocha, 2010). This might suggest that the need for the system may not be constant. Another
reason for degradation of the system could be related to it behaving in an auto-immune fashion. When challenged by artificial
constructs including a proto-spacer and a gene complementing
an autotrophic defect in the strain, Sulfolobus cells developed a
surprisingly large number of deletion mutants in the spacer providing immunity to the construct (Gudbergsdottir et al., 2011).
The authors speculated that there might be some small degree of
feedback where the system attacks the host’s spacer in addition to
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that of the MGE. The cellular repair systems may then easily delete
the spacer during the repair process. Feedback against self and
similar to self DNA, such as targeting closely related housekeeping genes (Gophna and Brodt, 2012) could also impact mating
proficiency if the CRISPR system degrades the DNA of exchange
partners before it can experience recombination events. It is
also important to consider that mechanisms other than CRISPRs
have major roles in developing resistance to MGEs (Wilson and
Murray, 1991; Bickle and Krüger, 1993; Díez-Villaseñor et al.,
2010). For instance, there could be a balance between CRISPRs
and restriction/modification systems where one system is lost and
another replaces, or complements it such that any one anti-MGE
mechanism at any moment in time is in flux.
THE ABSENCE OF INTEINS SUGGESTS BARRIERS TO
RECOMBINATION BETWEEN PHYLOGROUPS

Inteins are found pervasively among the archaea (Perler, 2002).
They insert into genes and once translated their splicing domains
use anauto-catalytic mechanism to self-excise from the protein and
re-join the two halves of the polypeptide to generate a functional
protein. Inteins associate with homing endonucleases (HEN),
found between the splicing domains, to allow their transmission
into new hosts. HENs target highly conserved sites in highly
conserved genes (Swithers et al., 2009). These HENs appear to
be extremely specific in their target sequences as inteins are only
found inserted among the most conserved residues of highly
conserved protein coding genes (Swithers et al., 2009). Their
means of dissemination from host to host is, as yet, unknown
although it is clear that it relies on established methods of gene
flow within a population (Goddard and Burt, 1999; Gogarten and
Hilario, 2006). This suggests that if two hosts have no method of
transmitting genes between themselves then the resident inteins
will not cross hosts, either. Thus, the patchy distribution of inteins
can be interpreted as evidence for a barrier to transfer. This is
particularly relevant for the alleles that are not shared between
phylogroups A and B. The presence of multiple alleles not seen in
the other group argues that the allele has been unable to spread.
This is not implying that members of phylogroups A and B do
not exchange genes, rather, the sequence divergence and lack of
intein spread implies that the recombination process is hindered
relative to within group genetic exchange. Indeed, if the mating
observed between different Haloferax species (see Naor et al.,
2012) is possible then almost any sequence divergence between
Halorubrum phylogroups is akin to a speed bump rather than a
mountain in slowing the rate of genetic exchange. Additionally,
studies of homologous recombination have found transfers across
class-level phylogenetic distance, only at increasingly lower rates
as the genetic distance increases (Vulic´ et al., 1997; Williams et al.,
2012).
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This research uses inteins, a type of mobile genetic element, to infer patterns
of gene transfer within the Halobacteria. We surveyed 118 genomes representing
26 genera of Halobacteria for intein sequences. We then used the presenceabsence profile, sequence similarity and phylogenies from the inteins recovered
to explore how intein distribution can provide insight on the dynamics of gene
flow between closely related and divergent organisms. We identified 24 proteins
in the Halobacteria that have been invaded by inteins at some point in their
evolutionary history, including
two proteins not previously reported to contain
an intein. Furthermore, the size of
an intein is used as a heuristic for the
phase of the intein’s life cycle. Larger size inteins are assumed to be the
canonical two domain inteins, consisting of self-splicing and homing
endonuclease domains (HEN); smaller sizes are assumed to have lost the HEN
domain. For many halobacterial groups the consensus phylogenetic signal
derived from intein sequences is compatible with vertical inheritance or with a
strong gene transfer bias creating these clusters. Regardless, the coexistence of
intein-free and intein-containing alleles reveal ongoing transfer and loss of inteins
within these groups. Inteins were frequently shared with other Euryarchaeota and
among the Bacteria, with members of the Cyanobacteria (Cyanothece,
Anabaena),
Bacteriodetes
(Salinibacter),
Betaproteobacteria
(Delftia,
Acidovorax), Firmicutes (Halanaerobium), Actinobacteria (Longispora), and
Deinococcus-Thermus-group.
Keywords: gene symbiosis, genome as an ecosystem, inteins, mobile genetic elements, gene flow, horizontal gene transfer,
halobacteria

INTRODUCTION
Inteins are self-splicing genetic parasites located in highly conserved sites of slowly evolving genes. They are found in all three
domains of life and in viruses (Perler et al., 1997; Pietrokovski,
2001; Gogarten et al., 2002; Swithers et al., 2009). Similar to
group I introns, inteins are often associated with a homing
endonuclease (HEN). An important difference between inteins
and introns is the timing of the splicing activity, which occurs
immediately after transcription in introns and after translation
in inteins (Hirata et al., 1990; Kane et al., 1990). The association with a HEN domain enables a cyclic invasion pattern,
called the homing cycle (Goddard and Burt, 1999; Gogarten
and Hilario, 2006). The homing cycle consists of three phases:
intein invasion, intein fixation, and eventually loss of the intein
enabling invasion to occur again. During invasion and fixation the intein splicing domains are associated with a HEN
domain forming a canonical intein (hereafter referred to as a
large intein); however, during the loss phase the function of
the HEN is often disrupted and begins to degrade, generating
a mini-intein. Simulations have shown that intein-containing
and intein-free alleles can coexist in well mixed populations
under some sets of parameters (Yahara et al., 2009; Barzel
et al., 2011). Also, inteins with functioning HEN domains were
inferred to have persisted in some eukaryotic lineages for several 100 million years (Butler et al., 2006; Gogarten and Hilario,
2006).
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Inteins do not have an apparatus to penetrate the cell envelope. Therefore, they must rely on mechanisms in place within
the population for insertion into the cell such as: conjugation,
mating, generalized DNA uptake, and viruses or gene transfer
agents (Lang et al., 2012). The faster-than-Mendelian inheritance of the large inteins (Gimble and Thorner, 1992), along
with a nearly neutral fitness burden, enables these mobile elements to persist in organisms over evolutionary time as long as
there are new populations to invade (Goddard and Burt, 1999;
Gogarten and Hilario, 2006). Furthermore, the size of the intein
(mini or large) provides information about the genomic mobility of the element as mini inteins are rarely integrated into the
recipient’s genome; whereas large inteins are more frequently
integrated due to the activity of the HEN. The conservation
of the recognition site provides an invasion target even in distantly related strains and species. Also, inteins have a higher
substitution rate relative to their extein hosts (Swithers et al.,
2013). This substitution rate gives rise to many evolutionarily
informative sites when comparing a large collection of homologous inteins. In this work, we take advantage of these traits
and survey the distribution of inteins in the Halobacteria, a
highly recombinant class of halophilic Archaea (Williams et al.,
2012) known to contain several intein alleles (Perler, 2002). We
make use of 118 halobacterial genomes (Supplementary Table 1)
and the previously reported and newly discovered intein alleles to survey networks of gene transfer within and outside the
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Halobacteria based on the presence-absence profile of the inteins,
their sequence similarity, and the phylogenies reconstructed from
intein sequences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
HALOBACTERIAL INTEIN SEQUENCE RETRIEVAL AND
ALIGNMENT

Position specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) were created using
the collection of all inteins from InBase, the Intein database and
registry (Perler, 2002). A custom database was created with all
inteins, and each intein was used as a seed to create a PSSM using
the custom database. These PSSMs were then used as a seed for
PSI-BLAST (Altschul, 1997) searches against each of the halobacterial genomes available from NCBI as of June 2013 as well as a
private collection sequenced by our collaborators. To remove false
positives, a size exclusion step was then performed on each protein sequence as an intein domain adds 100–700 aa to invaded
protein sequences. Inteins were then aligned using Muscle (Edgar,
2004) with default parameters in the SeaView version 4.0 software package (Gouy et al., 2010). Insertions, which passed the
size exclusion step, but did not contain splicing domains, were
removed and the previous steps were repeated using the resulting dataset on a collection of private genomes from the Papke lab.
Prottest 3.2 (Guindon et al., 2010; Darriba et al., 2011) was used
to determine an appropriate substitution model for the intein
sequences, the WAG model was favored and used for all subsequent trees for consistency. Once the collection of halobacterial
inteins was complete, sequences were re-aligned using SATé (Liu
et al., 2012) to generate a final alignment using MAFFT (Katoh
and Standley, 2013) to align, Muscle (Edgar, 2004) to merge,
RAXML(Stamatakis, 2014) for tree estimation, and a WAG model
for each allele.
To determine the relationship among all halobacterial inteins,
the inteins were aligned using Muscle (Edgar, 2004). Subsequently
a tree was built using PhyML v3.0 (Guindon et al., 2010) using a
WAG substitution model with a Gamma shape parameter and the
proportion of invariant sites estimated from the data.

Inteins as indicators of gene flow

SYMBIOTIC STATE ASSIGNMENT

Intein sequence length was used to determine symbiotic state.
For each intein allele the length of the intein sequence was determined. A cutoff length for mini-intein assignment was based on
the presence of a gap in intein lengths greater than 100 amino
acids within an allele. The third intein state “no-intein” was
assigned where the intein was clearly absent from the orthologous
protein containing an intein in any of the halobacterial genomes
examined. Additionally, once an intein was noted as a mini-intein
the alignment was analyzed to ensure the gaps in these sequences
correspond to the location of the HEN domain.
RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN REFERENCE TREE

Alignments of 55 ribosomal protein for 21 Halobacteria
(Williams et al., 2012) were used to find orthologous proteins
in the genomes used in this work. In-house python scripts (data
file 1) were used to concatenate the alignments, and PhyML v3.0
(Guindon et al., 2010) was used to build a tree. The tree used the
WAG substitution model with the Gamma shape parameter and
the proportion of invariant sites and base frequencies estimated
from the data.
BAYESIAN CLUSTERING WITH INTEIN SEQUENCES

A concatenation of an intein presence-absence matrix and alignments for each intein allele were generated using in-house python
scripts (data file 1). MrBayes version 3.2.1 (Ronquist et al., 2012)
was then used to perform a clustering analysis using a partition
allowing for character states in the presence-absence matrix and
sequence information for each intein allele. The prior for the
character portion of the data matrix used a symmetrical Dirichlet
distribution with an exponential (1.0), and variable rates so each
column was considered independent of the others. The likelihood
for the character portion of the alignment used variable coding
and 5 beta categories. The prior for the protein sequences in the
alignment used a fixed WAG substitution model, with state frequencies estimated from the data, and the likelihood settings used
a Gamma shape parameter and the proportion of invariant sites
estimated from the data.

INTEIN RETRIEVAL OUTSIDE THE HALOBACTERIA

Each halobacterial intein was used as a BLAST (Altschul et al.,
1990) query against the non-redundant database on NCBI. Any
match with an e-value better than 0.000001 was aligned to the
dataset to which its query belonged. Sequences were then filtered based on the protein annotation and goodness of fit to the
existing alignment. As an additional filtering step each match
was used as a query against the non-redundant database and
the majority BLAST hit annotations were used to verify the protein identity, as annotations are not always reliable. Remaining
sequences were aligned using Clustal Omega 1.1.0 (Sievers et al.,
2011) with the profile alignment option in SeaView 4.0 (Gouy
et al., 2010). Maximum-likelihood trees were built using PhyML
(Guindon et al., 2010) with the WAG model, and rates estimated
from the data.
To assess the relative contribution of different genera represented in each intein allele sequence data set, a stacked column
graph was created. Sequence density was calculated for each intein
allele by dividing the number of intein sequences in each genus by
the number of total intein sequences in that allele.
Frontiers in Microbiology | Extreme Microbiology

RESULTS
HALOBACTERIAL INTEINS

The intein content of a collection of halobacterial genomes
was analyzed using an intein-allele-specific PSSM. This survey
revealed 13 genes in the Halobacteria invaded by inteins at
24 distinct positions (intein alleles) (Table 1). Seven of these
intein alleles were not previously reported in the Halobacteria,
and two of the seven have not previously been reported to
harbor inteins: a DNA ligase gene involved in double strand
break repair, and a deaminase gene involved in nucleotide
metabolism (Table 1). To determine if vertical inheritance was
accountable for the distribution of intein alleles, the presence–
absence matrix of intein alleles was mapped onto a reference phylogeny (Figure 1). Clearly, intein presence-absence is
not concordant with the ribosomal protein phylogeny, implicating abundant horizontal genetic transfer (HGT) in creating
the observed distribution. The presence of multiple intein alleles in the majority of genomes (70%) might be interpreted
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FIGURE 1 | Intein Invasion Pattern in the Halobacteria. Intein pattern of
presence-absence is mapped onto the tips of a ribosomal
reference tree, teal boxes indicate the presence of a full size
intein, yellow boxes indicate the presence of a mini-intein, black
boxes

Frontiers in Microbiology | Extreme Microbiology
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indicate the absence of an intein, and white boxes indicate
missing data. Purple shaded boxes indicate the genera with more
than five species represented on the tree. Nodes with bootstrap
support <70 are in gray!"
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FIGURE 2 | Relationships among intein alleles in the Halobacteria. This tree
depicts the phylogenetic relationships among intein alleles in the
Halobacteria. Inteins that clustered in concordance with the allele were
collapsed to a single node, and labeled with the name of the intein
allele. Two polB-d sequences did not group with the polB-d allele, and
instead are located amongst the polB-c alleles these are indicated in
red. Nodes with bootstrap support <70 are colored gray.

well-supported clusters based on intein sequences. Furthermore,
evidence of clustering based on geography in the Halorubrum is
less interesting than the clear separation between groups isolated
from the same location (cluster 6, 8, and 9). This separation of
species of Halorubrum from the same location is echoed in the
reference tree, and taken together with the short branch lengths
in these clusters indicate that population structure plays a strong
role in gene sharing at least for this location (see Fullmer et al.,
2014 for in depth discussion). Increased geographical sampling
could reveal similar trends in other locations.
INTEIN HOMING IN THE HALOBACTERIA

The existence of a singleton in an intein allele in the genomes
analyzed could represent intein invasion from outside the
Halobacteria; but could also be due to incomplete sampling. To

www.frontiersin.org

FIGURE 3 | Clustering of Halobacteria based on intein sequences and
distribution. Halobacteria were clustered based on intein sequences
and the distribution in each genome. Clusters with posterior probability
>95% are shaded purple.

investigate the phylogenetic distance of invasion events responsible for the observed distribution of inteins, the halobacterial
inteins were used as queries to search for homologous sequences
in the non-redundant database (Altschul et al., 1990). Intein
sequences that matched the alleles in the Halobacteria were found
in other Euryarchaeota (but not Crenarchaeota), and Bacteria
(Table 2). To ascertain whether homing occurred between the
Halobacteria and organisms outside the Halobacteria, a maximum likelihood tree was built for each intein allele. The
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Table 2 | Taxonomic distribution in each intein allele.
Intein
allele

Tree topology Halobacteria Bacteria

cdc21-a
cdc21-c
dtd**
gyrB
helicase-b*
ligase**
pol-IIb*
polB-d
rfc-a
rfc-d*
rir1-b
rir1-g
rir1-k

Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic
Monophyletic

rir1-l*
rpolA

Other
Euryarchaeota

55
1
6
6
1
1
9
6
16
5
15
4
5

4
0
0
19
2
0
0
0
0
0
55
15
1

16
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
13
0
5
0
0

Monophyletic

3

3

0

Monophyletic

10

0

0

top6B

Monophyletic

8

0

0

topA

Monophyletic

4

0

1

udp

Monophyletic

7

2

6

rir1-m*

Monophyletic

1

4

0

polB-c

Monophyletic

20

1

1

polB-a

Polyphyleticbacteria
Polyphyleticbacteria
PolyphyleticEuryarchaeota
PolyphyleticEuryarchaeota

16

2

1

38

3

0

75

0

16

51

1

3

polB-b
pol-IIa
cdc21-b

*Denotes intein alleles discovered in this work.
**Denotes exteins discovered in this work.

tree topologies were evaluated with respect to the halobacterial
inteins. If the halobacterial inteins in the tree were monophyletic
it was assumed that except for the initial invasion gene flow for
that intein allele occurred within the Halobacteria exclusively. If
the halobacterial inteins were polyphyletic, invasion events that
generated the observed distribution likely involved organisms
outside the Halobacteria either as donors or as recipients. The
majority of intein trees, 83%, were monophyletic, reinforcing
the idea that recombination is more successful between closely
related organisms (Gogarten et al., 2002; Zhaxybayeva et al.,
2006; Andam et al., 2010; Papke and Gogarten, 2012; Williams
et al., 2012). Interestingly, for trees where the Halobacteria were
polyphyletic, the organisms interrupting the clade were Bacteria
for two out of the four polyphyletic intein alleles. The sample size restricts building strong claims about HGT between the
Halobacteria and the Bacteria. However, this claim is supported
by previous evidence of gene exchange between the Bacteria and
the Halobacteria (Ng et al., 2000; Khomyakova et al., 2011).
The tight clustering of halobacterial intein sequences and
short branches between closely related strains indicate that in the
majority cases inteins are inherited vertically or are transferred
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between closely related strains, and that successful invasion across
large genetic distances is rare. Thus, intein alleles that are found
in many different genera have been active for many generations,
enabling invasion of many lineages, and accumulating examples of rare invasion events such as those that cross domain
boundaries. Conversely, a lack of taxonomic diversity cannot be
interpreted as a recent invasion as sampling limitations could be
responsible for the paucity of samples in that intein allele. While
many factors influence the success of intein transfer between
divergent organisms, phylogenetic diversity of the organisms
invaded by a particular intein allele also is a reflection of the
time the intein allele has been present in a linage. Furthermore, a
high density of intein sequences in a particular domain or group
of genera can be used to determine the most likely reservoir for
the circulating intein allele. A stacked column chart was used
to quantify the representation of each of the genera in each of
the intein alleles (Figure 4). Five intein alleles, cdc21b, pol-IIa,
polBb, cdc21a, and rfc-d, show polarity in intein density favoring the Halobacteria (specifically Halorubrum) as the reservoir
for the intein population. This is not surprising as the data indicate that the majority of intein transfer in the Halobacteria is
within the class. Additionally, the diversity in five of the intein
alleles, helicase-b, cdc21a, gyrB, rir1-b, and udp, suggests these
intein populations may be more ancient than the others in this
study as they have had time to accumulate rare, long distance
transfers such that the diversity within them spans both class
and domain boundaries. Interestingly, the helicase-b intein was
only recently discovered in this study, though the diversity in the
allele gives the impression that this intein has been around for
a long time.
TRANSFER OF INTEINS BETWEEN HALOBACTERIAL
AND NON-HALOBACTERIAL LINEAGES

Not all inteins are transferred equally; the efficiency of intein invasion is affected largely by the state of the intein. The HEN domain
in canonical inteins is required to induce a double strand break
and the subsequent homologous repair that results in invasion
(Pietrokovski, 2001). Thus, mini-inteins that have lost a functioning HEN domain are mainly transferred vertically (they may
be transferred horizontally together with the host gene). If an
intein containing allele has been fixed in a population, either a
precise deletion of the mini intein encoding DNA could remove
the intein from the population or homologous replacement by an
intein-free allele transferred from outside the population. Thus,
mini-inteins are maintained through strong purifying selection,
because any mutation that decreases the self-splicing activity
decreases the availability of the host protein (Barzel et al., 2011).
The intein states were determined to infer patterns of homing in the Halobacteria. The size of inteins in each allele, along
with the position of gaps in the alignment relative to the HEN
domain were used as a heuristic for assigning mini-intein status. In most cases there was a clear separation in the distribution
of intein lengths (at least 100 amino acids difference in length).
The size of more populated intein alleles within the three genera of the Halobacteria with the largest number of available
genomes, Haloarcula, Haloferax, and Halorubrum, were recorded
in a matrix of intein alleles (Figure 5). Many intein alleles show
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a considerable size variation. This variability can be attributed
to the accumulation of insertions and deletions in various lineages over time, which in some lineages leads to loss of the
HEN domain. Notably, there is no variability in the size of intein
sequences shared by the clusters recovered in the Bayesian analysis (orange boxes Figure 5) reinforcing the claim of ongoing gene
exchange in these clusters.
Invasion from outside the Halobacteria is one explanation
for the polyphyletic topology observed in some halobacterial
intein alleles. To determine when these homing events could have
occurred, the state of each intein was determined and mapped
onto polyphyletic intein allele trees: the results of that analysis
are summarized in Table 3, with mini-inteins indicated with a
star ( ), and inteins that group within the Halobacteria indicated
by a tilde ( ) next to the name of the organism. Many of the
intein sequences (5 out of 11) from taxa outside the Halobacteria
that interrupt the clade are large-inteins, indicating that interactions between these taxa and the Halobacteria, though rare are
ongoing (Table 3). Though the assignment of direction of transfers is extremely preliminary as limited sampling can affect the
assignment of direction of transfer, there are some cases with an
overwhelming signal where the majority of sequences originate
from the Halobacteria, or the Bacteria in the case of rir1-m. The
mixture of mini and large inteins represented in all of the intein
alleles imply most of these inteins are active in the Halobacteria,
and notably involve a wide distribution of taxonomic exchange
partners.

DISCUSSION
The importance of HGT throughout the tree of life demands
the development of a system to monitor gene-flow within and
between populations. This research provides fundamental evidence that mobile elements such as inteins can be used to
uncover gene flow networks. Inteins have a unique combination of traits that make them ideal tools to study evolution in
microbial populations. They have a naturally wide phylogenetic
distribution, enabling detection of HGT between distantly related
taxa. This is demonstrated in this work by the intein trees where
the Halobacteria were polyphyletic (pol-IIa, polB-a, polB-b, and
cdc21b) indicating intein transfer between the Halobacteria and
the taxa that interrupt them, as well as by data from other studies
where intein transfer has been detected across phyla and domains
(Butler et al., 2006; Swithers et al., 2013). Inteins also have a high
substitution rate relative to their extein hosts, and a propensity
for accumulating insertions and deletions, which makes detection of transfers between close relatives (generally a difficult task)
possible; for example, transfer within the Halorubrum clusters
shown in Figure 3. Inteins can be associated with a HEN domain.
If they are, they possess the ability to invade intein-free alleles
following transfer; if they are not, they rely mainly on vertical
inheritance together with the host gene, and the occasional transfer of the host gene. One intein allele, pol-IIa, is widely distributed
in the Halobacteria and there are many examples of mini-intein
sequences in this allele. These data suggest that invasion of this
allele occurred early in the evolution of the Halobacteria, and that
the intein may have been lost in some lineages, but retained as
a mini intein in most of the genomes surveyed here. This could
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also be true for the cdc21-a intein; however, the distribution is
not as diverse, and considerably fewer mini-inteins were detected.
This is more suggestive of an intein that has been active in the
Halobacteria for a long period of time, with the different intein
states (empty target site, target site invaded by an intein with
active HEN, target site occupied by an intein without functioning HEN; Yahara et al., 2009; Barzel et al., 2011) existing and
co-existing in different halobacterial lineages.
The genomes analyzed in this work were cultured from salty
water and soil samples around the world. The diverse background
of the genomes may contribute to the spotty distribution of intein
alleles (Figure 1). However, genomes isolated from the same location show variation as well (Figure 3) (Fullmer et al., 2014),
reinforcing the notion that inteins are currently actively propagating in and being eliminated from halobacterial populations.
Additionally, previous data have shown recombination occurs at
a higher rate than mutation within the Halobacteria, and very
little linkage between genes is detected in these genomes (Papke
et al., 2004, 2007). These observations indicated gene flow as an
important method for niche adaptation in these organisms. In
Deep Lake, Antarctica the freezing temperatures limit the rate of
replication to approximately 6 times per year and evolution in
the halobacterial populations there mainly occurs through gene
flow (Demaere et al., 2013). Recent whole genome comparisons
revealed frequent gene transfer followed by homologous replacement of the transferred gene within the Halobacteria, hampering
attempts to resolve the phylogeny within this group (Williams
et al., 2012). Gene flow and recombination between populations
and species make it difficult to resolve the species phylogeny
among the different genera of Halobacteria (Papke et al., 2004).
The use of gene concatenation in building reference trees, as
exemplified by the ribosomal protein reference tree used in this
work, has been pivotal in determining a branching order for the
major clades of organisms, such as the Halobacteria, that participate in a large amount of recombination with close relatives.
However, because genetic transfer and homologous recombination occur frequently between close relatives, the resulting
phylogeny reflects both, shared ancestry and frequency of gene
transfer. Therefore, determining the network of gene flow that
overlays the vertical signal is important to the understanding of
the evolution of these organisms. Inteins cannot penetrate the
cell wall, and thus capitalize on existing gene flow in populations
to efficiently invade when the opportunity presents itself. This
trait can be exploited to keep track of successful homing events
revealed by sequence similarity of inteins in distinct strains.
Halorubrum was the only genus in this study that had a
large enough sample size to begin to uncover a signal reflecting
population structure. Many of the Halorubrum genomes in this
study were isolated from the same location, and this collection
of genomes showed a clear signal for a structured population.
Sixteen genomes from Aran-Bidgol were separated into four wellsupported clusters. Three of the four clusters have branching
orders identical to those in the reference tree, and the support values for those clusters could be attributed to both transfer within
the group and a background phylogenetic signal or ancestral
inheritance of similar intein alleles. However, only cluster 7 in
the Halorubrum shares all intein alleles between all members of
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Table 3 | Continued
Intein allele

Species name

Accession number

Phylum

*Methanoculleus bourgensis MS2
*Methanoculleus marisnigri JR-1

YP_006544019 .1
YP_001048029 .1

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

Methanofollis liminatans
*Methanolinea tarda
*Methanoplanus limicola
*Methanoplanus petrolearius DSM 11571

WP_004037227.1
WP_007314808.1
WP_004076782.1
YP_003893638 .1

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

Methanoregula boonei 6A8

YP_001403293 .1

Euryarchaeota

Methanoregula fomicica SMSP
Methanosphaerula palustris E1-9c
*Metahnospirillum hungatei JF-1

YP_007242862 .1
YP_002467270 .1
YP_503855 .1
NP_142130.1
YP_002958492 .1
YP_002994988 .1

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

uncultured haloarchaeon

ABQ75865.1

Halobacteria

Halorubrum sp. SP3

KJ_865692.1

Halobacteria

Halorubrum sp. SP7

KJ_865690.1

Halobacteria

Halorubrum sp. SP9

KJ_564691 .1

Halobacteria

Halosimplex carlsbadense
*Pyrococcus abyssi GE5

WP_006882195.1
YP_004624494 .1

Halobacteria
Euryarchaeota

uncultured haloarchaeon

ABQ75865.1

Halobacteria

Allochromatium vinosum DSM 180

YP_003443943 .1

Gammaproteobacteria

Anabaena sp. 90
*Anabaena sp. PCC 7108

YP_006997726
WP_016950132.1

Cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria

Bacillus subtilis BEST7613

BAM51471.1

Firmicutes

Calothrix sp. PCC 7103

WP_019489451.1

Cyanobacteria

Coleofasciculus chthonopla stes
*Cylindrospermopsis reciborskii
*Dactylococcopsis slaina PCC 8305

WP_006099284.1
WP_006276716.1
YP_007173052 .1

Cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria

Halarchaeum acidiphilum

WP_021780646.1

Halobacteria

Methanomassiliicoccus luminyensis

WP_019178436.1

Euryarchaeota

Microcystis aeruginosa

WP_002774451.1

Cyanobacteria

Moorea producens

WP_008190351.1

Cyanobacteria

Oscillatoria sp. PCC 10802

WP_017715151.1

Cyanobacteria

Pleurocapsa sp. PCC 7319

WP_019509077.1

Cyanobacteria

Prochlorothrix hollandica

WP_017710941.1

Cyanobacteria

Raphidiopsis brookii

WP_009342634.1

Cyanobacteria

Rivularia sp. PCC 7116

YP_007054134 .1

Cyanobacteria

Saccharothrix espanaens is DSM 44229

YP_007037469 .1

Actinobacteria

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

NP_441040.1

Cyanobacteria

Trichodesium erythraeum IMS101

YP_723459 .1

Cyanobacteria

uncultured bacterium

EKD46222.1

*Bacillus amyloliqufaciens TA208
*Bacillus subtilis

YP_005540906 .1
WP_017696872.1

Nanoarchaeota ar chaeon SCGC AAA011-L22

WP_018204386.1

Methanocaldococcus jannaschii DSM 2661

NP_248426.1

Euryarchaeota

Methanocaldococcus sp. FS406

YP_003458055 .1

Euryarchaeota

Methanothermococcus okinawensis IH1
*Methanotorris formicicus

YP_004576337 .1
WP_007044297.1
NP_125803.1

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

*Pyrococcus horikoshii OT3
*Thermococcus gammatolerans EJ3
*Thermococcus sibiricus MM 739

pol-IIb

gyrB

helicase-b

rfc-a

*Pyrococcus abyssi GE5

Firmicutes
Firmicutes

(Continued)
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Table 3 | Continued
Intein allele

Species name

Accession number

Phylum

*Pyrococcus furiosus DSM 3638
*Pyrococcus horikoshii OT3

NP_577822.1
NP_142122.1
YP_006353924 .1
YP_184631 .1
YP_008428897 .1

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

Thermococcus sp. 4557

YP_004763272 .1

Euryarchaeota

Thermococcus sp. AM4
*Thermococcus sp. CL1

YP_002582171 .1
YP_006425306 .1

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

Halorubrum sp. SP3

KJ_865684.1

Halobacteria

Halorubrum sp. SP9

KJ_865685.1

Halobacteria

Chloroherpeton thala ssium ATCC 35110

YP_001995975 .1

Chlorobi

Tepidanaerobacter acetatoxydans Re1

YP_007273179 .1

Firmicutes

uncultured Chloroflexi bacterium

BAL53207.1

Chloroflexi

rir1-k

Deinococcus peraridilitoris DSM 19664

YP_007181218 .1

Deinococcus-Thermus

rir1-b

Acidovorax avenae subsp. avenae ATCC 19860

YP_004233126 .1

Betaproteobacteria

Acidovorax sp. CF316

WP_007856012.1

Betaproteobacteria

Acidovorax sp. NO-1

WP_008903130.1

Betaproteobacteria

Actinomadura atramentaria

WP_019631066.1

Actinobacteria

Alicyclobacillus pohliae

WP_018131875.1

Firmicutes

Aminomonas paucivorans

WP_006300529.1

Synergistetes

Ammonifex degensii KC4

WP_006300529.1

Firmicutes

Arhodomonas aquaeolei

WP_018718131 .1

Gammaproteobacteria

Bacillus licheniformis

WP_016885361.1

Firmicutes

Bacillus subtilis

WP_017697104.1

Firmicutes

Calothrix sp. PCC 6303

YP_007136749 .1

Cyanobacteria

Candidatus Chloracidobacterium thermophilum B

YP_004863563 .1

Acidobacteria

Candidatus Desulforudis auda xviator MP104C

YP_001717412 .1

Firmicutes

Clostridiaceae ba cterium L21-TH-D2

WP_006314960.1

Firmicutes

Deinococcus radioduran s R1

NP_296095.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Delftia acidovorans

WP_016451949.1

Betaproteobacteria

Delftia sp. Cs1-4

YP_004490724 .1

Betaproteobacteria

Desulfitobacterium hafniense

WP_005810476.1

Firmicutes

Desulfovibrio magneticus RS-1

YP_002955841 .1

Deltaproteobacteria

Desulfovibrio sp. U5L

WP_009106508.1

Deltaproteobacteria

Ferroplasma acidarmanus fer1

YP_008141532 .1

Euryarchaeota

Ferroplasma sp. Type II

WP_021787573.1

Euryarchaeota

Halomonas anticariensis

WP_016418429.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Halomonas jeotgali

WP_017429019.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Halomonas smyrnensis

WP_016854101.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Mahella australiensis 50-1 BON

YP_004462974 .1

Firmicutes

Marinobacter lipolyticus

WP_018405479.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Methanofollis liminatans

WP_004040239.1

Euryarchaeota

Methylobacter marinus

WP_020160338.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Methylococcus capsulatus

WP_017366201.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Methylomicrobium buryatense

WP_017841702.1

Gammaproteobacteria

nanoarchaeote Nst1

WP_004578017.1

Nocardiopsis halotolerans

WP_017572347.1

Actinobacteria

Polaromonas sp. JS666

CAJ57177.1

Cyanobacteria

Pseudanabaena sp. PCC 6802

WP_019499030.1

Cyanobacteria

*Pyrococcus sp. ST04
*Thermococcus kodakorensis KOD1
*Thermococcus litoralis DSM 5473

rpolA

rir1-l

(Continued)
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Table 3 | Continued
Intein allele

rir1-g

rir1-m

udp

Species name

Accession number

Phylum

Pseudanabaena sp. PCC 7367

YP_007101092 .1

Cyanobacteria

Rhodanobacter fulvus

WP_00708201 0.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Rhodanobacter sp. 2APBS1

YP_007588821 .1

Gammaproteobacteria

Rhodanobacter thiooxydans

WP_008437232.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Rhodothermus marinus SG0.5JP17-172

YP_004824118 .1

Bacteroidetes

Staphylococcus aureus

WP_016187732.1

Firmicutes

Synechococcus elongatus PCC 6301

CAJ57178.1

Cyanobacteria

Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942

YP_400626.1

Cyanobacteria

Synechococcus sp. PCC 6312

YP_007060778 .1

Cyanobacteria

Thermoanaerobacterium saccharolyticum JW/SL-YS485

YP_006391581 .1

Firmicutes

Thermoanaerobacterium thermosaccharolyticum DSM 571

YP_003851043 .1

Firmicutes

Thermobrachium celere

WP_018663796.1

Firmicutes

Thermococcus kodakarensis KOD1

YP_184312.1

Euryarchaeota

Thermodesulfatator indicus DSM 15286

YP_004625205 .1

Thermodesulfobacteria

Thermovirga lienii DSM 17291

YP_004932130 .1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thermus igniterrae

WP_018110436.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thermus thermophilus HB8

CAJ57170.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thioalkalivibrio sp. ALE11

WP_019570879.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Thioalkalivibrio sp. ALE30

WP_018881426.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Thioalkalivibrio sp. HL-Eb18

WP_017926201.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Thioalkalivibrio sp. K90mix

YP_003459507 .1

Gammaproteobacteria

uncultured bacterium

EKE25755.1

Xanthomonas sp. SHU199

WP_017907463.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Xanthomonas sp. SHU308

WP_017915139.1

Gammaproteobacteria

zeta proteobacterium SCGC AB-604-B04

WP_018280466.1

Zetaproteobacteria

Chloroherpeton thala ssium ATCC 35110

YP_001995975 .1

Chlorobi

Deinococcus aquatillis

WP_019011777.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Halothece sp. PCC 7418

YP_007166732 .1

Cyanobacteria

Klebsiella pneumoniae

WP_021313783.1

Gammaproteobacteria

Nocardiopsis dassonvillei subsp. Dassonvillei DSM 43111

YP_003681238 .1

Actinobacteria

Nocardiopsis sp. CNS639

WP_019609645.1

Actinobacteria

Rhodothermus marinus SG0.5JP17-172

YP_004826277 .1

Bacteroidetes

Tepidanaerobacter acetatoxydans Re1

YP_007273179 .1

Firmicutes

Thermomonospora curvata DSM 43183

YP_003299200 .1

Actinobacteria

Thermus thermophilus HB27

YP_005899.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thermus thermophilus HB8

CAJ57173.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thermus thermophilus JL-18

YP_006059430 .1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thermus thermophilus SG0.5JP17-16

YP_005639869 .1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Trichodesium erythraeum IMS101

YP_720358.1

Cyanobacteria

uncultured Chloroflexi bacterium

BAL53207.1

Chloroflexi

Thermus aquaticus

WP_003044118.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thermus thermophilus HB-8

CAJ57173.1

Deinococcus-Thermus

Thermus thermophilus SG0.5JP17-16

YP_005639869 .1

Deinococcus-Thermus

uncultured Chloroflexi bacterium

BAL53207.1

Chloroflexi

Fervidibacteria bacterium JGI 0000001-G10

WP_020250137.1

Dictyglomus thermophilum H-6-12

YP_002250310 .1

Dictyglomi

Methanocaldococcus jannaschii DSM 2661

NP_248048.1

Euryarchaeota

Methanocaldococcus vulcanis M7

YP_003246412 .1

Euryarchaeota

Methanococcus aeolicus Nankai-3

YP_001324612 .1

Euryarchaeota

Methanothermococcus okinawensis IH1

YP_004575831 .1

Euryarchaeota

(Continued)
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Table 3 | Continued
Intein allele

Species name
Methanotorris igneus Kol 5
Thermococus gammatolerans EJ3

Accession number

Phylum

WP_007044255.1

Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota

YP_002960518 .1

topA

Methanotorris igneus Kol 5

WP_007044255.1

Euryarchaeota

top6B

Halarchaeum acidiphilum

WP_021780130.1

Halobacterium

*Indicates the intein detected is a mini-intein.
Indicates taxa that grouped within the halobacterial intein sequences.

the cluster while the other clusters all contain intein alleles that
are unique to certain members of the cluster, suggesting ongoing transfer of these inteins within the population. Additionally,
three out of the twelve total clusters demonstrate unique branching orders compared to the reference tree, though only five of the
clusters reflected in the reference tree have identical intein profiles. The lack of fixation for the intein alleles in the majority of
clusters (seven out of twelve) indicates that a signal due to vertical
inheritance may aid the formation of the clusters, but that HGT
and its bias is the driving force for intein distribution. This analysis demonstrates the utility of intein sequences in distinguishing
a population structure amongst genomes isolated from the same
location, as demonstrated with the genomes isolated from AranBidgol. These relationships are made evident through analyzing
all of the signals from each of the intein alleles represented in the
strains, and thus represent a collapsed view of the major gene
sharing networks that have shaped the intein profiles of these
strains over time. The collapsed networks indicate a higher rate of
recombination within compared to between species and groups,
a finding similar to the sexual outcrossing in fungal populations
where inteins also thrive, as the semi-sexual lifestyle promotes
intein homing (Giraldo-Perez and Goddard, 2013).
It is tempting to speculate that strains that harbor an abundance of intein alleles partake in more gene transfer than their
counterparts without as many inteins; however, these two phenomena should not be expected to have a strict correlation as
HGT between strains that possess only one intein each cannot
produce hybrids with more than two inteins each. The number of inteins present in a group of different strains and species
may be more reflective of transfers with divergent organisms than
within-group transfer frequency.
The presented research demonstrates the utility of intein
sequences to follow gene flow within and between populations.
Improved reliability to assess the presence and activity of the HEN
domain intein will provide a better distinction between vertical and horizontal inheritance of inteins. The overall utility of
inteins improves as new intein alleles and new host proteins are
reported, increasing the distribution of samples and improving
statistical robustness of studies like the one done here. Prior to
this work, nine proteins had been reported to contain inteins in
the Halobacteria. This work established seven new intein alleles in
the Halobacteria, including two proteins not previously reported
to contain inteins. The presence of inteins is especially useful
in populations where high rates of recombination and widely

www.frontiersin.org

distributed populations may facilitate the maintenance of intein
sequences over long periods of time (Gogarten and Hilario, 2006)
and provide a means for distinguishing closely related partners
involved in genetic transfers. The phylogenetic distribution of
intein alleles, combined with the changing state within intein alleles, and the rapid substitution rate of inteins relative to the extein
host sequences (Swithers et al., 2013) will provide a valuable tool
to infer gene flow dynamics in and between sampled populations.
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Chapter 5. Further Investigation of Gene Transfer Networks using
Inteins.
5.1 Introduction
Several lines of evidence from section 4.2 indicate that in order to maximize the information
content of inteins, individual intein sequences should be considered. First, the phylogeny of all
haloarchaeal intein sequences together has very poor support linking intein alleles together;
indicating the life history of each intein allele is unique. Secondly, the concatenated intein
sequence phylogeny also has very poor support at most of the bipartitions. This shows that
signals of HGT within each intein allele are so different that combining these signals results in
noise, that is difficult to interpret beyond the conclusions drawn (inteins are exchanged between
close relatives within the same environment). Lastly the phylogenies of intein alleles with many
taxa (pol-II-a, and cdc21-a) show several clusters of Halorubrum sp. that group independently
from one another. This could represent several different invasion events, or it could symbolize
differential evolution of the intein sequence after a single invasion event. To explore these
conflicts further, I started working with a student visitor from University of Sao Paulo, Thiberio
Rangel. The following work was conducting in collaboration with Thiberio.
We use a a method for analyzing HGT of inteins that is not based on conflict between
phylogenetic trees, but on outliers in correlations between pairwise distances estimated using
maximum likelihood models. By analyzing the correlation between sets of pairwise distances we
can observe sets of sequences that generate a signal conflicting with what we would expect given
a reference set of distances. These conflicts represent differential evolutionary trajectories
between the reference set and the test dataset, in our case intein alleles. Furthermore, intein
alleles that are not in agreement with the reference dataset can be investigated further using
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scatterplots and reconciliation of phylogenetic conflict to compare the expected and observed
pairwise distances.

5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Sequence Alignments
Alignments for intein alleles, their corresponding exteins, and ribosomal proteins were generated
using the default settings in Muscle v3.8.31 (12), and examined and refined using Seaview
v4.4.2(13). Refining the datasets involved removing taxa with partial sequences, or extremely
divergent sequences (Haloquadratum sp.), these alignments were then used to calculate pairwise
distances.

5.2.2 Pairwise Distance Calculation, Correlation, Heat-maps, and Scatterplots
Pairwise Maximum-Likelihood distances matrices were generated for each intein, extein, and
ribosomal gene family protein alignment using RAxML v8.1.17 (14), with the –f x –m
GTRGAMMA parameters. Correlations between gene families’ distance matrices were
evaluated through Pearson Correlation Coefficient, since we are only interested in linear
relations. The interdependent nature of distance matrix correlations causes it to be more
susceptible false-positive values (i.e. given the distance between A to B, changing the distance
between A to C is also going to affect the distance between B to C), with this in mind we
assessed correlation significances via Mantel Significance Test (1000 iterations per pairwise
correlation), and p-values were corrected for multiple tests using Benjamini-Hochberg’s FDR.
Hierarchical clustering in heat maps was generated using single linkage, where the confidence
intervals of the linear regressions displayed in scatterplots reflects 95%.
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5.2.3 Phylogenetic Trees
Maximum likelihood trees were generated for each intein, extein, and ribosomal protein using
RAxML v8.1.17 (14) with the GTR model, optimized substitution rates, and a gamma model of
rate heterogeneity.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Refining the Reference Dataset
We begin by analyzing the agreement between the set of genes that is used to build the
reference tree. In section 4.2 we used 56 ribosomal proteins to build the reference phylogeny. We
analyzed the pairwise distances within each protein and then looked for correlations in the total
set of pairwise distances between all ribosomal proteins. From this analysis we choose a smaller
set of 28 ribosomal proteins with a strong correlation of pairwise distance patterns (Figure 1).
We then concatenated these proteins to build a new reference tree using the smaller reference
dataset (Figure 2). The concatenated dataset was then used as the “reference” for all subsequent
comparisons; strong correlation with this dataset indicates vertical evolution of the intein.
Whereas conflict with this dataset indicates HGT events have occurred sometime in the life
history of the protein.
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Figure 1. Correlation between Ribosomal Proteins. Pairwise distances were generated for all members within each
protein, and compared between all proteins. The highlighted set is strongly correlated and these proteins were used to
represent the reference signal in all subsequent figures.
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5.3.2 Testing the impact of the HEN domain on the correlations
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The larger intein phylogenies include mini-inteins (inteins that have lost their homing
endonuclease domain) that cluster to the exclusion of full size inteins in the intein phylogenies
(Figure 3). Additionally beyond the mini and full size inteins clustering separately the
Halorubrum sp. cluster in three locations in the Pol II-a phylogeny, and in two locations in the
Cdc21a phylogeny (Figure 3). To consider the possibility that the loss of the HEN domain is the
cause of this clustering, alignments were generated where the HEN domain was removed from
all sequences. This dataset (intein-splicing-only) was then compared to the full-length alignments
to look for conflicts that could be caused by differential evolution in the homing endonuclease
domain. In all cases the splicing only distances correlated strongly with the full-length
alignments (Figure 4), indicating that the different clusters most likely arose through several
independent HGT events.
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A.

B.
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Figure 3. Intein phylogenies for pol-II-a and cdc21-a. A maximum likelihood phylogeny of pol-IIa (A) and cdc21-a (B) was
created from an alignment of all full sequences from (15). Bootstrap support values are indicated by the size and color of
the circles at each node, larger and darker circles indicate high support. Three major genera are colored, Halorubrum sp.
in blue, Haloarcula sp. in red, and Haloferax sp. in Green.
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Figure 1. Homing Endonuclease domain is not affect phylogenetic clustering. Highly correlated datasets
are outlined, each intein allele correlated strongly with the corresponding splicing only alignment.
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5.3.3 Are Inteins transferred with the Extein through Homologous Replacement?
Next we were interested to know if inteins are acquired through homologous replacement
with the extein or independent of the extein through homing. There is some evidence that
recombination resulting in intein invasion can effect the region of the genome adjacent to the
intein insertion site, including the extein. Because inteins reside in proteins that are involved in
essential cellular tasks, replacement of these proteins, or even large parts of these proteins could
affect the greater network of cellular machinery. To investigate this we looked for correlation
between the extein and the corresponding intein allele (Figure 5). Interestingly in most cases
there is little agreement between the extein and its corresponding intein, however there are a few
exceptions. Four of the twenty-four intein alleles showed agreement between the extein and
intein correlations. This could indicate homologous replacement with the extein, or the lineages
represented were affected by a single intein invasion event in the history of a common ancestor.
In at least two cases the latter scenario is a better explanation of the data: the udp intein is only
found in Halorubrum sp. and for rfc-d, all inteins are mini inteins. To further test this we
compared the correlation between the extein sequences and the reference signal with the
correlations between the intein sequence and reference signal (Figure 6). All four of the intein
alleles where the intein and extein datasets are highly correlated are also highly correlated with
the reference dataset. This is further support that these patterns are most likely generated through
an invasion event in a shared ancestor rather than homologous replacement of the extein and
intein sequences.
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Figure 5. Intein and Extein correlation. Most inteins do not correlate with their corresponding extein, inteins that do show
strong correlation with their corresponding extein are outlined in black boxes.
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Figure6 Correlation of extein and intein datasets with the reference dataset. Strong correlation is on the violet blue scale,
weak correlation is in the green and yellow region, and no correlation is in red. Correlations with p > 0.07 were
automatically considered no correlation, as the correlation score was not significant.
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5.3.4 Exploring Conflicts between Intein and Reference Datasets
To investigate the extent of the HGT signal in each intein dataset we used correlations
with the reference set as a measure of the extent of conflict in each intein allele (Figure 6). As
expected the agreement with the reference set was much less robust in the intein datasets. We
then clustered the intein alleles according to the extent of conflict with the reference dataset.
There are 3 main clusters, one that is strongly correlated with the reference set (R>0.7), one that
is weakly correlated (0.7 > R > 0.3), and one with no correlation (R<0.3). There doesn’t seem to
be any characteristic that is shared by inteins in the same cluster, beyond the proportion of
conflicts in each dataset.
To further investigate which specific groups were causing the conflicting signal we generated a
scatter plot that represents a comparison between the expected distance and the observed
distance for each intein allele. A line of best fit is drawn and the p-value reported for each scatter
plot indicates the strength of the correlation between the intein allele and the reference set. Points
that are a significant distance from the line of best fit represent conflict with the expected signal,
and the slope of the line is a representation of the evolutionary rate for the sequences being
compared to the reference. Points below the line of best fit represent conflicts that can be
resolved through reconciliations with the dataset used in this work, points above the line
represent transfer events that involved lineages that are not represented in the dataset used here.
All inteins in cluster 1 (rfcA, polBc, cdc21-b, udp, rpolA, and rir1b) are in good
agreement with the reference and most comparisons fall close to the line of best fit (Figure 7).
Also the slope of the best-fit line in intein and extein scatter plots for cluster 1 is very similar,
indicating similar evolutionary rates relative to the reference dataset. Inteins in cluster 2 had
several conflicts and only those below the lines of best-fit can be resolved using the dataset in
this work (Figure 7).
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To investigate patterns of intein evolution more closely and try to improve the fit of the
line for the larger dataset we constructed a scatter plot where points were colored differently
depending on the pairwise comparison. In one set we colored points based on inter or intragenera comparisons (Figure 8). As expected most intra-genera comparisons fell on the right side
of the plot, however in pol-II-a there were some intra-genera comparisons that fall away from the
cluster on the right. These most likely represent comparisons between species of Halorubrum in
this group, as the phylogeny shows three distinct clusters. For cdc21-a this coloring scheme
didn’t add more information to scatter plot, all points behaved as expected. To further explore
intein evolution in the haloarchaea, we also colored pairwise comparisons based on the presence
of the HEN domain. These plots have fewer points as we compared only used data points that
compared mini inteins to other mini inteins in the dataset, and the same for full sized inteins.
This coloring scheme did not improve the interpretation of the data for pol-II-a, as both mini and
full size inteins could be found clustering together throughout the plot. Interestingly though, for
cdc21-a mini inteins and full size inteins formed almost parallel lines of best fit, with the miniintein line below the full size intein. This could be interpreted to reveal that averaging over the
whole intein the substitution rate of mini inteins is smaller than for large inteins containing an
HEN. Also the majority of points above the line in the intra-genera comparison are lost in the
plot colored by intein size, probably because these conflicts between ribosomal distance and
intein distance are due to the lack of the HEN domain.

5.4 Future Directions
The next step in the process is to identify gene exchange partners in each of the intein
alleles. To do this we will use a phylogenetic reconciliation program like ranger-DTL (16) to
reconcile gene transfer events indicated by points that fell significantly below the line of best fit
in the scatter plot. In this way we are able to exclude reconciliations of gene transfer events that
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likely involved organisms that are not represented in the current dataset. Once we have a list of
reconciliations for each intein allele we can enumerate the pathways of gene exchange
represented in total by all intein alleles to build a map of gene exchange in the haloarchaea using
inteins.
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Figure 7 Pairwise distance ratios of inteins and exteins relative to the reference distances. Pairwise distances are plotted
for all members of each intein allele. Extein comparisons are on the left and inteins are on the right. Intein alleles are
listed in order of agreement with the reference dataset as shown in figure 7, intein alleles in cluster 1 are colored blue, and
intein alleles in cluster 2 are colored green.
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Figure 8 Scatterplot colored by characteristics of genomes compared. The two panels on the left represent pol-II-a
pairwise distance scatterplots, and on the right are scatterplots of cdc21-a. The distance between the genomes being
compared colors the two panels on the top. In pink are comparisons within genera, and in blue are comparisons between
genera. The bottom panels are colored by the presence of the homing endonuclease domain, in yellow are mini-inteins
lacking the domain and in turquoise are full size inteins that contain a homing endonuclease.
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Chapter 6. Benefits of Imperfection: Inefficient Homing
Endonucleases increase Genetic Variation by Promoting
Recombination.
This work was done in collaboration with Dr. Uri Gophna’s lab at Tel Aviv University. I
was mainly responsible for the simulations and parameter estimation that was based on the bench
work conducted in the Gophna lab. This paper was recently accepted for publication by PNAS.

6.1 Abstract
Inteins are parasitic genetic elements that excise themselves at the protein level by selfsplicing, allowing the formation of functional, non-disrupted proteins. Many inteins contain a
homing endonuclease (HEN) domain, and rely on its activity for horizontal propagation.
However, successful invasion of an entire population will make this activity redundant, and the
HEN domain is expected to degenerate quickly under these conditions. Several theories have
been proposed for the continued existence of the both active HEN and non-invaded alleles within
a population. However, to date these models were not directly tested experimentally. Using the
natural cell fusion ability of the halophilic archaeon Haloferax volcanii we were able to examine
this question in vivo, by mating polB intein positive (insertion site c) and intein negative cells
and examining the dispersal efficiency of this intein in a natural, polyploid population. Through
competition between otherwise isogenic intein-positive and intein-negative strains we
determined a surprisingly high fitness cost of over 7% for the polB-c intein. Our laboratory
culture experiments and samples taken from Israel's Mediterranean coastline show that the polBc inteins do not efficiently take over an intein-less population through mating, even under ideal
conditions. The presence of the HEN/intein promoted recombination when intein-positive and
intein-negative cells were mated. Increased recombination due to HEN activity contributes not
only to intein dissemination but also to variation at the population level, since recombination
tracts during repair extend substantially from the homing site.
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6.2 Authors non-technical summary
Parasitic interactions can result in changes to the host’s behavior in a way that promotes
the distribution or life cycle of the parasite. Inteins are molecular parasites found in all three
domains of life. Here we look at the influence of an intein in the DNA polymerase on a
population of halophilic archaea in simulations, in experiments, and in the wild. This intein has a
fitness cost that is higher than expected for a self-splicing genetic element. In these populations,
where mating is independent of host replication, the intein increases the recombination rate
between cells with and without inteins. This modification may contribute to the long-term
persistence of these genetic parasites, despite the fitness burden they impart on their host.

6.3 Introduction
Homing endonucleases (HENs) are selfish genetic elements found in all domains of
cellular life, as well as many viruses. HENs recognize and cleave highly specific target
sequences, up to 40 bp long, usually corresponding to a singular site within the genome (17, 18).
HENs can reside within conserved genes since they are nearly always located within selfsplicing selfish elements: either group I introns [(19), for review see (20)], which excise
themselves at the mRNA level, or inteins, which splice out of the protein product [(21), for a
recent review see (8)]. HENs contribute to the horizontal transmission of these selfish elements
into intron-less or intein-less alleles, by cleaving the vacant allele to induce homologous
recombination or reverse transcription, where the allele containing the intron or intein serves as
template. Thus the intein or intron effectively invades the vacant site and can later be passed on
to daughter cells vertically.
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Paradoxically, if a HEN is highly successful in invading cells it will saturate all target cells and
then its activity will no longer be under purifying selection. This may result in degeneration of
the HEN domain due to accumulation of mutations, and will prevent the future horizontal
propagation of the intein in question. This phenomenon has been observed in group I introns of
bacteriophages (22, 23), eukaryotes (24) and archaea (25). However, active HENs are often
observed, and in most natural populations surveyed to date, there are in fact strains with inteins
(or introns) containing degenerate HENs, while other isolates maintain a fully intact HEN (24).
The homing cycle model (26, 27) resolves this paradox by hypothesizing that after the
intein/intron containing allele has been fixed in the population, and after the HEN has completely
decayed due to the lack of selection for function of HEN activity, the splicing element (either
intron or intein) can be deleted, thus returning the homing cycle to its beginning. In the case of
introns, a precise deletion is somewhat likely and can occur via a processed mRNA intermediate
(28, 29). In contrast, a precise deletion of an intein by a random event is expected to be very rare
(30). In both introns and inteins, an imprecise deletion in a critical gene would often yield a
dysfunctional product that may be highly deleterious or even lethal (7); we suggest that a precise
deletion mainly occurs through homologous recombination with an intein-free allele that is
transferred into the population, or that survived within the population in case of incomplete
invasion.
Recently two models based on incomplete invasion were described. Both are based on the
coexistence of intein-free and intein-containing alleles with and without functioning HEN in
homogeneous populations. It was demonstrated computationally that if the cost of an inactive
HEN is lower than that of the active HEN, the 2 forms can coexist with alleles carrying the
empty target site even in a homogeneous population (30, 31). In many instances, the rock-paper-
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scissors dynamic between the three allele types (empty target site, intein with HEN, intein
without an active HEN) results in oscillations typical for predator-prey system (30). In this
scenario both the intein (or intron) and the HEN activity have separate and cumulative fitness
costs. Intein-negative cells are slightly more fit than their intein-containing counterparts and
therefore out-compete intein-positive cells, while becoming invaded. Cells with an intein but a
defective HEN are slightly fitter than those with an intact HEN because they do not suffer the
fitness cost from the large size of the HEN or the cost incurred from HEN activity such as offtarget cleavage, but are still immune to invasion. Under these assumptions a tri-partite
equilibrium between these three cell populations can result that may undergo periodical
oscillations (30, 31).

While these models provided fresh insights into the HEN enigma, they assume
homogeneous conditions throughout the population, and employ parameter estimates that were
never tested, such as fitness costs associated with HEN activity and/or intein presence. Here we
use the advanced genetic tools available for halophilic archaea to test the validity of these
assumptions and gain a new perspective into HEN/intein dynamics. Halophilic archaea were
shown to undergo a unique mechanism of cell fusion (32–34), in which two or more cells can
become fused into one cell, containing all the genetic material of the parental cells. This "heterodiploid" (heterozygous) state, where two different chromosome types are present in the same
cell, allows contact between HEN-positive and HEN-negative alleles. Thus, the efficiency of the
spread of an active HEN can be assessed in a realistic natural system. We have previously shown
that the HEN that resides in the polB-c (insertion site c) intein in Haloferax volcanii is highly
active in vivo and converts close to 100% of engineered plasmids that contain its homing site
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upon transformation. Interestingly, deleting the entire intein did not significantly alter the growth
rate of H. volcanii cells (35). An additional aspect of this experimental system is that H. volcanii
was shown to be polyploid, the number of chromosome copies per cell ranging between 10-20
(36). Here we explore through simulations the consequence of the invading HEN having to
convert multiple chromosomes, running the risk of being "back-converted" into a vacant allele
through homologous recombination. We demonstrate experimentally that intein invasion is an
inefficient process in H. volcanii and that having an intein results in a substantial fitness cost.
These genetic experiments were followed up by a survey of H. volcanii strains isolated from
various sampling locations along the eastern Mediterranean shore, facilitating a comparison
between laboratory findings and eco-genetic observations.

6.4 Materials and Methods
6.4.1 Culture conditions
H. volcanii cells were routinely grown in rich (YPC) medium, or in CAS medium (see (35)).
Nucleic acids and amino acids were added to a final concentrations of 50 µg/ml (Sigma)
6.4.2 Competition assays
H26 and H12 (see Table 1) cultures were grown over night, and when they reached an OD600
~1, the cells were diluted to OD600 ~0.2, and allowed growth until OD600 ~0.4, where they
were all diluted to OD600 ~0.1 and mixed 1:1. The cells were plated to obtain a measurement of
ratios at time "0". The cultures were diluted 1:50 every 24 hours for 6 days. The experiment was
performed with four biological repeats and each repeat was done in duplicates. In order to
distinguish between intein-containing cells and intein-deleted cells, we preformed PCR analysis
using primers AP409 and AP410, which amplify the polB region surrounding the intein, and that
enabled the assessment of the number of colonies on each plate that originated from an inteinpositive or intein-negative cells. From the 0 and 3 day time points, about 95 colonies were
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screened for each experiment, and for the 6 day time point 48 colonies were screened. We
defined 'fitness cost of genotype x vs. genotype y as the relative change in average growth rate
calculated as in (37) using the cell numbers at days 0, 3, and 6 with the appropriate dilution
factors (see spreadsheet in Supplementary Dataset S1)).
6.4.3 Mating protocol
Each culture was grown to an OD600nm of 1.1-1.3, and 2 ml samples were taken from both strains
and applied to a 0.2 micron filter connected to a vacuum to eliminate excess medium. The filter
was then placed on a petri dish containing a rich medium (YPC medium + thymidine, see below)
for 48 hours at 42°C. The cells were washed then resuspended in casamino (CA) broth, washed
twice more in the same medium and plated on selective media.
6.4.4 Examination of intein spread
To estimate the efficiency with which this intein/HEN spreads, we mated strains H729 and
HAN17 (Table 1, Supplementary Fig. S1). Following mating, the cells were plated using
selection for thymidine and uracil (using CAS medium supplemented with tryptophan), and thus
only mated cells could form colonies. From these colonies, which must contain both selection
markers, 8 single colonies were picked per mating experiment (4 independent mating
experiments were preformed), and were grown in liquid medium in the absence of selection for
4-6 generations, allowing all cell types to grow and hetero-diploid cells to segregate.
Subsequently, cultures were re-plated, and from each of these 32 mated cultures, 11-50 single
colonies were analyzed to establish their genotype and intein status. To establish whether each
colony originated from the Δintein (HAN17) strain or from the wild type polB strain (H729,
Table 1)), we examined the trpA marker, which is 62Kb from polB and therefore generally
unlinked to it. Each colony was streaked on media with and without tryptophan and the polB
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allele was tested using PCR (primers AP409 and AP410), and thus trpA+ cells are ones that
originated from H729 (with intein) and trpA- cells originate from HAN17.
6.4.5 Determination of recombination frequencies
To estimate recombination frequencies we preformed three mating experiments, all under the
same conditions, repeated 3-5 times. The cells after mating were plated using selection for
thymidine and uracil, and the medium used contained tryptophan. The mated cells were analyzed
as previously described (33), by testing the trpA marker by PCR (using primers AP214 and
AP215), where colonies containing two copies of the gene, both trpA+ and trpA- are hetro-diploid
colonies, and ones containing either trpA+ or trpA- are recombinants. We have previously shown
that cells that are either trpA+ or trpA-, show a single type of chromosome in other locations
along the chromosomes and are true recombinants (33).
6.4.6 Mating experiments to test the linkage between the intein/polB and trpA loci
To further quantify the success of intein invasion using selection for growth on a selective
medium lacking tryptophan, strain HAN17 (Table 1) was transformed with a suicide plasmid
containing 500bp each of the upstream and downstream flanking sequences of the gene Hvo0894
cloned into pTA131 (38) thus generating strain UG417 that is pyrE2+ (see Supplementary Fig.
S3). Strain UG417 was then mated with strain H729 (trpA+int+, Table 1, Supplementary Fig. S3)
and mated cells were selected on CAS medium lacking thymidine, uracil and tryptophan. This
medium only allows growth of heterozygous/heterodipoloids that have both of the parental
genotypes or recombinant cells that have wt pyrE2, hdrB and trpA. Since we selected for three
genomic markers two of which are on the UG417 genome we expected that all recombinant cells
would be UG417 that have replaced their trpA locus with the trpA+ from H729 via homologous
recombination. 96 colonies from 3 biological repeats were screened with hdrB primers AP121
(5' CCCGCCTCGCCGACGTGCAGT 3') and
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AP122 (5' GGAGTTGGTCTGCGAGTGTCG 3') and were all found to be homozygous and
hence recombinant. The colonies were further screened with intein primers AP409 and Ap410.
To examine intein invasion rate independently of the trpA locus, Strain H729 was
transformed with pWL102 (39) a shuttle vector that contains a mevinolin resistance marker.
H729- pWL102 was then mated with strain UG417. Mated cells were selected on CAS medium
supplemented with tryptophan and mevinolin lacking thymidine and uracil hence selecting for
hdrB and pyrE2, two genomic markers on UG417 (Supplementary Fig. S3). Using this selection
only heterozygous/heterodipoloids or cells with the UG417 that obtained pWL102 during mating
could grow. This mating assay was repeated 3 times and from each biological repeat 96 colonies
were selected and streaked on CAS medium lacking tryptophan as well as CAS medium
supplemented with tryptophan to assess recombination at the trpA locus. All colonies were also
subjected to PCR analysis using intein primers AP409 and Ap410 to assess intein invasion.
6.4.7 Sample collection, 16S rRNA and polB gene sequencing
Stagnant seawater or dry salt samples were collected from 14 tidal/spray pools from three rocky
shores along Israel's Mediterranean coastline. 5ml of seawater from each pool was spread onto a
YPC plate containing ampicillin. Dry salt samples were dissolved in sterile seawater prior to
spreading on plates. Colonies with typical Haloferax coloring and shape were further examined
by 16S rRNA gene PCR using Halobacteriales-specific 16S rRNA gene primers 287F and 958R
(40). The ~600 bp amplicon was sequenced by ABI 3730XL sequencers at MCLAB DNA
Sequencing Services (San Francisco, CA, USA). Colonies that proved to belong to the Haloferax
genus (100% identity to a Haloferax sp. in NCBI nucleotide BLASTN) were subjected to PCR
analysis and sequencing of the polB gene. The polB gene was amplified using primers AP8 and
AP11. Intein presence or absence was determined according to the length of the amplified polB
product. The polB sequence of the isolates was determined using primers AP8, AP11, AP439,
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AP409 and AP410. For sequence verification each isolate was sequenced twice using all five
primers and only areas covered by at least two overlapping sequences were considered 'error
free' and used for genotype determination. Distinct polB genotypes showed sequence difference
of at least two nucleotides in at least two locations (namely, two adjacent nucleotides did not
count as two different nucleotides but only as one).
6.4.8 Phylogenetic reconstruction and sequence logos
polB sequences were aligned in MUSCLE (12) using the default parameters as implemented in
Seaview4.3 (13) (Supplementary Dataset S3). The phylogeny of extein sequences was calculated
with Phyml (41) in Seaview4.3 (13) under the GTR + Gamma + I model. Numbers give support
values calculated using the approximate Likelihood Ratio Test as implemented in Phyml 3.0
(42). Sequences surrounding the insertion site c were extracted and weblogos (43) were
calculated from the aligned extein sequences.
6.4.9 Simulations to explore the effects of ploidy
Intein invasion during mating and colony growth was simulated to determine the effects of
ploidy, homing endonuclease efficiency, and fitness cost of the intein on the rate of intein
invasion. We do not know how the chromosomes segregate following fusion; therefore, we
modeled the events following cell fusion in two different ways. In the first, two cells, one intein
positive and one intein negative cell, form a fused single cell and each chromosome segregates
independently into the daughter cells. In the second simulation chromosomes from each parental
type are randomly assorted into daughter cells and one of the daughter cells is chosen at random
and followed for a given number of generations. For both simulations during each generation, the
probability that an intein negative chromosome is invaded are calculated as follows:
Each un-invaded chromosome may be cut with probability:
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𝑃𝑐 = 𝐸 ∗

𝑋𝑛
𝑁

Where E is the efficiency of the homing endonuclease, Xn is the number of homing
endonucleases in the nth generation, and N is the total number of chromosomes in the fused cell.
This normalizes the total activity so that the HEN activity in the fully invaded cell is the same for
different ploidy levels (i.e. the amount of cytoplasm per chromosome is constant).
If a cut occurs on a given chromosome, the repair of the cut with an invaded sequence is
dependent on the number of invaded sequences in the cell. The repair of the cut site with an
invaded sequence occurs with probability:
𝑃𝑖 =

𝑋𝑛
𝑁−1

The minus one in the denominator excludes the cut chromosome from the calculation (i.e., it
cannot act as template for its own repair).
Cells with a newly invaded chromosome divide with probability 1-f, where f is the fitness cost
per intein.
6.4.10 Parameter Estimation
The estimated number of generations of growth after mating is 34. This is based on
approximately 2*108 cells per colony, or approximately 28 generations of growth. The cells were
grown for another 6 generations after the colonies were picked, giving a total of 34 generations.
The fitness cost (f) is the decrease in organismal fitness per intein acquired. Based on the coculture competition experiments (Fig. 2), a completely invaded 20-ploid cell has a fitness
decrease of 7.2% compared to an identical un-invaded cell. We use a fitness cost of 0.075% per
cell carrying the intein in the population.
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The efficiency of the homing endonuclease (E) was calculated using deterministic simulations in
Excel. The number of invaded chromosomes in a given generation was calculated according to
the formula:
𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝑋𝑛 + (𝑁 − 𝑋𝑛 ) ∗ 𝐸 ∗

𝑋𝑛
𝑋𝑛
∗
− 𝑋𝑛 ∗ 𝑓
𝑁 𝑁−1

N: number of chromosomes per cell
Xn: number of chromosomes with intein for these mating simulations
n: the generation number.
N-Xn: is the number of alleles that can be invaded;
E: is the efficiency of the homing endonuclease
The factor Xn/N reflects the amount of HE per genome.
The factor Xn/(N-1) gives the fraction of templates that contain the intein and would lead to
insertion of the intein if the template were used to repair the double strand cut.
f : is the fitness cost per intein.
Notice that this formula is equivalent to 𝑋𝑛 + (𝑁 − 𝑋𝑛 ) ∗ 𝑃𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝐶 − 𝑓 ∗ 𝑋𝑛
In these deterministic calculations, a homing endonuclease efficiency (E) of 0.06 leads to
invasion of 81% in the case of a 20-ploid cell (spreadsheet in Supplementary Dataset S4). This is
consistent with results that 68.5% of un-invaded cells become invaded and 92.5% of invaded
cells remain invaded after mating, for a total of 80.5% of cells invaded after mating.
6.4.11 Simulating intein invasion in a population with a limited carrying capacity
We simulated intein invasion in populations that had a specific carrying capacity using a
modified discrete logistic equation. We use the following formulas:
p(n+1)= pn +pn*qn*hm + r*(1-f)*(k-pn-qn)*pn
q(n+1)=qn-pn*qn*hm+ r*(k-pn-qn)*qn
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Where p denotes the proportion of the population that contains the intein and q is the proportion
of the population that does not contain the intein; hm represents the compound probability of an
intein + and intein – cell exchanging DNA and the efficiency of the HEN domain making a
double strand break and the intein invading; f represents the fitness cost to individual cells for
carrying the intein; r is the rate of population growth, and k the carrying capacity (we set k=1 to
express populations as fractions of the carrying capacity). The growth rate of the intein-free and
intein-containing cells is r and (1-f)*r respectively. Following the logistic equation, the growth
rate is multiplied by k minus the current population size. For the simulations depicted in Fig. 4
we considered the contribution of intein-containing and intein-free cells to the carrying capacity
as equal. To incorporate an impact of the intein on both the growth rate and the carrying
capacity, we modified the equation to weigh the contributions of p and q to the carrying capacity
(see Supplementary Fig. S2):
p(n+1)= pn +pn*qn*hm+ r*(1-f)*(k-(pn/(1-f)) -qn)*pn
q(n+1)=qn-pn*qn*hm+ r*(k-(pn/(1-f)) -qn)*qn

6.5 Results
6.5.1 Intein presence incurs a fitness cost
We had previously observed that the growth rate of the intein deletion strain, is highly similar to
its parental strain (33); however, growth rates were compared using growth curve analysis, a
method that cannot detect small differences in fitness, or ones associated with the size of the lag
phase when growth is resumed after cells from stationary phase are transferred into fresh
medium. We therefore performed direct competition assays between a strain containing the
intein (H26, see Table 1) and its intein-deletion isogenic strain, (HAN12). Fig. 1 shows the
relative abundance of intein-containing and intein-deletion cells in the mixed cultures, at time 0,
and after 3 and 6 days of co-growth. It is evident that cells containing the intein grew slower and
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were outcompeted by the intein-negative cells. Following the approach described by Lenski et al.
(37) we used the change in average growth rate to quantify the intein's effect on host fitness.
Calculating the growth rates from three time points in each of eight parallel experiments, we
calculated the relative fitness of the intein harboring cells to be 92.8% (Standard Error of the
Mean: 0.4%), i.e., the fitness cost of the intein is 7.2% (SEM 0.4). This corresponds to an
increase in the average doubling time from 4.17 to 4.49 hours averaged over the repeated culture
cycles (see spreadsheet in Supplementary Data 1 for the calculation).
Table 1. Strains used in this study

Strain
H26
H729
HAN12
HAN17
HAN24
H53
UG417

Description
ΔpyrE2
ΔhdrB
ΔpyrE2Δintein
ΔpyrE2 ΔtrpA Δintein
ΔhdrB Δintein
ΔpyrE2 ΔtrpA
HAN17 Hvo00894::pTA131

Source
(38)
(33)
(35)
This study
This study
(38)
This study

6.5.2 Intein spread is not completely efficient during cell fusion events
Examination of the natural invasion capacity of an intein/HEN in archaea requires a system
where intein/HEN-positive cells can come into contact and fuse with cells carrying vacant alleles
of the same gene that can be invaded. Presumably, invasion requires contact between alleles as
well as the expression of the HEN protein domain, and thus in this work only cells that undergo
fusion can be invaded. We therefore selected for mated cells so that invasion frequency can be
simply assessed, by mating two strains that carry different gene deletions, serving as selectable
markers (see Materials and Methods). We used the following strains: H729 - auxotrophic for
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thymidine (ΔhdrB) and contains an intact intein with a HEN, and HAN17 (see Supplementary
Fig. S1): auxotrophic for both uracil and tryptophan (ΔpyrE, ΔtrpA) and intein-negative – thus
containing a vacant HEN cleavage site. Following mating, we selected for mated cells by plating
on media lacking thymidine and uracil, such that only cells that underwent mating could grow.
The cells that underwent mating were then grown for 4-5 generations in rich media, and
subsequently plated, and each colony had its genotype determined. After establishing the original
genotype, either H729 or HAN17 using the trpA locus, we examined intein presence using PCR
for each colony (see Spreadsheet in Supplementary Data S2). As shown in Fig. 2, 68.5% of the
cells that had the trpA locus from the intein-deleted parent (i.e. a trpA- allele – HAN17), became
intein-positive, and 31.5% of the cells that underwent mating remained intein-negative. We also
examined the cells that retained the trpA+ allele from the intein-positive parent H729, and as
expected most (92.5%) of the cells remained intein positive; however, over all four biological
replicates 7.5% of the cells were now intein-negative (mean fraction of 5.5%, see Fig. 2). This is
probably due to a random recombination and gene conversion events, not involving
endonuclease activity that resulted in the elimination of the intein-occupied allele. Such events
can mechanistically explain how such vacant alleles are formed without resorting to additional
molecular mechanisms, such as precise intein deletion. Since even under conditions where all
intein-negative cells are forced to make contact with intein containing alleles, homing efficiency
was less than 70%, i.e., nowhere near saturation, inteins are unlikely to rapidly invade all cells in
a natural population.

6.5.3 Simulation of intein invasion
H. volcanii, like other haloarchaea and methanogens, are polyploid, with the number of genomes
per cell varying between about 20 (during exponential growth) and about 10 during stationary
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phase (36). To assess the impact of polyploidy on intein invasion of a lineage we performed
several simulations. In the simulations depicted in Fig. 3 chromosomes were assumed to
segregate randomly after mating. Under this condition a higher ploidy level increases likelihood
of complete invasion of the lineage, but the rate of invasion is delayed with higher levels of
ploidy.
To illustrate the effect of a high fitness cost on intein invasion of a population we
performed simulations of invasion of a population that over time approaches the carrying
capacity of the environment (the maximum population size that the environment can support
long term) (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S2). A recent study of gene flow and recombination in
a deep lake (9) suggests that gene transfer and homologous recombination continue in the
absence of population growth in halophilic archaea. In the simulation in Fig. 4, the intein-free
genotype outcompetes the intein-containing genotype during the initial growth phase, but the
intein-containing allele spreads in the population, once the overall growth rate declines.
Incorporating the fitness effect of the intein into the contribution of intein-containing cells on the
carrying capacity of the population does not change the overall outcome, except that the resulting
population size decreases as the intein-free cells are invaded by the intein (see Supplementary
Fig. S2).

6.5.4 Mating between intein-positive and intein-negative cells results in increased
recombination frequencies.
Since the HEN generates double strand breaks, which can be repaired by homologous
recombination, we tested the link between recombination frequency and the presence of the
intein/HEN. Importantly, recombination frequency can increase when intein/HEN-positive
intein/HEN-negative cells come together due to homing, but potentially also due to off-target
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cleavage by the HEN at non-specific sites. We tested the overall recombination frequency
following natural cell fusion events, among the strains described above. Following mating, the
cells first become hetero-diploid (heterozygous), containing chromosomes that originated from
two different cells. However, a substantial fraction of the population undergoes recombination
and segregation so that the resulting cells contain a single chromosome type. We calculated the
frequency of recombination, using PCR [as in (33), see Methods], by measuring the fraction of
recombinant colonies from the general mated population (which contains a majority of
heterodiploid
cells). The fraction of recombinant colonies that have a single chromosome type but can grow on
a medium lacking thymidine, tryptophan and uracil is shown in Figure 5. To estimate the effect
of intein on recombination we mated intein-positive cells with intein-negative cells (H729 and
HAN17), in this scenario one cell contains an intein with an active HEN while the other
chromosome contains an empty polB allele which is the recognition site for this HEN. As control
experiments we also performed such mating experiments between pairs of strains that were both
either intein-positive (H729 and H53) or intein-negative (HAN17 and HAN24). Notably, the
recombination frequency was similar for intein-positive and intein-negative pairs of strains,
between 33% and 35% recombinants out of the entire mated population. This near identical rate
of recombinants implies that off-target DNA cleavage by the PolB HEN is not sufficient to
increase recombination rates, and is therefore probably very low. However, when mating an
intein-positive strain with an intein-negative partner, the recombination efficiency was markedly
higher, with 48.6% of the mated cells being recombinants (Fig. 5). This suggests that the specific
cleavage of the "empty" site in the polB gene (homing) by the HEN caused an increase in
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recombination frequency, probably because of the presence of double-strand breaks due to
homing.

6.5.5 Recombination tracts in H. volcanii following HEN activity can extend over 50 Kb
These experiments raised the question whether the homologous recombination tract initiated at
the intein insertion site can extend well beyond the hundreds of bases within the extein to
thousands of bases away, as was previously observed in archaea (44, 45), and bacteria (46). To
investigate this, we established a simpler intein invasion assay where the intein donor only has to
transfer a small plasmid to the recipient strain and all donors cannot replicate because they
cannot synthesize uracil or thymidine. This was achieved by mating a donor intein-positive strain
carrying a mevinoline resistance plasmid that is hdrB-/pyrE-/trpA+ with a recipient strain that is
mevinoline-sensitive and hdrB+/pyrE+/trpA-. By growing the mated cells on a medium that
contains mevinoline and tryptophan, and does not contain uracil or thymidine, donor cells were
selected against. This effectively leaves only hdrB+/pyrE+ cells that received the mevinolineresistance plasmid, since the chances of two recombination events at very distant loci (over 1Mb)
are much smaller than the chances of successful transfer of a small plasmid during mating, see
also Supplementary Fig. S3). Following selection colonies were screened by PCR for intein
presence or absence as described above, excluding heterozygous colonies (those that contained
more than one genotype, less than 25% of the colonies). We observed that using this strain
combination and plasmid-transfer based selection, only about 30 % of the colonies were invaded
by the intein (Table 2). However, when intein-invaded colonies were streaked on a medium that
lacked tryptophan, 23±6% of the intein-positive were trpA+ vs. 10±3% of the intein-negative
colonies. This demonstrates that the HEN target site, polB, and trpA gene are linked in
recombination despite the fact that these loci are over 60 Kb apart. When we performed an
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identical mating experiment selecting on a medium that lacks tryptophan (requiring
recombination at the trpA locus since only trpA+ progeny survive), we observed that 85% of the
colonies were intein-positive further supporting the linkage.
These findings are in agreement with previous results showing recombination tracts of hundreds
of Kb between H. volcanii and H. mediterranei (33).

Table 2:
Percent genotypes of colonies obtained in the plasmid-based mating assay for intein
invasion (number of colonies are in parentheses)

Mean (3 biological repeats)
Standard deviation

trpA+ Int+

trpA+ Int-

trpA- Int+

trpA- Int-

23 (18)

10 (8)

7 (5.7)

60 (47.3)

6

3

3

5

6.5.6 Inteins in natural populations
If indeed not every mating event leads to successful invasion, and given that under natural
conditions only a fraction of cells will fuse with one another, we predicted that not all natural
isolates will present the same polB-c intein genotype. We therefore isolated from tidal pools
along Israel's coastline Haloferax strains that can be regarded as belonging to H. volcanii, or
closely related to it (defined as having identical 16S rRNA gene sequences to that of a Haloferax
sp.).
At the geographic level, two out of the three coastal sampling locations had both, inteincontaining and intein-free isolates, based on PCR amplification of the polB gene fragment that
may contain the H. volcanii intein. Of the 14 tidal pools we sampled in the three locations, 12
contained isolates with polB sequences of high similarity to H. volcanii polB. Of these sites 9
contained either intein-containing isolates or intein-free isolates, but not both, while 3 pools
contained a mixed population (Supplementary Fig. S4). Fifty-four different isolates had their
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entire polB genes amplified and sequenced and two different intein-free genotypes were
identified, as well as seven distinct intein-containing genotypes. A phylogenetic reconstruction
of extein sequences revealed that inteins have recently invaded intein-less sites in this population
(Fig. 6). Further examination of intein sequence revealed that all nucleic acid substitutions within
the intein and HEN motif blocks resulted in synonymous ("silent") mutations with the exception
of a single proline to serine substitution in a conserved region of the HEN, known as Block B
(35), which was present in two genotypes. Thus, most of the isolates that are intein/HEN positive
appear to have a genetically intact HEN, showing no sign of degeneration.

6.6 Discussion
None of the current models for the maintenance of inteins with HENs captures the full
complexity of these selfish elements in nature. If one assumes efficient invasion, as in the
original homing cycle, one would expect most intein-containing cells in nature to have
degenerate HENs waiting to be rescued from this dead end state by a precise deletion event. Here
we show that in fact even under ideal conditions -- we look only at the cells in which inteinpositive and intein-negative cells have to come into contact -- a substantial fraction of cells are
not invaded. We also show that a vacant site can be re-created, if rarely, simply by a random (i.e.
not targeted) homologous recombination event that converts the intein-positive allele to an
intein-negative, as a by-product of polyploidy. In agreement with our genetic experiments,
natural populations of H. volcanii-related strains can contain both intein-positive and inteinnegative cells, and intein-positive isolates show little to no signs of HEN-degeneration.
Our simulations exploring the effect of ploidy on intein invasion suggest that polyploidy
facilitates invasion by the HEN (Fig. 3). Higher levels of ploidy slow down the rate of complete
invasion (more successful homing events need to occur before invasion of chromosomes is
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complete); however, assuming random assortment of chromosomes into the daughter cells,
higher ploidy levels lead to a higher frequency of complete invasion in the long run. The finding
that in our mating experiments (Fig. 2) the colonies obtained from heterozygous mated cells after
five doubling periods no longer reveal any heterozygosity with regards to the intein suggests that
the effective ploidy level of the fused cell may be lower than expected from the measurement of
chromosomes (36). A high rate of forming homozygotes from heterozygous H. volcanii has been
described for engineered heterozygotes in the absence of maintaining selection (47) and was
attributed to a high rate of gene conversion. Alternatively or in addition, it is possible that
chromosomes in the fusion cell do not mix efficiently, and that the first cell division tends to
segregate the chromosomes in a way that recreates the genotypes of the two parents. A low level
of effective ploidy could also explain why inteins were fixed in only about 80% of the cells
following mating (compare Figs. 2 and 3).
Alternatives to a homing cycle model where intein invasion goes to completion posit a
fitness cost for the intein (30, 31) and a co-persistence of intein-free and intein-containing alleles
(with and without functioning HEN) in the population. Our simulations show that during
exponential growth intein-free alleles can outcompete intein-containing ones (see Fig. 4). The
fitness cost of the intein is balanced by conversion of intein-free alleles through homing. We
experimentally determined a surprisingly high fitness cost of having an intein-positive allele, at
least under laboratory conditions and averaged over the growth cycle. Growth retardation was
previously shown during expression of group I introns in the 23S rRNA gene of the bacterium
Coxiella burnetii (48). In accordance with an equilibrium resulting from the fitness cost of the
intein, balanced by the spread of the intein, and in accordance with the simulations performed by
(30, 31), we find that many natural isolates have survived retaining intein-positive alleles.
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Inteins with HEN can be described as parasitic genetic elements (17). Parasites often
impact the phenotype of their host to increase the chance of their own propagation (49), and an
impact on host behavior and development has also been described for the Saccharomyces intein
(vma1-a) (50). The observed increase in recombination, when only one of the genotypes of the
mating cells is intein-positive (Fig. 5) may be an illustration of this principle. Clearly, the
propagation of the intein is enhanced through increased recombination, and therefore, the
increased recombination rate is in the best interest of the intein. However, the recombination
tract that is generated by the homing activity is by no means limited to the immediate vicinity of
the polB gene, since the locus we used to test recombination is located over 60 Kb away
(Supplementary Fig. S1) from the homing site. Thus, despite the high specificity of the homing
site, homing events can exert indirect effects on gene exchange frequency across large regions of
the chromosome, and assessing the distance dependence of these effects requires further study.
Nevertheless, although recombination will be primarily induced close to the homing site, it could
also be more generally increased, because as long as DNA breaks are generated this enhance
transcription of homologous recombination genes, such as radA, the archaeal homolog of the
bacterial recA recombinase. Indeed, recA transcription is induced in bacteria following DNA
breaks (51), and radA was the most strongly up-regulated gene in the halophilic archaeon
Halobacterium salinarum following UV-B exposure (52). Such induction of radA is thus
expected to increase recombination rates globally, and not just around the homing site. A
relationship between intein-presence and increased rate of recombination is also suggested by the
mating type switching HO endonuclease in yeast, which also facilitates mating and homologous
recombination between cells through cuts made at a single locus (53). This HO endonuclease is
a domesticated intein with endonuclease activity, which is most closely related to the vma1-a
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intein (see above). In addition to the endonuclease domain, the HO endonuclease still contains a
self-splicing domain, albeit not shown to be active (27).
The finding of intein-containing alleles with active HENs that coexist in the same
population with empty target sites (Fig. 6 and (54)) suggests that the long term survival of inteins
does not include the homing cycle going to completion, rather fitness differences between
organisms with and without inteins appear to play a role in the long-term coexistence of the HEN
with alleles containing empty target sites. In our simplifying simulations, the HEN was found to
completely invade a homogeneous population close to its carrying capacity; however, natural
populations of H. volcanii are neither homogeneous, nor do they exist in a constant environment.
In the paper-scissors-rock models describing long term co-existence of HENs with empty target
sites (30, 31), inteins without HEN activity provide the crucial link in the intransitive fitness
relationships leading to long-term coexistence. Our findings show that under conditions that
include occasional growth of the population, the high fitness cost of the intein guarantees the
survival of alleles with the empty target site, even in the absence of inteins without HEN activity.
Although here we showed a fitness cost for the intein, several reports have indicated a potential
positive role for intein presence, claiming a regulatory function under stress conditions (55–59).
However, our finding that natural H. volcanii populations in the same sampling location tend to
be mixed, having both intein-positive and intein-negative strains sharing the same niche, does
not support a strong selective pressure for intein retention in this case.
It is tempting to speculate that the increased recombination rate might provide a benefit to
the group, and that possibly the intein is maintained in the population through group selection.
This reasoning is reminiscent of a "cost of sex" scenario (e.g.,(60, 61)), where under some
conditions, such as stress or environmental change, benefits at the population level, resulting
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from the increased genetic variation, outweigh the costs (for example the cost of males in
parthenogenetic insect species). However, given that the increased recombination rate provides a
direct benefit to the molecular parasite, invoking group selection, i.e., the competition between a
group that harbors inteins and groups that do not, seems an unnecessary complication; rather this
appears as another case (62, 63) where the gene's selfishness drives the survival of the trait at a
cost to the individual. While there is a benefit to the larger group, it is likely the benefit to the
molecular parasite, not the benefit to the group that guaranties the survival of the parasite.
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Fig. 1. Relative abundance of intein-containing and intein-free cells in a direct competition
assay. Haloferax volcanii with and without the polB-c intein (otherwise isogenic) were grown in
co-culture, aliquots were sampled and the fraction of intein-containing and intein-free colony
forming units was determined at different time points. Colors indicate independent parallel
experiments.
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Fig. 2. Percent of intein-containing and intein-free cells following mating between inteincontaining and intein-free cells. The percent of cells that had the genotype of the intein-free
parent (trpA-) are depicted in panel A; panel B gives the percent of cells that had the genotype of
the intein-containing parent (trpA+).
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Fig. 3. Simulations to assess the effect of ploidy on intein invasion dynamics after fusion.
Two cells, one completely invaded and one un-invaded, fuse and chromosomes are assumed to
assort randomly onto the daughter cells. 10,000 cells are followed for 250 generations. In panel
A the number of cells completely invaded after each generation is recorded with the ploidy
number as parameter, which is indicated by the colors in the legend. In panel B 10,000 cells are
followed over 100 generations and the percent of intein invasion in each cell is recorded, the blue
line indicates the mean percent invasion for each ploidy number simulated.
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Fig. 4. Simulation of intein invasion dynamics in a population with carrying capacity. Cell
number is plotted relative to the carrying capacity over 500 generations. The inset gives
concentration of intein-free alleles plotted against the concentration of intein-containing alleles.
Note that initially, due to the fitness cost of the intein, the intein-free cells outgrow the inteincontaining ones; however, even with the low homing efficiency of 0.01 assumed in this
simulation, the intein spreads throughout the population as the growth rate declines closer to
carrying capacity. The results remain qualitatively the same even when the carrying capacity is
assumed to be equally impacted by the fitness cost (Supplementary Fig. S2). Parameters: homing
efficiency=0.01; fitness cost of the intein=0.075; carrying capacity 1; growth rate 0.2 per
generation; starting concentration 0.01 each for the intein-containing and intein-free cells.
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Fig. 5: Recombination frequency in different mating experiments. Intein-free and inteincontaining cells were used in mating experiments, and the number of recombinants was
determined as described in (33). Recombination rate is higher, when intein-containing cells mate
with intein-free cells. Statistical significance by student t test: * P=0.016, “NS” not significant
(P=0.86).
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Fig 6. Maximum likelihood phylogeny for polB extein sequences (A) and conservation of
polB-c intein insertion sites (B). Numbers give support values calculated using the approximate
Likelihood Ratio Test as implemented in phyml 3.0 (42). Although drawn as rooted, the tree
should be considered unrooted. The finding that sequences without (blue) and with intein (red)
do not always form distinct clans (64) reveals that invasion of the Haloferax genus with the
polB-c intein is an ongoing process. Panel B shows a polB nucleotide sequence alignment around
the intein insertion site c. Web logos (43) give the site conservation for intein minus (top) and
intein plus sequences (bottom). The five intein minus sequences that group within the cluster of
intein plus sequences are marked with an asterisk. The intein minus sequences show greater
nucleotide diversity surrounding the intein insertion site, mainly in synonymous positions -- only
two positions at the 5’ and close to the 3’ end of the alignment represent non-synonymous
changes. Homing endonuclease site specificity was shown to tolerate substitutions that result in
non-synonymous changes (65), suggesting that none of the depicted Haloferax sequences may be
immune to intein invasion.
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Chapter 7. Intein Epidemiology: Deep Lake, Antarctica.
7.1 Introduction
To date all studies of intein distribution amongst organisms has focused on studies of individual
species. The first proposed model of intein propagation and degeneration, the homing cycle, was
based on a strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae that contained both intein + and intein – versions
of the vacuolar ATPase gene(66). Further analysis revealed that there was a mutation in the
homing endonuclease domain of the intein + copy that reduced homing activity by ten-fold (66).
To explain the co-existence of the two alleles the author proposed the homing cycle
model of intein evolution (Figure 1). The homing cycle starts with a new un-invaded target
acquiring the intein through homing, as long as there are new targets in the population and the
intein is exposed to them regularly selection will maintain the function of the homing
endonuclease domain. However, over time the homing endonuclease will acquire mutations that
affect it’s function, as was the case for the VMA-1 intein in S. cerevisiae, generating a miniintein. The mini-intein is not as capable of horizontal transmission and if the homing activity is
completely lost the intein can be deleted (66). Based on this model the presence of full-size
inteins would indicate that the species had been recently invaded, or was able to frequently
invade others in the population. Thus inteins and their association with homing endonuclease
domains could be used as an indicator of gene flow.
Recently another model of intein propagation was proposed by Barzel et. al (30), the
intransitive fitness model, using in silico modeling of a population of inteins (Figure 2). In this
model the cycle of transmission and decay is similar, however inteins are maintained long term
in populations not through efficient homing as in the homing cycle, but reduced homing
efficiency. This model proposes that the long term persistence of inteins, and their homing
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endonucleases is a positive correlation between transmission efficiency and host fitness cost.
This model also predicts that over long evolutionary periods the intein and homing endonuclease
will be maintained at high frequencies in a population through equilibrium, or periodic
oscillations through the various states (full-size intein, mini-intein, and no intein).
In order to test these two models we examined the intein distribution, sequence variation,
and phylogenies using metagenomic data isolated from Deep Lake, Antarctica (9). Deep Lake is
an isolated meromictic (permanently stratified) lake located in a large system of marine derived
lakes in the Vestfold Hills of East Antarctica (67). It was formed ~3500 years ago from isostatic
rebound, and is the saltiest of the lakes in the region. The biome in Deep Lake is dominated by
the Haloarchaea, with 72% of the biomass attributed to just four taxa, listed in order of their
abundance: Halohasta litchfieldiae tADL, halophilic archaeon DL31, Halorubrum
lacusprofundi, and Halobacteria sp. DL1. Interestingly there is evidence of high rates of intergenera gene transfer occurring between these community members, and much of the gene
transfer seems to be adjacent to or involve mobile genetic elements (transposons, integrases, and
plasmids) (9). Additionally, because of the extreme cold temperatures, cell division in this
community is limited to a maximum of six times per year (67), implying that most of the
evolution in this community is through HGT, rather than high rates of replication as in many
prokaryotic species. Previous work by Soucy et. al (15) showed that inteins are highly
represented in many different genes, and lineages in the haloarchaea. The availability of
completed reference genomes for all four of the most abundant taxa, as well as metagenomic
data from several different depths and fractions within the lake make this an ideal system for
exploring intein propagation and evolution in the
haloarchaea.
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Figure 1 The Homing Cycle. The cycle begins with an un-invaded extein population. A full size intein invades one member
of the population and begins exploiting the empty insertion sites in the un-invaded exteins in the population. Eventually
all exteins are invaded and selective pressure to maintain the homing endonuclease domain is eventually lost generating a
mini-intein. As the mini-intein cannot invade un-invaded inteins eventually the intein can be precisely deleted
regenerating the original un-invaded population.
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Figure 2 Intransitive Fitness Model. This figure was adapted from Barzel et. al (30) and is based on an in silico model of
intein invasion. Though the majority of the population has a full size intein, there are small oscillating populations of the
other two states (no-intein and mini-inteins) co-existing with the full size intein, each state is more fit than one of the other
states, but can also be outcompeted by one of the other states. This model takes into account the fitness cost to the host,
unlike the homing cycle.
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7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Reference Genomes
Reference genomes were generated for read mapping later. Intein sequences were retrieved from
the reference genomes of Halorubrum lacusprofundi, Halohasta litchfieldiae tADL,
Halobacteria sp. DL1, and halophilic archaeon DL31 using the methods outlined in Soucy et. al
2014 (15). All sequences containing inteins from each genome were used for read mapping to
reduce the chance of reads mapping to orthologous sequences. Additionally a second reference
genome was generated using the intein containing sequences, however the intein was removed
from the sequences for the second reference genome, so that reads spanning the insertion site
could be recovered. The inteins were removed from the extein sequences using Seaview v4.4.2
alignment viewer(13).
7.2.2 Metagenome Processing and Read Mapping
The metagenomic reads from the 24m 3.0um and 24m 0.8um samples were downloaded from the
Joint Genome Institutes Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes warehouse(68, 69).
Reads were trimmed using Sickle v1.33 (70), trimmed reads were mapped onto reference
genomes using Bowtie v2.2.5 (71). Bam files were manipulated using samtools v1.2(72) and
reads mapped per site was calculated using BEDTools v2.25.0(73). Mapped reads were viewed
using Integrated Genome Viewer v2.3.60 (IGV)(74). The number of reads mapped at each site
was plotted using RStudio v0.99.489, which was running R v3.0.2(75). Reads mapping across
the intein insertion site were aligned and translated using Seaview v4.4.2(13).
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7.2.3 Phylogenetic Trees
Phylogenies of inteins, exteins, and a reference dataset using 56 ribosomal proteins as in (45, 15)
was generated using phyML v3.0 (76) with an LG model, and a gamma shape parameter. Trees
were edited for readability using Figtree v1.4.2 (77).
7.2.4 Sequence Variation Analysis.
In house scripts were used to break the intein sequences of Hht. litchfieldiae tADL (cdc21-a and
pol-II-a) and halophilic archaeon DL31 (cdc21-a, polB-b, polB-b, pol-II-a, gyrB, rir1-b, and
top6B) into 20 base pair segments over a sliding window of 10 base pairs. Also the N-terminal
portion of the corresponding extein was subject to the same analysis as a control for each intein
sequence. The other two genomes did not have enough coverage to detect variation and thus this
work was limited to genomes with sufficient coverage to recover underlying variation in intein
sequences. Each 20bp segment that was generated in the earlier step was then used as a seed
sequence using GNU grep v2.6.3 program to find reads that contained the seed pattern. Again
using in-house perl scripts each match to the mate pair of each seed sequence was also collected.
Matching reads were aligned to the parental sequence, and using another in-house script each
read was scanned against the reference sequences looking for mismatches. If a mismatch was
detected the read was written to a separate file, along with it’s mate pair, and the script recorded
the sequence position, codon position, and type of mismatch (transition/transversion). Lastly this
information was collapsed into a single file for each sample (0.8um and 3.0um) and the number
of mismatches and perfect matches per site was calculated. This information was plotted using
RStudio v0.99.489 (75).
Structural variants from insertion/deletion events were scanned for using the SVdetect (78) and
breakdancer (79) software packages.
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Intein Distribution in Deep Lake Haloarchaea.
There are seven intein alleles in Deep Lake, all seven are carried by halophilic archaeon DL31
(Table 1). Hht. litchfieldiae tADL and Hrr. Lacusprofundi each had only two inteins, and Hbt.
sp. DL1 had only one intein. This was surprising, as we had expected the frequent gene exchange
to homogenize the community with respect to intein content. Four of twelve intein sequences
have no detectable homing endonuclease domain, the cdc21-a, pol-II-a, and gyrB inteins in
halophilic archaeon DL31, and the pol-II-a intein in Hrr. lacusprofundi and are considered miniinteins in capable of homing into new sites, these inteins are colored yellow in Table 1. This is
consistent with previous observations that all three states can be found existing in the same
environment (15).
Cdc21-a

Halohasta litchfieldiae

473

Halophilic archaeon DL31

283

GyrB-b

PolB-c

Pol-II-a

Rir1b-b

Top6B

373*

570*

508

433*

Halorubrum lacusprofundi
Halobacterium sp. DL1

PolB-b

403*

402*

186
178

467

507

7.3.2 Phylogenetic Comparisons.
To test if any of the inteins had been acquired after Deep Lake was established we
created a ribosomal reference tree using 56 ribosomal proteins (Figure 3). The out-group, the
closest supported set of sister taxa in the ribosomal phylogeny, was established for each genome
from Deep Lake and then incorporated into the phylogenies of the intein and extein sequences.
We then use the ribosomal topology as the reference, and compare that with the topology from
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each intein, and extein phylogeny. Conflicts with the reference phylogeny could represent HGT
events involving inteins. When available genomes from the same genera were used as out-groups
(Halorubrum spp. and Halobacteria spp.). For Hht. litchfieldiae tADL the closest group were the
Halonotius spp. and for halophilic archaeon DL31 the closest group was another unclassified
halophilic archaeon, strain J07HB67 (Figure 3).
All extein phylogenies matched the expected topology based on the reference phylogeny,
indicating that any conflicts that arise are because of recombination within the intein sequence
(Figure 4). Intein phylogenies could only be built for pol-II-a and cdc21-a, as they were the only
alleles with more than one member. The pol-II-a phylogeny was in agreement with the reference
topology for most sequences, however Hbt sp. DL1 grouped with very high support (b.s. value =
98) outside the Halohasta/Halonotius cluster instead of with the other Halobacteria spp. (Figure
4). The cdc21-a intein of halophilic archaeon DL31 should have grouped adjacent to the
Halohasta/Halonotius group, but was sister to the Halobacteria cluster with moderate support
(b.s. value =66) (Figure 4). These conflicts in the topology suggest that there is some gene
transfer occurring that involves inteins, however the majority of inteins are in agreement with the
expected topology from the ribosomal tree. Inteins that were in a good agreement with the
reference topology indicate inteins that most likely were associated with their host genome
before this population was established. Inteins that were not in agreement with the reference
phylogeny could have been acquired after the population was established, however none of the
Deep Lake inteins group adjacent to one another. This indicates that these inteins were probably
acquired from a source that is not represented in this sample. This source may be one of the less
abundant taxa in Deep Lake, or it could also have been acquired before Deep Lake was
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established. These possibilities cannot be distinguished from one another in the scope of this
work.
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Figure 3 Ribosomal reference phylogeny for Deep Lake taxa with their out-groups. This tree is rooted using the Pyrococci
as an out-group. Each cluster is indicated by a different color, and each cluster is highly supported.
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pol II-a Extein

cdc21 Extein

pol II-a Intein

cdc21-a Intein

Figure 4 Comparison of Extein and Intein topologies. Clusters of organsims are colored as in the ribosomal reference tree
(figure 3). The extein phylogeny is on the left and the intein topology is on thr right. Bootstrap support values are
indicated at each node. The pol-II-a phylogenies are in the top panel, and the cdc21-a phylogenies are in the bottom panel.
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7.3.3 Read Mapping.
Metagenome data was used from both the 0.8μm and 3.0μm fractions collected from 24
meters below the surface of Deep Lake (9). These fractions were kept separate during all
subsequent analyses to enable comparison of the findings between fractions. Reads were mapped
onto two reference genomes, one represented all intein containing genes from the completed
genomes, and the other was identical to the first except the inteins were removed, we call this the
“Alternate Universe Scenario”. The number of reads mapping to each site was compared
between the reference genomes, as expected there was a significant drop in the number of reads
mapping across the intein insertion for the alternate universe scenario (Figure 5). Reads that
mapped across the intein insertion site (IIS) were, collected and aligned to the reference
sequence they mapped to, and then translated into a protein sequence. The majority of reads that
mapped across the IIS were intein-containing reads that contained more extein than intein, and
thus were mapped onto the empty IIS despite the significant sequence differences. For Hht.
litchfieldiae tADL pol-II-a intein fifteen reads that mapped across the IIS were found in the
0.8μm dataset, and twenty reads in the 3.0μm dataset. Also one read was recovered from the
0.8μm dataset mapped across the IIS of the rir1-b intein in halophilic archaeon DL31. This data
indicates that there are small populations of un-invaded stains co-existing in the population with
invaded strains (Figure 6).
To identify the background of the un-invaded reads the mate pairs of reads that mapped
across the IIS were collected for each dataset, and aligned to the parental sequence. A sequence
fragment of 295 bp for the 0.8μm sample, and 413 bp for the 3.0μm sample was generated using
a consensus of the mate pairs aligned to the reference. A phylogeny of these fragments with the
corresponding regions of the Deep Lake genome sequences show that the un-invaded organism
is most closely related to Hht. litchfieldiae tADL (Figure 7). Indicating that there is a sub-
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population of Hht. litchfieldiae tADL without the intein that co-exists with the intein containing
strain. According to the homing cycle the co-existance of intein-free and intein-containing alleles
should only be possible if the HEN domain has begun to undergo decay. Except that the majority
of inteins in Deep Lake contain a detectable homing endonuclease. The intransitive fitness model
supports the co-existence of multiple states of inteins within a single population. The model even
predicts that the majority of the populations will carry full-size inteins with smaller subpopulations containing intein-free alleles.
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Figure 5 Read counts per base pair for intein-containing and intein-free versions of Deep Lake extein sequences. Read
counts for Halohasta litchfieldiea tADL pol-II-a intein containing sequence is inset inside the read frequency plot for the
intein free version. The top panel shows the read counts for the 24m 0.8μm sample, and the bottom panel shows the read
counts for the 24 meter 3.0μm sample.
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Figure 6 The average number of reads mapped across the intein sequences for each intein in deep lake. In red are the
reads that map across the intein insertion site for the corresponding intein allele, and organism. The top bar chart shows
read frequencies for the 24-meter 0.8μm sample, and the bottom chart shows the read frequencies for the 24-meter 3.0μm
sample. On the right of the figure the abundance of each organism is plotted as a proportion of the reads that map to each
of the four genomes, all charts are colored according to the key above the pie chart. The number of reads mapping to each
intein sequence correlates with the abundance of each organism in the lake.
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Figure 7 Phylogeny of Deep Lake pol-II exteins. This phylogeny was built with only the regions of the Deep Lake exteins
that corresponded to the regions that could be built from the mate pairs of reads that map across the intein insertion site.
The ininvaded sequences group with high support near Hht litchfieldiae tADL indicating these reads probably represent
an intein-free subpopulation of Hht litchfieldiae tADL.
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7.3.4 Sequence Variation Analysis.
In order to look for evidence of HEN decay we created several seed sequences only 20bp
long over the entire length of the intein sequence, with a sliding window of ten bases. We used
these seed sequences to look for matching patterns in the raw reads, rather than using a read
aligner we opted to use a string-matching program to avoid the false positives that were mapped
erroneously to the IIS in figure 13. Reads that had a matching pattern were collected, along with
their mate pair, and aligned to the parental sequence (where the seeds were generated from).
Reads were then analyzed for mismatched bases, if a mismatch was detected the read name, the
position of the mismatch, the type of change (transition or transversion), and codon position was
noted for each mismatch. The number of mismatches per site was plotted to look for regions that
are more prone to decay then others. Surprisingly the majority of mismatches were located
between the N-terminal splicing domain and the HEN domain (Figure 8). Also the position in the
codon where the mismatch occurs is almost equal at all three sites, and the number of
transversions is roughly twice the number of transitions, indicating neutral selection is occurring
within the linker regions (Figure 8). This is weak evidence that the HEN is not decaying in these
inteins, yet there are un-invaded and invaded species co-existing. More work needs to be done to
refine the results of this work, and also compare with other inteins in Deep Lake.
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Transitions

Transversions

Figure 8 Mismatch frequencies across the pol-II-a intein in Halohasta litchfieliae. The raw count of mismatched reads at
each position is indicated by the height of the columns. The turquoise bar indicates the position of the intein sequence in
the alignment, and the gold bar indicates the position of the homing endonuclease domain. The top bar plot represents the
0.8μm sample and the bottom panel represents the 3.0μm sample. The spike at the end of the intein sequence (position
4302) represent the un-invaded reads that were previously recruited in figure 13. The lower pie charts represent the
frequency of mismatches in each codon position (left pie chart) and the frequency of transition and transversions (right
pie chart) in all mismatches for both samples combined.
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An interesting conundrum of intein decay is that any deletions or insertions, which appear
to be frequent given the size distribution in most inteins (15), must be in frame. Substitution
events that disrupt the codon frame of the intein, will also affect the frame of the c-terminus of
the extein as well. We searched for reads that contained gaps when aligned with the reference
sequence. We predicted that if we found any gaps they would be in a multiple of three to
maintain the frame of downstream sequences. There were four seeds that recruited reads that
caused gaps in the reference sequence, represented by only 22 reads (10, 9, 1, and 2 reads per
site). Only one of the four gaps occurred in a multiple of three (7, 3, 5, and 11bp). An
independent alignment of the reads containing gaps with the reference sequence showed that the
seed sequence had forced the gap-causing read onto the alignment, and these reads most likely
were erroneously mapped to the reference because of the abundance of perfectly matching reads
in the file as well. In order to look for gaps that were larger than could be recovered through
seed-recruiting each dataset was analyzed with SVdetect (78) and breakdancer (80), which use
the normal distribution of mate-pair insert sizes to identify potential insertion or deletion events,
and no events were detected by either software.

7.4 Further Analysis.
More work needs to be done with the seed-recruiting to capture variation. I would like to run this
analysis on all seven inteins from halophilic archaeon DL31, and on the cdc21-a intein from Hht.
litchfieldiae tADL. The other two species have coverage too low to hope to find any variation
from subspecies existing in the population. I would also like to repeat this analysis on the
flanking extein sequence for each intein. We hope to show that substitution events are more
frequent in the intein sequence than the extein, and that substitution events are
compartmentalized. I would also like to verify that there is a drop in read coverage of similar
magnitude for all intein sequences.
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Additionally, using the scatterplot analysis in Chapter 6 I would like to identify the
genetic background of the intein donors for Hbt. sp. DL1 pol-IIa intein and the halophilic
archaeon DL31 cdc21-a intein.

7.5 Outlook.
Though it does look like there is some HGT of inteins in Deep Lake haloarchaea, the
majority of inteins (10 of 12) seem to have stably existed within their host since before the lake
was established. The donors could not be identified for those inteins that were involved in HGT
events, implicating the inteins were donated from organisms that are not represented in this
work.
The read mapping data indicates that there are at least two intein states, a full-size intein
and no intein, co-existing in a single species within the lake. There could also be a third state and
more work with the seed recruiting in other inteins could verify this.
The co-existance of intein states, and the stable co-existance of inteins and their hosts
over long periods of time favors the intransitive fitness model of intein evolution. This result is
significant because in a population that has a higher rate of recombination compared to
replication one would expect that the distribution of inteins would mirror that of a large
population of eukaryotic cells, where meiosis is the main method of evolution, but
parthenogenesis also occurs at low rates. We did not observe the expected distribution of inteins
(complete invasion), instead inteins were mainly concentrated in one organism, halophilic
archaeaon DL31. The intein alleles that were present in the other three organisms are also present
in most haloarchaea, and most inteins grouped with their respective outgroups indicating longterm association with the host. Furthermore, most inteins had detectable homing endonuclease
domains. Though the method of detection cannot verify the ability of the domain to home, the
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presence of the domain with no evidence of homing activity between the organisms analyzed
here, despite high levels of HGT between these organisms. Taken together this work suggests
that the homing endonuclease domain is maintained even with low rates of transmission,
supporting the intransitive fitness model.
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Chapter 8. Intein Epidemiology: Israeli Rock Pools.
8.1 Introduction.
This work was conducted in collaboration with the Gophna lab. Adit Naor and Neta
Altman-Price carried out the bench work and environmental sampling, and I performed the
computational analysis. Preliminary data from chapter 6 indicated that the pools on the rocky
coast of the Mediterranean Sea contained populations of haloarchaea, more specifically
populations of Haloferax volcanii. Most of the isolates from these pools contained the polB-c
intein, as expected based on the reference genome Haloferax volcanii DS2, but some strains
from each location did not have the polB-c intein. This evidence weakly supports the intransitive
fitness network where intein-containing and intein-free strains can co-exist. We were interested
in learning more about the community structure, the taxonomic diversity in the pools, and the
distribution of inteins in the environment. We were looking for additional evidence that there
were intein+/- strains co-existing within a single pool. In 2012 Adit Naor collected several
environmental isolates from three locations along the Mediterranean coastline. In 2013 Neta
Altman-Price visited one of those locations and isolated several more strains. This work clusters
the environmental isolates by location, and then determines the closest phylogenetic neighbor
(out-group), based on a ribosomal reference tree, and also determines the intein content within
each location. The genomes analyzed in this work were isolated from two locations; there are
five genomes from Michmoret and fifteen genomes from Atlit. The rock pools that were sampled
are located adjacent to the shore; waves crashing over the crevices in these rocks collect
seawater, which then evaporates increasing the salinity in the pools. In the heat of the summer
accelerated evaporation causes a sheet of salt to form on the top of the pools, and Haloarchaeal
blooms beneath the salt sheet give the pool a pinkish orange color. Samples were collected from
two pools at Michmoret, and ten pools at Atlit (Figure 1). These communities are of particular
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interest as the waves could serve as a distribution mechanism for the haloarchaea between the
two sites.
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Figure 1 Map and image of sampling sites. On the left is an image of the crystallized sheet that forms on top of the rock
pools in August, on the right is a map showing the distance between three sampling sites, the isolates from the third site
were not sequenced, and thus were not considered in this work.
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8.2 Materials and Methods
8.2.1 Genome Assembly
Reads were processed using cutadapt v1.9.1 to trim low quality bases (Qscore ≥ 20 p≤0.01) and
assembled using SPAdes v3.8 (81). Quality of the assembly was checked with QUAST v4.1 (82)
and the assembly was annotated using prokka v1.9 (83).
8.2.2 Intein Retrieval
Each genome was searched for inteins using the same methods as in Soucy et. al 2014 (15).
Exteins of each genome were aligned with the data set from Soucy et. al, and aligned using
Muscle v3.8.31 (12) to look for the presence of an intein. Intein sequences were extracted and
aligned to the intein datasets from Soucy et. al.
8.2.3 Phylogenetic Trees
Maximum likelihood trees were generated for each intein, extein, and ribosomal protein using
RAxML v8.1.17 (14) with the GTR model, optimized substitution rates, and a gamma model of
rate heterogeneity.
8.3.3 Genome Comparisons
Each genome was compared to all other genomes isolated in the same environment, as well as
the closest phylogenetic neighbor from the reference tree using in silico DNA-DNA
hybridization with the Genome-to –Genome distance calculator (84).

8.3 Results.
8.3.1 Taxonomic distribution in Israeli Rock Pools.
Initially all strains collected in 2012 form both Michmoret and Atlit were reported as
strains of Haloferax volcanii based on 16s analysis using PCR. Later analysis of these strains
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using a concatenation of 56 ribosomal proteins showed that none of these strains were most
closely related to Hfx volcanii (Figure 2). Strains 10N, 16N, and 19N were most closely related
to Haloferax prahovense. Strains 24N, 48N, and 47N were most closely related to Haloferax sp.
BAB2207. Strains 4N and 6N were most closely related to Haloferax gibbonsii, and lastly strain
12N was most closely related to Haloferax denitrificans.
The 2012 samples from Michmoret were collected from two pools, strain 4N was isolated
from one pool and strains 6N, 10N, 12N, and 16N were all isolated from a single rock pool
sample. The Atlit strains were isolated in 2012 from three different pools 19N and 24N were
each isolated from individual pools, and strains 47N and 48N were isolated from the same pool.
Strains collected in 2013 were more diverse and based on the 16s data the initial
assignments showed Haloferax species (strains 109R, 105R) isolated as well as species of
Haloarcula (strains 120R, 7R, and 47R), Halorubrum (strains 8R, 9R, 26R, and 28R), and
Halobellus (strains 31R, and 38R). The ribosomal reference tree showed that strains 109R and
105R are most closely related to Haloferax sp. BAB2207, strain 19N was most closely related to
Haloferax prahovense (Figure 2). The two strains thought to be Halobellus were most closely
related to Halogeometricum borinquense and Halosarcina pallida. All of the Halorubrum strains
were most closely related to Halorubrum sp. SP7 and all of the Haloarcula strains were most
closely related to Haloarcula vallismortis.
The 2013 samples were all collected from Atlit, from seven different pools. Strains 109R,
31R, and 28R were all isolated from the same pool, and 8R, 9R, 26R, 38R, 47R, 105R, and 120R
were all isolated from separate pools.
With the closest sister taxa from the ribosomal tree, we then performed an in silico DNA
DNA hybridization (isDDH) between the newly sequenced strains and their closest branching
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sister taxa (the out-group). Briefly, isDDH uses the identity between high scoring pairs, and
divides the average identity by the length of the high scoring pairs to generate a percent identity
between organisms, previous work established <70% isDDH as the species cut off and <80%
isDDH as the sub-species limit (54). Several of the taxa showed high identity with their outgroup from the ribosomal tree, strains 19N, 10N, and 16N were all sub-species of Haloferax
prahovense with isDDH values ranging from 86-99.6%. Strains 24N, 109R, 105R, 48N, and 47N
were all sub-species of Haloferax sp. BAB2207 with isDDH values from 92-95%. Strains 4N
and 6N were subspecies of Haloferax gibbonsii with isDDH values ranging from 90.8-94.1%.
Strains 8R and 9R just barely cleared the species delineation with Halorubrum sp. SP7, at 60.8%
isDDH. All other strains are considered newly discovered species based on the isDDH standards
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of 56 ribosomal proteins concatenated. Atlit strains are highlighted in red text,
and Michmoret strains are highlighted in blue text. Support values are indicated by the size and color of the node shapes,
larger and darker circles indicate higher support.
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Figure 3 in silico DNA DNA hybridization scores between environmental strains and the closest sister taxa from the
ribosomal tree (Figure 17). Strain names in green fall below the species threshold and are considered newly discovered
organisms. Boxes in yellow indicate the threshold for species delineation, and boxes in red indicate the threshold for subspecies delineation. The above this legend are organisms isolated from Michmoret and on the next page is the data from
Atlit
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100% 20% 20% 20% 21%
20% 20% 19% 20%
0%
22% 21% 21%
22% 21%
20% 27% 21%
20% 100% 71% 61% 38%
70% 24% 22% 23%
20%
21% 21% 21%
22% 21%
20% 27% 21%
20% 71% 100% 61% 38%
70% 22% 22% 24%
21%
22% 22% 22%
22% 21%
20% 25% 22%
20% 61% 61% 100% 43%
60% 21% 21% 21%
20%
22% 22% 22%
22% 21%
21% 24% 21%
21% 38% 38% 37% 100%
38% 22% 22% 22%
20%
21% 21% 21%
22% 21%
19% 25% 22%
20% 70% 70% 60% 38%
100% 20% 20% 20%
21%
21% 21% 22%
24% 20%
20% 21% 21%
20% 24% 22% 21% 22%
20% 100% 83% 94%
37%
21% 20% 21%
19% 20%
19% 21% 21%
19% 23% 24% 21% 22%
20% 83% 100% 83%
37%
21% 20% 21%
23% 20%
20% 20% 21%
20% 22% 22% 21% 22%
20% 94% 83% 100%
37%
19% 19% 19%
0% 19%
18% 21% 20%
0% 20% 21% 20% 20%
21% 37% 37% 37%
100%

.
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8.3.2 Intein distribution in the Rock Pools
For all strains that are closely related to their out-group in the isDDH analysis, we
compared the intein distribution of the environmental strains to the intein distribution of their
out-group (Figure 4). Between Atlit and Michmoret there were seven intein alleles detected,
cdc21-a, cdc21-b, cdc21-c, polB-b, polB-c, pol-II-a (both mini and full size), and rpolA. Within
the same pool strains 10N, 12N, and 16N share the polB-c intein, and strains 31R and 28R share
the pol-II-a intein. These data further support the idea that intein-free and intein-containing
alleles can co-exist within a population. We also looked at the distribution of inteins within
closely related organisms. Strain 19N had the same intein distribution as it’s out-group, but 10N
and 16N which share an out-group with 19N were missing the pol-II-a intein. Interestingly,
strains 24N, 109R, 105R, 48N, and 47N are all highly related to each other and share an outgroup- but strains 48N and 47N had a polB-c intein and all other strains had no inteins, while
their out-group had the cdc21-a intein. Strains 6N had no inteins despite being closely related to
strain 4N, which has an intein in polB-c, as does the out- group for these two strains. Strain 12N
is a new species and has an intein in position cdc21-a and polB-c. Strains 8R and 9R both have
the cdc21-a intein, but their out-group Halorubrum sp. SP7 has the cdc21-b intein as well as
inteins in polB-c and pol-II-a. Strain 26R was the only organisms that had the rpolA intein, and it
also had an intein in pol-II-a and polB-b. Strain 28R had an intein in the pol-II-a position only.
All of the Haloarcula strains shared inteins in cdc21-a and pol-II-a.
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Strain
24N
109R
105R
48N
47N
Hfx sp. BAB2207
19N
Hfx prahovense
31R
38R
8R
9R
Hrr sp. SP7
26R
28R
7R
47R
120R

year
2012
2013
2013
2012
2012
2012
2012
2007
2013
2013
2013
2013
N/A
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Region
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Gujarat
Atlit Beach
Telega Lake
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Santa Pola
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach
Atlit Beach

Conutry
Israel
Israel
Israel
Israel
Israel
India
Israel
Romania
Israel
Israel
Israel
Israel
Spain
Israel
Israel
Israel
Israel
Israel

cdc21
no
no
no
no
no
a
no
no
a,b
c
a
a
b
no
no
a
a
a

dtd
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

gyrB
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

helicase
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

ligase
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

polB
no
no
no
c
c
no
c
c
no
no
no
no
c
b
no
no
no
no

pol-II
no
no
no
no
no
no
a
a
a
a
no
no
a
a
a
a
a
a

rfc
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

rir
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

rpolA
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
a
no
no
no
no

top6B
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

topA
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

udp
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
n/a
n/a
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Strain
10N
16N
Hfx prahovense
4N
6N
Hfx gibbonsii
12N

year
2012
2012
2007
2012
2012
2012
2012

Region
Michmoret
Michmoret
Telega Lake
Michmoret
Michmoret
Alicante
Michmoret

Conutry
Israel
Israel
Romania
Israel
Israel
Spain
Israel

cdc21
no
no
no
no
no
no
a

dtd
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

gyrB
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

helicase
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

ligase
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

polB
c
c
c
c
no
c
c

pol-II
no
no
a
no
no
a
no

rfc
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

rir
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

rpolA
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

top6B
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

topA
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

udp
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Figure 4 Intein presence and absence in environmental strains and their out-groups. A letter in the box under the intein
allele name indicates inteins present in each genome, a blue background color indicates full-size inteins, and a yellow box
indicates a mini-intein. Strain names in green indicate newly discovered species.
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8.3.3 Intein, Extein, and ribosomal comparisons in Israeli Rock Pools.
To determine intein dynamics in the pools we added the intein sequences from these
samples to the intein alignments from chapter 5 to determine if the out-group in the extein and
intein trees was in agreement with the ribosomal analysis. The extein trees are still running and
this section will be updated before the final version of this document has been submitted. For
most inteins: polB-c, polB-b, cdc21-c, and cdc21-b all strains grouped as expected, and the
extein and intein trees were in good agreement. However, the pol-II-a and cdc21-a phylogenies
did not match the topology of the reference or the corresponding extein sequence. In the pol-II-a
phylogeny strains 31R and 38R group with Haloferax elongans in both the intein and extein
trees, rather than it’s usual out-group of Halogeometricum borinquense (Figure 5 & 6). Also
strain 26R groups with Halorubrum sp. T3 in the extein tree (Figure 6), and groups outside strain
28R, Halorubrum sp. SP3 and Halorubrum sp. SP9 in the intein tree (Figure 5). For the cdc21-a
phylogeny all strains that have the cdc21-a intein are from Atlit, and they all cluster to the
exclusion of all other haloarchaea (Figure 7), this is in contrast to the cdc21 extein tree, where all
strains are grouping where expected based on the reference phylogeny (Figure 8). Strain 31R is
the deepest branching in the group indicating that the intein may have been passed to the other
strains through a relative of this strain. This is strong evidence for intein homing among the rock
pools at Atlit beach. Interestingly none of the strains that share the intein were isolated from the
same pond.
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Halorubrum_Cb34|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_hd13|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_IB24|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ea1|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Eb13|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ea8|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_lacusprofundi_ATCC_49239|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ec15|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_LG1|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_LD3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Fb21|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ga36|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_G37|pol_IIa_ext
8R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02357
9R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02357
Halorubrum_SP7|pol_IIa_ext
28R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02325
Halorubrum_SP3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_SP9|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_E3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_sp._T3|pol_IIa_ext
26R|pol_IIa_ext|P_00137
Halorubrum_sp._J07HR59|pol_IIa_ext
haloarchaeon_3A1_DGR|pol_IIa_ext
Halohasta_litchfieldiae_tADL|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HB67|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|pol_IIa_ext
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|pol_IIa_ext
Halococcus_thailandensis_JCM_13552|pol_IIa_ext
Haladaptatus_paucihalophilus_DX253|pol_IIa_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_vallismortis_ATCC_29715|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_japonica_DSM_6131|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_argentinensis_DSM_12282|pol_IIa_ext
7R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01916
47R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01323
120R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01242
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX5|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|pol_IIa_ext
Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255|pol_IIa_ext
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|pol_IIa_ext
Natrinema_pellirubrum_DSM_15624|pol_IIa_ext
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|pol_IIa_ext
Halobiforma_nitratireducens_JCM_10879|pol_IIa_ext
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|pol_IIa_ext
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|pol_IIa_ext
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|pol_IIa_ext
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|pol_IIa_ext
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|pol_IIa_ext
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|pol_IIa_ext
31R|pol-IIa_ext|P_02002
38NR|pol-IIa_ext|P_03064
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sulfurifontis_ATCC_BAA897|pol_IIa_ext
47N|pol-IIa_ext|P_01642
24N|pol-IIa_ext|P_00139
48N|pol-IIa_ext|P_03837
105R|pol-IIa_ext|P_00139
109R|pol-IIa_ext|P_00139
12N|pol-IIa_ext|P_01543
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|pol_IIa_ext
4N|pol-IIa_ext|P_00144
6N|pol-IIa_ext|P_01719
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|pol_IIa_ext
19N|pol-IIa_ext|P_02829
10N|pol-IIa_ext|P_02870
16N|pol-IIa_ext|P_03026
0.4

Figure 5 DNA polymerase II extein maximum likelihood phylogeny, strains from Atlit are highlighted in red text, and
strains from Michmoret are colored in blue text. Support values are indicated by the size and color of the node shapes,
larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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Haladaptatus_paucihalophilus_DX253|pol_IIa_int
31R|pol_IIa_ext|P_01975_DNA_polymerase_II_large
38NR|pol_IIa_ext|P_00939_DNA_polymerase_II_large_subunit
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|pol_IIa_int
Halohasta_litchfieldiae_tADL|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ea8|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ea1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Eb13|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_hd13|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_IB24|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_E3|pol_IIa_int
28R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02325
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|pol_IIa_int
26R|pol_IIa_ext|P_00137
Halorubrum_SP3|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_SP9|pol_IIa_int
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|pol_IIa_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|pol_IIa_int
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_pellirubrum_DSM_15624|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_versiforme_JCM_10478|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeon_J07HB67|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Fb21|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_LG1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ec15|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_G37|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ga36|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_LD3|pol_IIa_int
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|pol_IIa_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|pol_IIa_int
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|pol_IIa_int
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|pol_IIa_int
Halococcus_thailandensis_JCM_13552|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sulfurifontis_ATCC_BAA897|pol_IIa_int
19N|pol-IIa_ext|P_02829
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Cb34|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_SP7|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_sp._T3|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_lacusprofundi_ATCC_49239|pol_IIa_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|pol_IIa_int
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_vallismortis_ATCC_29715|pol_IIa_int
7R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01916
47R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01323
120R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01242
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_japonica_DSM_6131|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_argentinensis_DSM_12282|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557|pol_IIa_int
haloarchaeon_3A1_DGR|pol_IIa_int
Halobiforma_nitratireducens_JCM_10879|pol_IIa_int
Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX5|pol_IIa_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|pol_IIa_int
0.2

Figure 6 DNA polymerase II intein maximum likelihood phylogeny, strains from Atlit are highlighted in red text, and
strains from Michmoret are colored in blue text. Support values are indicated by the size and color of the node shapes,
larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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halophilic_archaeon_DL31-cdc21a_ext
8R|cdc21_ext|P_02033
9R|cdc21_ext|P_02034
28R|cdc21_ext|P_01665
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Ea8-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_SP3-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_SP9-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Fb21-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_LG1-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Ec15-cdc21a_ext
Haloruburm_G37-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Ga2p-cdc21a_ext
Haloruburm_Ga36-cdc21a_ext
26R|cdc21_ext|P_02359
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_9100-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_denitrificans_ATCC_35960-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717-cdc21a
47N|cdc21_ext|P_01479
24N|cdc21_ext|P_00301
48N|cdc21_ext|P_03611
105R|cdc21_ext|P_00301
109R|cdc21_ext|P_00301
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._BAB2207-cdc21a_ext
12N|cdc21_ext|P_01385
4N|cdc21_ext|P_00297
6N|cdc21_ext|P_01565
19N|cdc21_ext|P_02985
10N|cdc21_ext|P_02713
16N|cdc21_ext|P_02869
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA-1513-cdc21a_ext
31R|cdc21_ext|P_01781
38R|cdc21_ext|p_00750
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551-cdc21a_ext
Halosarcina_pallida_JCM_14848-cdc21a_ext
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940-cdc21a_ext
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286-cdc21a_ext
47R|cdc21_ext|P_01397
120R|cdc21_ext|P_01303
7R|cdc21_ext|P_01980
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799-cdc21a_ext
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960-cdc21a_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11-cdc21a_ext
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307-cdc21a_ext
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989-cdc21a_ext
Halovivax_asiaticus_JCM_14624-cdc21a_ext
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891-cdc21a_ext
Natrialba_aegyptia_DSM_13077-cd21a_ext
Natrialba_taiwanensis_DSM_12281-cdc21a_ext
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890-cdc21a_ext
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663-cdc21a_ext
Natrinema_sp._J7-2-cdc21a_ext
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33-cdc21a_ext
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635-cdc21a_ext
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089-cdc21a_ext
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160-cdc21a_ext
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049-cdc21a_ext
Halobacterium_sp._DL1-cdc21a_ext
Halobacterium_sp._NRC_1-cdc21a_ext
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1-cdc21a_ext
0.2

Figure 7 Cell division control protein 21 extein maximum likelihood phylogeny, strains from Atlit are highlighted in red
text, and strains from Michmoret are colored in blue text. Support values are indicated by the size and color of the node
shapes, larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|cdc21a_int
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|cdc21a_int
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|cdc21a_int
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_SP3|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_SP9|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ec15|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_G37|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ga2p|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ga36|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Fb21|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_LG1|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_denitrificans_ATCC_35960|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._BAB2207|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|cdc21a_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|cdc21a_int
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551|cdc21a_int
Halosarcina_pallida_JCM_14848|cdc21a_int
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|cdc21a_int
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|cdc21a_int
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|cdc21a_int
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ea8|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|cdc21a_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|cdc21a_int
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160|cdc21a_int
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|cdc21a_int
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989|cdc21a_int
Natrialba_aegyptia_DSM_13077|cdc21a_int
Natrialba_taiwanensis_DSM_12281|cdc21a_int
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|cdc21a_int
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663|cdc21a_int
Natrinema_sp._J7|cdc21a_int
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|cdc21a_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|cdc21a_int
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|cdc21a_int
31R|cdc21_ext|P_01781
8R|cdc21_ext|P_02033
9R|cdc21_ext|P_02034
47R|cdc21_ext|P_01397
120R|cdc21_ext|P_01303
7R|cdc21_ext|P_01980
Halovivax_asiaticus_JCM_14624|cdc21a_int
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|cdc21a_int
0.7

Figure 8 Cell division control protein 21 intein maximum likelihood phylogeny, strains from Atlit are highlighted in red
text, and strains from Michmoret are colored in blue text. Support values are indicated by the size and color of the node
shapes, larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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8.4 Future Work.
There is some computational analysis in the Gophna lab about interactions between
strains based on CRISPR spacers. We will combine the work done here with that analysis to
learn more about the evolution and distribution of haloarchaea in the Mediterranean Sea. These
data will be compared to the data collected in Deep Lake, and together we will use these datasets
with the simulations to compare the lifestyles of haloarchaea between the two environments
based on their mobilome content.
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Chapter 9. Intein Epidemiology: After Mating lab strains of
Haloferax volcanii and Haloferax mediterranei.
9.1 Introduction.
The work in the following chapter is being done in collaboration with the Gophna lab. A
graduate student in the Gophna lab, Israela Turgemen, conducted the bench work for this project
and I am carrying out the computational analysis. The genomes in this section were generated
after a mating experiment between Haloferax volcanii and Haloferax mediterranei. After mating
the hybrid strains were plated on selective media, requiring mevinolin and novobiocin resistance
genes, which are found on the pHv4 and pHm500 plasmids, respectively. After plating on
selective media with the plasmid markers, strains were streaked onto media selecting for
retention of chromosomal markers from both parental genomes (thymidine-, tryptophan-, and
uracil-). Strains that were able to grow after the both selective platings were selected for
sequencing. Hybrid strains were subject to in silico DNA DNA hybridization with both of the
parental genomes. We also analyzed the intein content of these strains to look for intein loss or
propagation in these hybrid strains. Lastly we examined the intein, extein, and ribosomal
phylogenies to determine if inteins were gained from homologous replacement of the extein
sequence, or through homing.

9.2 Materials and Methods
9.2.1 Genome Assembly
Reads were processed using cutadapt v1.9.1 to trim low quality bases (Qscore ≥ 20 p≤0.01) and
assembled using SPAdes v3.8 (81). Quality of the assembly was checked with QUAST v4.1 (82)
and the assembly was annotated using prokka v1.9 (83).
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9.2.2 Intein Retrieval
Each genome was searched for inteins using the same methods as in Soucy et. al 2014 (15).
Exteins of each genome were aligned with the data set from Soucy et. al, and aligned using
Muscle v3.8.31 (12) to look for the presence of an intein. Intein sequences were extracted and
aligned to the intein datasets from Soucy et. al.
9.2.3 Phylogenetic Trees
Maximum likelihood trees were generated for each intein, extein, and ribosomal protein using
RAxML v8.1.17 (14) with the GTR model, optimized substitution rates, and a gamma model of
rate heterogeneity.
9.3.3 Genome Comparisons
Each genome was compared to all other hybrid genomes, as well as both parental genomes
(Haloferax volcanii DS2 and Haloferax mediterranei ATCC 33500) using in silico DNA-DNA
hybridization with the Genome-to –Genome distance calculator (84).

9.3 Results.
9.3.1 Reference Topology.
All of the hybrid strains were in good agreement with the reported background parental
genotype (Figure 1). Strains 55IS-132IS have a Hfx. mediterranei background, with some Hfx.
volcanii. Strains 315IS and 317IS are Hfx. volcanii background with some Hfx. mediterranei.
Background parental types were initially determined using PCR, and later verified after genome
assembly. The isDDH values of each hybrid strain and the two parental backgrounds indicates
that there is a range in the amount of recombinant material in each of the hybrid strains, with the
majority signal in good agreement with the reported parental background (Table1).
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9.3.2 Intein distribution.
The parental strain of Hfx. mediterranei has the cdc21-a, cdc21-b, polB-b, and pol-II-a
intein alleles. The parental strain of Hfx. volcanii has only the polB-c intein allele. All strains
with a parental background of Hfx. mediterranei (strains 55IS-132IS) retained the cdc21-a and
cdc21-b inteins, except for strains 132IS and 75IS (Table 1). Also all Hfx. mediterranei
background strains retained the pol-II-a intein, except for strain 75IS (Table 1). Lastly all Hfx.
mediterranei background strains acquired the polB-c intein, and lost the polB-b intein. All Hfx.
volcanii parental background strains maintained the same intein states as their parental strain,
except for strain 314IS, which lost the polB-c intein (Table 1).
9.3.3 Intein and Extein Phylogenies.
In order to determine if inteins were gained and lost through homologous recombination, or
homing, the extein and intein topologies were compared. All intein topologies were as expected
based on the distribution of intein alleles (Figure 2). Interestingly most strains with a Haloferax
mediterranei background maintained their inteins in cdc21-a, cdc21-b, and pol-II-a, however
strain 73IS lost all inteins associated with the parental strain and strain 132IS lost the cdc21-a
and b inteins. In all cases where an intein was lost the extein grouped with Haloferax volcanii
rather than Haloferax mediterranei, the parental strain (Figures 2, 4, & 6). Indicating that inteins
are lost through homologous recombination, rather than precise deletion, at least during mating.
Additionally all strains with a Haloferax mediterranei background gained the intein in the DNA
polymerase B gene, position c from Haloferax volcanii. For these strains the extein was also
replaced- indicating the intein is acquired not through homing, but through homologous
replacement.
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9.4 Future Work.
There are a couple of things we are still interested in exploring. I would like to verify that the
examples where an intein was gained or lost (section 9.3.3) occurred through homologous
replacement and not through recombination. In order to test this I will use GARD(85), and
cBROTHER(86) to look for signs of recombination occurring within the extein.
Alternatively the homologous replacement that resulted in the replacement of the alleles
above could have been a single event that spans a large genomic distance. In order to determine
where recombination occurred in each of the hybrid strains I will employ a method used by
Pascal Lapierre in (33) to look for recombination boundaries in each of the hybrid genomes. This
method entails collecting identity scores for each open reading frame in each parental genome
compared to the hybrids. This work will produce a schematic of each hybrid genome, where the
recombinant regions are indicated by a drop in identity to the background parental strain of each
hybrid and an increase in the percent identity to the minor parent.

9.5 Outlook.
This work is fundamentally important as the intein dynamics are occurring under controlled
circumstances. Thus far we have assumed that intein propagation most likely occurs during
mating, when the DNA and protein version of the intein containing sequence can be found in a
shared space with the un-invaded copy during the mating process. The change in intein
distribution after mating, and also the way new inteins are acquired, through homologous
replacement or homing, informs our understanding of how inteins spread in populations, as well
as the types of HGT the population experiences. Furthermore the collection of eleven strains that
have undergone the same mating process can illustrate the breadth of possibilities that can occur
after mating. Some strains like 73IS have retained copies of exteins that do not contain inteins,
regardless of the origin of the gene. Strain 132IS has replaced one extein (and lost the associated
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inteins), but retained other exteins, generating hybrid replication machinery. Lastly the analysis
of recombination boundaries in so many strains, and strains with different parental backgrounds
enables us to learn more about the process of recombination during mating.
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Strain
1_6_IS
132IS
55IS
57IS
62IS
66IS
73IS
74IS
75IS
316IS
317IS

Major Parent
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii

Minor Parent
Hfx. Volcanii pHv4
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Volcanii
Hfx. Mediterranei
Hfx. Mediterranei

cdc21
a,b
no
a,b
a,b
a,b
a,b
no
a,b
a,b
no
no

dtd
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

gyrB
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

helicase
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

ligase
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

polB
b
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

pol-II
a
a
a
a
a
a
no
a
a
no
no

rfc
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

rir
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

rpolA
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

top6B
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

topA
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

udp
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Table 1 Intein presence and absence in hybrid strains. Inteins that are from Haloferax mediterranei are colored in purple,
and inteins from Haloferax volcanii are colored in purple.
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Halosarcina_pallida_JCM_14848
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551
Halogranum_salarium_B1
Halobacterium_sp._DL1
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1
Halobacterium_sp._NRC
Halococcus_saccharolyticus_DSM_5350
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307
Halococcus_thailandensis_JCM_13552
Halococcus_hamelinensis_100A6
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940
Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286
Haloarcula_vallismortis_ATCC_29715
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800
Haloarcula_argentinensis_DSM_12282
Haloarcula_japonica_DSM_6131
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX5
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11
Halovivax_ruber_XH70
Halovivax_asiaticus_JCM_14624
Natronococcus_amylolyticus_DSM_10524
Natronococcus_jeotgali_DSM_18795
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4
Haloterrigena_turkmenica_DSM_5511
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891
Haloterrigena_limicola_JCM_13563
Natrinema_pellirubrum_DSM_15624
Haloterrigena_thermotolerans_DSM_11522
Natrinema_versiforme_JCM_10478
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890
Natrinema_sp._J7
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663
Natrinema_pallidum_DSM_3751
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089
Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255
Natrialba_asiatica_DSM_12278
Natrialba_taiwanensis_DSM_12281
Natrialba_aegyptia_DSM_13077
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989
Natrialba_chahannaoensis_JCM_10990
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099
Halopiger_xanaduensis_SH6
Natronobacterium_gregoryi_SP2
Halobiforma_nitratireducens_JCM_10879
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5
Haladaptatus_paucihalophilus_DX253
Halalkalicoccus_jeotgali_B3
halophilic_archaeon_DL31
halophilic_archaeon_J07HB67
Halohasta_litchfieldiae_tADL
Halonotius_sp._J07HN4
Halonotius_sp._J07HN6
Halorubrum_J07HR59
haloarchaeon_3A1_DGR
Halorubrum_Cb34
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995
Halorubrum_C49
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137
Halorubrum_lacusprofundi_ATCC_49239
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978
Halorubrum_aidingense_JCM_13560
Halorubrum_hd13
Halorubrum_IB24
Halorubrum_Ea1
Halorubrum_Ea8
Halorubrum_Eb13
Halorubrum_SP3
Halorubrum_SP9
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873
Halorubrum_tebenquichense_DSM_14210
Halorubrum_SP5
Halorubrum_SP7
Halorubrum_coriense_DSM_10284
Halorubrum_LD3
Halorubrum_Ec15
Halorubrum_Ga36
Halorubrum_Fb21
Halorubrum_LG1
Halorubrum_G37
Halorubrum_Ga2p
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288
Halorubrum_sp._T3
Halorubrum_E8
Halorubrum_E3
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916
Halorubrum_C3
Haloferax_larsenii_JCM_13917
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959
Haloferax_denitrificans_ATCC_35960
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717
Haloferax_sp._BAB2207
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2
317IS
316IS
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646
Haloferax_mucosum_ATCC_BAA
75IS
55IS
66IS
62IS
57IS
74IS
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500
1-6IS
132IS
73IS
0.09

Figure 1. Maximum likelihood ribosomal reference tree, built using a concatenated alignment of 56 ribosomal proteins.
Node shapes indicate support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong support. Hybrid strains with a Haloferax
volcanii parental background are highlighted with red text, and strains with a Haloferax mediterranei parental
background are highlighted purple.
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Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA-1513-cdc21a_ext
1-6IS|cdc21_ext|P_00159
55IS|cdc21_ext|P_00313
57IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
62IS|cdc21_ext|P_02120
66IS|cdc21_ext|P_00294
74IS|cdc21_ext|P_00647
75IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_denitrificans_ATCC_35960-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._BAB2207-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646-cdc21a_ext
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717-cdc21a
316IS|cdc21_ext|P_01470
317IS|cdc21_ext|P_01471
132IS|cdc21_ext|P_00290
73IS|cdc21_ext|P_02764
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2|cdc21b_ext
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551-cdc21a_ext
Halosarcina_pallida_JCM_14848-cdc21a_ext
Halovivax_asiaticus_JCM_14624-cdc21a_ext
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891-cdc21a_ext
Natrialba_aegyptia_DSM_13077-cd21a_ext
Natrialba_taiwanensis_DSM_12281-cdc21a_ext
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890-cdc21a_ext
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663-cdc21a_ext
Natrinema_sp._J7-2-cdc21a_ext
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33-cdc21a_ext
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635-cdc21a_ext
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089-cdc21a_ext
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940-cdc21a_ext
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286-cdc21a_ext
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799-cdc21a_ext
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960-cdc21a_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11-cdc21a_ext
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307-cdc21a_ext
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989-cdc21a_ext
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160-cdc21a_ext
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049-cdc21a_ext
Halobacterium_sp._DL1-cdc21a_ext
Halobacterium_sp._NRC_1-cdc21a_ext
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1-cdc21a_ext
halophilic_archaeon_DL31-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Ea8-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_SP3-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_SP9-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_9100-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Fb21-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_LG1-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Ec15-cdc21a_ext
Haloruburm_G37-cdc21a_ext
Halorubrum_Ga2p-cdc21a_ext
Haloruburm_Ga36-cdc21a_ext
0.2

Figure 2 Cell division control protein 21 extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain is
indicated by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with
Haloferax mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong
support.
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Natrialba_aegyptia_DSM_13077|cdc21a_int
Natrialba_taiwanensis_DSM_12281|cdc21a_int
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|cdc21a_int
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663|cdc21a_int
Natrinema_sp._J7|cdc21a_int
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|cdc21a_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|cdc21a_int
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|cdc21a_int
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|cdc21a_int
Halovivax_asiaticus_JCM_14624|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_SP3|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_SP9|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ec15|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Fb21|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_LG1|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_G37|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ga2p|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ga36|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|cdc21a_int
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|cdc21a_int
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|cdc21a_int
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|cdc21a_int
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|cdc21a_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|cdc21a_int
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_Ea8|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|cdc21a_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|cdc21a_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|cdc21a_int
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160|cdc21a_int
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|cdc21a_int
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989|cdc21a_int
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551|cdc21a_int
Halosarcina_pallida_JCM_14848|cdc21a_int
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|cdc21a_int
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|cdc21a_int
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_denitrificans_ATCC_35960|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_sp._BAB2207|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|cdc21a_int
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|cdc21a_int
1-6IS|cdc21_ext|P_00159
55IS|cdc21_ext|P_00313
57IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
62IS|cdc21_ext|P_02120
66IS|cdc21_ext|P_00294
74IS|cdc21_ext|P_00647
75IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
0.09

Figure 3 Cell division control protein 21 a intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain
is indicated by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with
Haloferax mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong
support.
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Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551|cdc21b_ext
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|cdc21b_ext
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663|cdc21b_ext
Natrinema_sp._J7|cdc21b_ext
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|cdc21b_ext
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|cdc21b_ext
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|cdc21b_ext
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|cdc21b_ext
Haloterrigena_limicola_JCM_13563|cdc21b_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|cdc21b_ext
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940|cdc21b_ext
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|cdc21b_ext
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_J07HR59|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_C49|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_E3|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_hd13|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Eb13|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ea1|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_IB24|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_C3|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_SP3|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_SP9|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Fb21|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_G37|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ec15|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ga2p|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ga36|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_coriense_DSM_10284|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_SP7|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_tebenquichense_DSM_14210|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|cdc21b_ext
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA|cdc21b_ext
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|cdc21b_ext
1-6IS|cdc21_ext|P_00159
55IS|cdc21_ext|P_00313
57IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
62IS|cdc21_ext|P_02120
66IS|cdc21_ext|P_00294
74IS|cdc21_ext|P_00647
75IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
132IS|cdc21_ext|P_00290
73IS|cdc21_ext|P_02764
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2|cdc21b_ext
316IS|cdc21_ext|P_01470
317IS|cdc21_ext|P_01471
0.05

Figure 4 Cell division control protein 21 extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain is
indicated by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with
Haloferax mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong
support.
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Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP7|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Fb21|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_LG1|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ec15|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ga2p|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ga36|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_G37|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_C3|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP9|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP3|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_tebenquichense_DSM_14210|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_coriense_DSM_10284|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_E3|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_C49|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_IB24|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ea1|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Eb13|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_hd13|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59|cdc21b_int
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989|cdc21b_int
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940|cdc21b_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|cdc21b_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|cdc21b_int
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|cdc21b_int
Haloterrigena_limicola_JCM_13563|cdc21b_int
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|cdc21b_int
Natrinema_sp._J7|cdc21b_int
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663|cdc21b_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|cdc21b_int
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|cdc21b_int
75IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
Halferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|cdc21b_int
1-6IS|cdc21_ext|P_00159
55IS|cdc21_ext|P_00313
57IS|cdc21_ext|P_00295
62IS|cdc21_ext|P_02120
66IS|cdc21_ext|P_00294
74IS|cdc21_ext|P_00647
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551|cdc21b_int
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|cdc21b_int
0.3

Figure 5 Cell division control protein 21 b intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain
is indicated by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with
Haloferax mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong
support.
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Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255|pol_IIa_ext
Halobiforma_nitratireducens_JCM_10879|pol_IIa_ext
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|pol_IIa_ext
Natrinema_pellirubrum_DSM_15624|pol_IIa_ext
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|pol_IIa_ext
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|pol_IIa_ext
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|pol_IIa_ext
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|pol_IIa_ext
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|pol_IIa_ext
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|pol_IIa_ext
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|pol_IIa_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|pol_IIa_ext
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX5|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_japonica_DSM_6131|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_argentinensis_DSM_12282|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_vallismortis_ATCC_29715|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|pol_IIa_ext
Haladaptatus_paucihalophilus_DX253|pol_IIa_ext
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|pol_IIa_ext
Halococcus_thailandensis_JCM_13552|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HB67|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|pol_IIa_ext
Halohasta_litchfieldiae_tADL|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_sp._J07HR59|pol_IIa_ext
haloarchaeon_3A1_DGR|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Cb34|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_hd13|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_IB24|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ea1|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Eb13|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ea8|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_lacusprofundi_ATCC_49239|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ga36|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_G37|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ec15|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_LG1|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_LD3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Fb21|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_SP7|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_sp._T3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_E3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_SP3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_SP9|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|pol_IIa_ext
132IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00459
55IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00146
57IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00462
62IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_02287
66IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00461
74IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00813
75IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00462
1-6IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00632
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sulfurifontis_ATCC_BAA897|pol_IIa_ext
73IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_02923
316IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_01629
317IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_01630
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2|pol_IIa_ext
0.1

Figure 6 DNA polymerase II extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain is indicated
by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with Haloferax
mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|pol_IIa_int
Halococcus_thailandensis_JCM_13552|pol_IIa_int
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|pol_IIa_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|pol_IIa_int
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Fb21|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_LG1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ec15|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_G37|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ga36|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_LD3|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeon_J07HB67|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ea8|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ea1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Eb13|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_hd13|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_IB24|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_E3|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_SP3|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_SP9|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_pellirubrum_DSM_15624|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_versiforme_JCM_10478|pol_IIa_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|pol_IIa_int
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|pol_IIa_int
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|pol_IIa_int
Halohasta_litchfieldiae_tADL|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|pol_IIa_int
Haladaptatus_paucihalophilus_DX253|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|pol_IIa_int
haloarchaeon_3A1_DGR|pol_IIa_int
Halobiforma_nitratireducens_JCM_10879|pol_IIa_int
Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Cb34|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_lacusprofundi_ATCC_49239|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_SP7|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_sp._T3|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|pol_IIa_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|pol_IIa_int
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_vallismortis_ATCC_29715|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_japonica_DSM_6131|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_argentinensis_DSM_12282|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX5|pol_IIa_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|pol_IIa_int
1-6IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00632
132IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00459
55IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00146
57IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00462
62IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_02287
66IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00461
74IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00813
75IS|pol-IIa_ext|P_00462
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sulfurifontis_ATCC_BAA897|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|pol_IIa_int
0.2

Figure 7 DNA polymerase II a intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain is indicated
by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with Haloferax
mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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1-6IS|polB_ext|P_01863
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|polB_ext
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|polBc_ext
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|polBc_ext
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717|polBc_ext
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919|polBc_ext
316IS|polB_ext|P_00722
317IS|polB_ext|P_00722
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2|polBc_ext
132IS|polB_ext|P_03388
55IS|polB_ext|P_01886
57IS|polB_ext|P_02258
62IS|polB_ext|P_01414
66IS|polB_ext|P_02258
73IS|polB_ext|P_01274
74IS|polB_ext|P_02424
75IS|polB_ext|P_02262
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|polBc_ext
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|polBc_ext
Halorubrum_C49|polBc_ext
Halorubrum_SP7|polBc_ext
0.04

Figure 8 DNA polymerase B extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain is indicated
by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with Haloferax
mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|polBc_int
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717|polBc_int
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919|polBc_int
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2|polBc_int
132IS|polB_ext|P_03388
55IS|polB_ext|P_01886
57IS|polB_ext|P_02258
62IS|polB_ext|P_01414
66IS|polB_ext|P_02258
73IS|polB_ext|P_01274
74IS|polB_ext|P_02424
75IS|polB_ext|P_02262
316IS|polB_ext|P_00722
317IS|polB_ext|P_00722
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|polBc_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|polBc_int
Halorubrum_C49|polBc_int
Halorubrum_SP7|polBc_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|polBc_int
0.06

Figure 9 DNA polymerase B c intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The parental background of each strain is indicated
by the color of the text, in red are strains with a Haloferax volcanii background, and in purple are strains with Haloferax
mediterranei background. The node shape indicates support values, larger and darker circles indicate strong support.
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Chapter 10. Conclusions and Outlook.
The goal of this research was to examine the boundaries of HGT using the distribution,
phylogeny, and symbiotic state of shared inteins in the haloarchaea. This proved to be quite a
challenge as each intein allele has a unique phylogenetic history (15) involving both vertical and
horizontal gene transfer signals. Through the work done here we have shown that these gene
histories can be used to distinguish gene transfer between both distant (87) and closely related
organisms, even within a species (54). By combining all intein sequences with a presence
absence matrix we consider the strongest signal of gene transfer, and show that most gene
transfer occurs within environments between very closely related species (15). Later (chapter 5)
we use phylogenetically independent methods to reconcile gene transfer events that can be
reconciled within our dataset as opposed to un-represented or un-sampled lineages. Further work
will be done to reconcile each gene transfer event that can be explained using our dataset from
(15).
The observation that most gene transfer events were occurring within environments is not
exactly surprising for the haloarchaea whose distribution punctuated by salinity gradients. In
order to build more relevant networks of gene transfer for the haloarchaea, we gathered genomes
that were linked by a shared environment and considered them independently. The Deep Lake
dataset was highly surprising in that despite evidence of intergenera gene exchange there was no
evidence of intein homing or transfer between any of the sequenced genomes, though two of the
intein sequences did not agree with the reference, these transfers came from outside of the
dataset represented here (chapter 7). Further examination of the metagenomic reads revealed uninvaded exteins from Halohasta litchfieldiae tADL, indicating that intein-free alleles of pol-IIare able to co-exist with intein-containing versions of closely related organisms (chapter 7).
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We had seen preliminary evidence of this in strains of Haloferax spp. isolated from the
Mediterranean coastline, but we weren’t sure to what extent these organisms were exposed to
each other between rock pools (chapter 6). The data in Deep Lake showed that inteins were coexisting with intein-free alleles in very closely related strains in a way that resembles the
predicted distribution in a large population (106) by the intransitive fitness model (30) rather than
the homing cycle.
In order to explain this co-existence we performed our own modeling of intein invasion
using parameters, including the fitness cost of the polB-c intein, measured in lab strains of
Haloferax volcanii. Our models showed that the intein would eventually go to fixation in a
population even with low rates of homing as the population gets close to the carrying capacity
(chapter 6). Thus the co-existence of intein-free and intein-containing alleles indicates that
homing is rare, and this may be an evolutionary strategy to be maintained in populations over
long periods of time. This work also shows that inteins are able to increase the frequency of
recombination during mating between intein-containing and intein-free organisms. Taken
together this data supports the intransitive fitness model where inteins adopt a strategy such that
the homing efficiency is balanced by the fitness cost imposed on the host, and the fitness cost is
in part alleviated by the benefit of increased recombination to the population as a whole (chapter
6).
In order to test for evidence of the homing cycle in Deep Lake I looked for evidence of
discordant read pairs using two different platforms, and found no evidence of discordant pairs
indicating structural variation, associated with loss of the homing endonuclease domain. Next, to
look for smaller gaps within the mapped read I used seed-recruiting to look for mismatched base
pairs and gaps within reads aligned to the reference. No gaps were found, and mismatched bases
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were concentrated in the linker region of the intein rather than the HEN domain as would be
expected if the homing endonuclease were decaying (chapter 7). More work needs to be done to
confirm that this pattern can be replicated with other inteins, these counts will also be normalized
by the number of reads mapped per site before anything definitive can be assumed as the number
of mismatched reads is not significant and cannot be distinguished from missed base calls. Thus
far this is weak evidence at best that the homing cycle does not describe the evolution of inteins
in this population. However, taken together with the lack of discordant reads detected, and the
presence of the un-invaded version of the pol-II-a intein this strongly supports the intransitive
fitness model.
Further analysis of genomes linked by environments (chapter 8) demonstrated many
examples where intein-free and intein-containing alleles co-exists in closely related species. The
majority of intein phylogenies from these pools were in good agreement with the extein and
ribosomal phylogeny. Interestingly in contrast to the data in Deep Lake, all strains from Atlit
with the cdc21-a intein group together to the exclusion of the other haloarchaea, indicating the
intein was gained through homing within the environment. Furthermore the organisms that share
this intein are from several different genera, grouping sister to Halogeometricum borinquense
(31R), Halorubrum sp. SP7 (8R and 9R), and Haloarcula vallismortis (7R, 47R, 120R). Also all
of the organisms that share the cdc21-a intein were isolated from separate pools, indicating that
these pools are probably well mixed. Furthermore, strain 24N was collected in 2012from Atlit
and the very closely related 105R and 109R were collected in 2013, indicating there is some
stability in the population from year to year.
Lastly using data from hybrid genomes generated from mating experiments we showed
that all intein dynamics have occurred through homologous replacement with their extein
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sequence, and possibly an even larger genomic span as a part of the mating process. Further
work will indicate the span of recombination and the breakpoints. This result was surprising
given the work in chapter 6 shows that inteins increase the frequency of recombination during
mating if one species is intein-free and one contains the intein.
My initial interest in the Microbiology program at the University of Connecticut was the
breadth of research pertaining to the various benefits of symbioses. I was drawn to the idea of
studying the benefits and functions associated with microbes, where many programs focus on
pathogenesis in microbes. I ended up in the Gogarten lab where he was looking for someone to
work on inteins. As I stated the initial goal was to use inteins to build networks of gene transfer.
The process was not as straightforward as we often speak about in grants, but through several
attempts and years of work and collaboration I have worked to develop inteins as a tool to study
gene transfer. In the process of doing so I began to think about the symbiotic relationship
between a host and a parasitic element, and how the fitness cost of the intein changes depending
on the environmental conditions, the diversity in the population, the presence of the homing
endonuclease domain, and the presence of empty intein insertion sites. Organically a study that
was initially focused on investigating horizontal gene transfer became a study of molecular
symbiosis. Instead of studying the benefits of associating with microbes, I’ve focused on the
benefits and consequences of carrying mobile genetic elements not just through my research but
also through the reviews I’ve helped to author. In my next position I plan to continue to explore
these concepts using gene transfer agents to examine the domestication of a mobile element.
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Appendix A. Supplementary information.
Chapter 5. Supplementary figures.
Halorubrum_SP7-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_C3-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_G37-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_LG1-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Fb21-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ec15-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ga2p-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ga36-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_tebenquichense_DSM_14210-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_hd13-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_IB24-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ea1-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Eb13-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_C49-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_E3-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_coriense_DSM_10284-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP3-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP9-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247-cdc21b_int
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989-cdc21b_int
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513-cdc21b_int
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551-cdc21b_int
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500-cdc21b_int
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307-cdc21b_int
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33-cdc21b_int
Natrinema_sp._J7-cdc21b_int
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663-cdc21b_int
Haloterrigena_limicola_JCM_13563-cdc21b_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989-cdc21b_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099-cdc21b_int
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5-cdc21b_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11-cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59-cdc21b_int
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4-cdc21b_int
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940-cdc21b_int
0.3

Supplementary Figure 5.1 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of cdc21-b intein. Mini-inteins are highlighted in red
text, support for bipartitions is indicated by the node shape, larger circles indicate strong support.
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Natronococcus_occultus_SP4-dtd_int

Halorubrum_Ea1-dtd_int

Halonotius_sp._J07HN6-dtd_int

Halorubrum_J07HR59-dtd_int

halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64-dtd_int
0.2

Supplementary Figure 5.2 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of dtd intein. Mini-inteins are highlighted in red text,
support for bipartitions is indicated by the node shape, larger circles indicate strong support.
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Halorubrum_Ea1-polBa_int

Halorubrum_hd13-polBa_int

Halorubrum_IB24-polBa_int

Halorubrum_Eb13-polBa_int

Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160-polBa_int

Halorubrum_sp._T3-polBa_int

halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64-polBa_int

Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890-polBa_int

Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255-polBa_int

halophilic_archaeon_DL31-polBa_int
0.3

Supplementary Figure 5.3 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of polB-a intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800-polBb_int
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049-polBb_int
Halorubrum_sp._T3-polBb_int
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557-polBb_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64-polBb_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31-polBb_int
Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B-polBb_int
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160-polBb_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59-polBb_int
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286-polBb_int
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890-polBb_int
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33-polBb_int
Natronococcus_jeotgali_DSM_18795-polBb_int
Natronococcus_amylolyticus_DSM_10524-polBb_int
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089-polBb_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635-polBb_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099-polBb_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989-polBb_int
Natrialba_chahannaoensis_JCM_10990-polBb_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137-polBb_int
Halorubrum_hd13-polBb_int
Halorubrum_Ea1-polBb_int
Halorubrum_E8-polBb_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561-polBb_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118-polBb_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288-polBb_int
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916-polBb_int
Halorubrum_C3-polBb_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247-polBb_int
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995-polBb_int
Halorubrum_IB24-polBb_int
Halorubrum_Eb13-polBb_int
0.2

Supplementary Figure 5.4 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of polB-b intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11-polBc_int

Halorubrum_SP7-polBc_int

Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288-polBc_int

Halorubrum_C49-polBc_int

Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959-polBc_int

Haloferax_volcanii_DS2-polBc_int

Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310-polBc_int

Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717-polBc_int

Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919-polBc_int
0.07

Supplementary Figure 5.5 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of polB-c intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989-polBd_int

Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099-polBd_int

Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940-polBd_int

Halorubrum_hd13-polBd_int
0.05

Supplementary Figure 5.5 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of polB-d intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Halorubrum_hd13-rfcA_int
Halorubrum_Ea8-rfcA_int
Halorubrum_Eb13-rfcA_int
Halorubrum_Ea1-rfcA_int
Halorubrum_IB24-rfcA_int
Natrialba_taiwanensis_DSM_12281-rfcA_int
Natrialba_aegyptia_DSM_13077-rfcA_int
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33-rfcA_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635-rfcA_int
Haloterrigena_limicola_JCM_13563-rfcA_int
Natrinema_versiforme_JCM_10478-rfcA_int
Natronococcus_amylolyticus_DSM_10524-rfcA_int
0.2

Supplementary Figure 5.6 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of rfcA intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B-rfcD_int

Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995-rfcD_int

Halorubrum_C49-rfcD_int

Halorubrum_sp._T3-rfcD_int

Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288-rfcD_int
0.03

Supplementary Figure 5.7 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of rfcD intein. Mini-inteins are highlighted in red text,
support for bipartitions is indicated by the node shape, larger circles indicate strong support.
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Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11-rir1b_int
Halorubrum_Ea1-rir1b_int
Halorubrum_hd13-rir1b_int
Halorubrum_Ea8-rir1b_int
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978-rir1b_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59-rir1b_int
Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255-rir1b_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099-rir1b_int
Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B-rir1b_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64-rir1b_int
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307-rir1b_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31-rir1b_int
0.04

Supplementary Figure 5.8 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of rir1b intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Halorubrum_SP9-rpolA_int

Halorubrum_SP3-rpolA_int

Halorubrum_Cb34-rpolA_int

halophilic_archaeon_J07HB67-rpolA_int

Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B-rpolA_int

Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940-rpolA_int

Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160-rpolA_int
0.07

Supplementary Figure 5.9 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of rpolA intein, mini-inteins are highlighted in red
text. The node shape indicates support for bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11-top6B_int

halophilic_archaeon_DL31-top6B_int

Natronococcus_occultus_SP4-top6B_int

Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288-top6B_int

Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B-top6B_int
0.04

Supplementary Figure 5.10 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of top6B intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799-topA_int

Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800-topA_int

Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049-topA_int

Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890-topA_int
0.07

Supplementary Figure 5.11 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of topA intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873-udp_int

Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137-udp_int

Halorubrum_Cb34-udp_int

Halorubrum_LD3-udp_int

Halorubrum_LG1-udp_int

Halorubrum_Fb21-udp_int

Halorubrum_C3-udp_int
0.06

Supplementary Figure 5.12 Maximum likelihood phylogeny of udp intein. The node shape indicates support for
bipartitions larger circles indicate strong support.
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Chapter 6. Supplementary figures.

Supplementary Figure 6.1 Schematic of strains used for mating experiments with the location of selectable
markers, as well as the location of the intein, and intein insertion site respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 6.2 Schematic of intein dynamics in a population of cells, assuming that the impact of the
intein on the host fitness also has an impact on the carrying capacity of the population. The fixation of the intein
is slightly slower, but the results are the same as in chapter 6 figure 4.
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Supplementary Figure 6.3 Schematic of mating experiments and predicted outcomes.
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Supplementary Figure 6.4 The distribution of the polB-c intein in twelve pools across three sampling sites.
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Halorubrum_C49|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_E3|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_hd13|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Eb13|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ea1|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_IB24|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_C3|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_SP3|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_SP9|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Fb21|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_G37|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ec15|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ga2p|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_Ga36|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_coriense_DSM_10284|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_SP7|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_tebenquichense_DSM_14210|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|cdc21b_ext
Halorubrum_J07HR59|cdc21b_ext
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|cdc21b_ext
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663|cdc21b_ext
Natrinema_sp._J7|cdc21b_ext
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|cdc21b_ext
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|cdc21b_ext
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|cdc21b_ext
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|cdc21b_ext
Haloterrigena_limicola_JCM_13563|cdc21b_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|cdc21b_ext
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940|cdc21b_ext
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|cdc21b_ext
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989|cdc21b_ext
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA|cdc21b_ext
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|cdc21b_ext
31R|cdc21_ext|P_01781
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551|cdc21b_ext
0.5

Supplementary Figure 8.1 Cell division control protein 21 extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node
shapes indicate bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental
isolates are highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_tebenquichense_DSM_14210|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_hd13|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Eb13|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ea1|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_IB24|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_C49|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_E3|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_coriense_DSM_10284|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP3|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP9|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_G37|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ec15|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ga2p|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Ga36|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_LG1|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_Fb21|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_SP7|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_C3|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|cdc21b_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59|cdc21b_int
Halococcus_salifodinae_DSM_8989|cdc21b_int
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|cdc21b_int
Halorhabdus_utahensis_DSM_12940|cdc21b_int
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|cdc21b_int
31R|cdc21_ext|P_01781
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|cdc21b_int
Haloterrigena_limicola_JCM_13563|cdc21b_int
Natrinema_gari_JCM_14663|cdc21b_int
Natrinema_sp._J7|cdc21b_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|cdc21b_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|cdc21b_int
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|cdc21b_int
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|cdc21b_int
Halogeometricum_borinquense_DSM_11551|cdc21b_int
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|cdc21b_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|cdc21b_int
0.2

Supplementary Figure 8.2 Cell division control protein 21 intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node
shapes indicate bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental
isolates are highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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Halorubrum_Cb34|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_hd13|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_IB24|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ea1|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Eb13|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ea8|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_lacusprofundi_ATCC_49239|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ec15|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_LG1|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_LD3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Fb21|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_Ga36|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_G37|pol_IIa_ext
8R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02357
9R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02357
Halorubrum_SP7|pol_IIa_ext
28R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02325
Halorubrum_SP3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_SP9|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_E3|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|pol_IIa_ext
Halorubrum_sp._T3|pol_IIa_ext
26R|pol_IIa_ext|P_00137
Halorubrum_sp._J07HR59|pol_IIa_ext
haloarchaeon_3A1_DGR|pol_IIa_ext
Halohasta_litchfieldiae_tADL|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HB67|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|pol_IIa_ext
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|pol_IIa_ext
Halococcus_thailandensis_JCM_13552|pol_IIa_ext
Haladaptatus_paucihalophilus_DX253|pol_IIa_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_vallismortis_ATCC_29715|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_japonica_DSM_6131|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|pol_IIa_ext
Haloarcula_argentinensis_DSM_12282|pol_IIa_ext
7R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01916
47R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01323
120R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01242
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX5|pol_IIa_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|pol_IIa_ext
Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255|pol_IIa_ext
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|pol_IIa_ext
Natrinema_pellirubrum_DSM_15624|pol_IIa_ext
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|pol_IIa_ext
Halobiforma_nitratireducens_JCM_10879|pol_IIa_ext
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|pol_IIa_ext
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|pol_IIa_ext
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|pol_IIa_ext
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|pol_IIa_ext
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|pol_IIa_ext
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|pol_IIa_ext
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|pol_IIa_ext
31R|pol-IIa_ext|P_02002
38NR|pol-IIa_ext|P_03064
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sulfurifontis_ATCC_BAA897|pol_IIa_ext
47N|pol-IIa_ext|P_01642
24N|pol-IIa_ext|P_00139
48N|pol-IIa_ext|P_03837
105R|pol-IIa_ext|P_00139
109R|pol-IIa_ext|P_00139
12N|pol-IIa_ext|P_01543
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|pol_IIa_ext
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|pol_IIa_ext
4N|pol-IIa_ext|P_00144
6N|pol-IIa_ext|P_01719
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|pol_IIa_ext
19N|pol-IIa_ext|P_02829
10N|pol-IIa_ext|P_02870
16N|pol-IIa_ext|P_03026
0.4

Supplementary Figure 8.3 DNA polymerase II extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node shapes indicate
bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental isolates are
highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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Haladaptatus_paucihalophilus_DX253|pol_IIa_int
31R|pol_IIa_ext|P_01975_DNA_polymerase_II_large
38NR|pol_IIa_ext|P_00939_DNA_polymerase_II_large_subunit
Haloferax_elongans_ATCC_BAA1513|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_sp._DL1|pol_IIa_int
Halohasta_litchfieldiae_tADL|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ea8|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ea1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Eb13|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_hd13|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_IB24|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_E3|pol_IIa_int
28R|pol_IIa_ext|P_02325
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|pol_IIa_int
26R|pol_IIa_ext|P_00137
Halorubrum_SP3|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_SP9|pol_IIa_int
Natronococcus_occultus_SP4|pol_IIa_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|pol_IIa_int
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_pellirubrum_DSM_15624|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_versiforme_JCM_10478|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeon_J07HB67|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_sp._NRC|pol_IIa_int
Halobacterium_salinarum_R1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Fb21|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_LG1|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ec15|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_G37|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Ga36|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_LD3|pol_IIa_int
Haloterrigena_salina_JCM_13891|pol_IIa_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|pol_IIa_int
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|pol_IIa_int
Halobiforma_lacisalsi_AJ5|pol_IIa_int
Halococcus_morrhuae_DSM_1307|pol_IIa_int
Halococcus_thailandensis_JCM_13552|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA644|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA645|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sp._ATCC_BAA646|pol_IIa_int
Haloferax_sulfurifontis_ATCC_BAA897|pol_IIa_int
19N|pol-IIa_ext|P_02829
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_hochstenium_ATCC_700873|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_Cb34|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_kocurii_JCM_14978|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_SP7|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_sp._T3|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|pol_IIa_int
Halorubrum_lacusprofundi_ATCC_49239|pol_IIa_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|pol_IIa_int
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_vallismortis_ATCC_29715|pol_IIa_int
7R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01916
47R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01323
120R|pol-IIa_ext|P_01242
Haloarcula_hispanica_ATCC_33960|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_japonica_DSM_6131|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_argentinensis_DSM_12282|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_californiae_ATCC_33799|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|pol_IIa_int
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557|pol_IIa_int
haloarchaeon_3A1_DGR|pol_IIa_int
Halobiforma_nitratireducens_JCM_10879|pol_IIa_int
Natronolimnobius_innermongolicus_JCM_12255|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX5|pol_IIa_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|pol_IIa_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|pol_IIa_int
0.2

Supplementary Figure 8.4 DNA polymerase II intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node shapes indicate
bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental isolates are
highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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Halorubrum_sp._J07HR59|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_hd13|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_Ea1|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_Eb13|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_IB24|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995|polBb_ext
26R|polB_ext|P_00180
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_sp._T3|polBb_ext
8R|polB_ext|P_02400
9R|polB_ext|P_02400
28R|polB_ext|P_02280
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_E8|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_C3|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|polBb_ext
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916|polBb_ext
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|polBb_ext
31R|polB_ext|P_00417
38NR|polB_ext|P_00121
Haloferax_mediterranei_ATCC_33500|polB_ext
19N|polB_ext|P_02168
47N|polB_ext|P_00854
48N|polB_ext|P_00851
24N|polB_ext|P_00906
105R|polB_ext|P_00906
109R|polB_ext|P_00906
Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B|polBb_ext
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|polBb_ext
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|polBb_ext
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|polBb_ext
7R|polB_ext|P_01321
47R|polB_ext|P_00482
120R|polB_ext|P_00535
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160|polBb_ext
Natrialba_chahannaoensis_JCM_10990|polBb_ext
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|polBb_ext
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|polBb_ext
Natronococcus_amylolyticus_DSM_10524|polBb_ext
Natronococcus_jeotgali_DSM_18795|polBb_ext
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|polBb_ext
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|polBb_ext
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|polBb_ext
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|polBb_ext
0.07

Supplementary Figure 8.5 DNA polymerase B extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node shapes indicate
bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental isolates are
highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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Halorubrum_Eb13|polBb_int
Halorubrum_IB24|polBb_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|polBb_int
Halorubrum_arcis_JCM_13916|polBb_int
Halorubrum_terrestre_JCM_10247|polBb_int
Halorubrum_C3|polBb_int
Halorubrum_lipolyticum_DSM_21995|polBb_int
Halorubrum_Ea1|polBb_int
Halorubrum_hd13|polBb_int
Halorubrum_saccharovorum_DSM_1137|polBb_int
Natronorubrum_bangense_JCM_10635|polBb_int
Natronorubrum_sulfidifaciens_JCM_14089|polBb_int
Natronococcus_amylolyticus_DSM_10524|polBb_int
Natronococcus_jeotgali_DSM_18795|polBb_int
Natronorubrum_tibetense_GA33|polBb_int
Natrinema_altunense_JCM_12890|polBb_int
Natrialba_chahannaoensis_JCM_10990|polBb_int
Natrialba_magadii_ATCC_43099|polBb_int
Natrialba_hulunbeirensis_JCM_10989|polBb_int
halophilic_archaeon_DL31|polBb_int
halophilic_archaeaon_J07HX64|polBb_int
Haloarcula_marismortui_ATCC_43049|polBb_int
Haloarcula_sinaiiensis_ATCC_33800|polBb_int
Halorubrum_sp._T3|polBb_int
Haloarcula_amylolytica_JCM_13557|polBb_int
Halorubrum_J07HR59|polBb_int
Halomicrobium_mukohataei_DSM_12286|polBb_int
Natronomonas_pharaonis_DSM_2160|polBb_int
Halorhabdus_tiamatea_SARL4B|polBb_int
26R|polB_ext|P_00180
Halorubrum_litoreum_JCM_13561|polBb_int
Halorubrum_E8|polBb_int
Halorubrum_distributum_JCM_10118|polBb_int
0.1

Supplementary Figure 8.6 DNA polymerase B-b intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node shapes indicate
bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental isolates are
highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|polBc_ext
19N|polB_ext|P_02168
10N|polB_ext|P_00571
16N|polB_ext|P_00570
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|polBc_ext
4N|polB_ext|P_00966
6N|polB_ext|P_00915
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2|polBc_ext
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717|polBc_ext
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919|polBc_ext
47N|polB_ext|P_00854
48N|polB_ext|P_00851
24N|polB_ext|P_00906
105R|polB_ext|P_00906
109R|polB_ext|P_00906
12N|polB_ext|P_00690
31R|polB_ext|P_00417
38NR|polB_ext|P_00121
26R|polB_ext|P_00180
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|polBc_ext
Halorubrum_SP7|polBc_ext
8R|polB_ext|P_02400
9R|polB_ext|P_02400
28R|polB_ext|P_02280
Halorubrum_C49|polBc_ext
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|polBc_ext
7R|polB_ext|P_01321
47R|polB_ext|P_00482
120R|polB_ext|P_00535
0.06

Supplementary Figure 8.7 DNA polymerase B extein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node shapes indicate
bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental isolates are
highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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4N|polB_ext|P_00966
Haloferax_volcanii_DS2|polBc_int
10N|polB_ext|P_00571
16N|polB_ext|P_00570
Haloferax_prahovense_DSM_18310|polBc_int
19N|polB_ext|P_02168
Haloferax_gibbonsii_ATCC_33959|polBc_int
12N|polB_ext|P_00690
47N|polB_ext|P_00854
48N|polB_ext|P_00851
Haloferax_alexandrinus_JCM_10717|polBc_int
Haloferax_lucentense_DSM_14919|polBc_int
Natronomonas_moolapensis_8.8.11|polBc_int
Halorubrum_C49|polBc_int
Halorubrum_SP7|polBc_int
Halorubrum_californiensis_DSM_19288|polBc_int
0.05

Supplementary Figure 8.8 DNA polymerase B-c intein maximum likelihood phylogeny. The node shapes indicate
bipartition support values, larger and darker circles indicate higher support. Environmental isolates are
highlighted by location, Atlit in red and Michmoret in blue.
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